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ABSTRACT
DOCTRINAL PREACHING IN AN EMERGING POSTMODERN AGE
The church of the late twentieth century has lost its doctrinal moorings. If
this condition is left unchecked, the great doctrines of the church, many ofwhich
took centuries to hammer out, could conceivably be lost to the larger populace of
the church. If the church as a whole loses sight of these great doctrines, many in
the church will be left "tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of
doctrine" (Ephesians 4: 14, NKJV).
This problem is exacerbated by the emerging postmodern age in which
ideas of dogma, meta-narrative, or absolute truth are generally seen to be
intolerant and are therefore dismissed.
This study seeks to discover a method of preaching that will engage hearers
in an emerging postmodern age with the great doctrines of the church.
The study uses the Spiritual Weil-Being Scale to measure the change in the
sense of spiritual well-being in a small United Methodist congregation after they
have heard a series of doctrinal sermons over the course of ten months.
The study concludes that the prescribed method of preaching did result in a
statistically significant rise in the sense of spiritual well-being among the
participants.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
In 1989 a trio of Jehovah's Witnesses came to my office. They had a mission�to
convert the minister to the Jehovah's Witness movement. They did not get far with their
conversion attempt, but they did teach me an important lesson.
At one point in the discussion the senior witness said to me, "The average
member of a Protestant church has no idea as to the meaning of the Kingdom ofGod." I
disagreed with him. He pressed me, "Find me three people in your church who can give
me an adequate definition of the Kingdom of God."
I refused on grounds ofnot wanting to bring my parishioners into a religious
argument with people they did not even know. But this man had a point. I probably
could have found three people in our church of over 1,000 who could give an adequate
explanation of the Kingdom ofGod, but I was not very sure who those three would be.
I. Statement of the Problem
The church today does not know its own doctrines. This has resulted in a
disastrous form of unbelief People believe in God, but they do not know what they
believe about God. Therefore, average lay persons make up their theology as they go.
Or they inherit their theology through cultural osmosis. It is a conglomerate ofwhat
they have picked up at church, what they have learned from their family, pop psychology,
media hype, new age beliefs, their sense of fairness, and only God knows what else.
Stephen Lang laments that Americans today consider themselves to be religious,
but they do not consider truth a high priority. A gap exists between the stated faith of
inost Americans and the lack of basic knowledge about Christianity. He says that
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most church people have bought into the idea of "wrhy discuss things you can't prove?"
In an age that resists the idea of absolute truth, many fail to see the importance of even
the essential doctrines such as justification by faith or the Trinity (13).
It would be easy to lay the blame for this problem on the individual lay person.
We could say he or she has not "done his homework." This, however, would be
misplaced blame. Today's church is caught up in the pluralism and relativism of our
times. This pluralism calls for tolerance and an egalitarian view toward all religious
beliefs. The result is a condition that is noted in the old proverb, "If you point in every
direction at once, you point in no direction at all." It seems as if the church stands for
everything and nothing at the same time.
We could lay the blame at the feet of the church. This may be accurate, but
placing blame does little good. After all, we are the churches. Placing blame only angers
people and distracts us fi-om the problem at hand. Blame placing has no benefit.
But the problem remains; the average church person is ignorant of the classic
doctrines of the Christian church. The question we must ask is, "What can we do to
reverse this trend?" Obviously, if the trend is not reversed, the next generation of
Christians will be left without the anchor of the great doctrines of the church. The great
doctrines, some ofwhich took centuries to hammer out, could be lost to the larger
populace of the church. If the church loses sight of these doctrines, many in the church
will be left "tossed to and fi^o and carried about with every wind of doctrine" (Ephesians
4:14, NKJV).
If this problem is to be addressed, it will be addressed by the pastors of local
churches. Some reliefmay come from larger church bodies, but this seems unlikely.
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According to John Naisbitt, we live in an age when people are not looking to centralized
authority for answers to life issues (103-143). Even if the larger church bodies become
inclined to address the problem, it is doubtful that those in mainline denominations such
as the United Methodist Church, could agree on how to approach the topic of doctrine.
William Abraham points out that the United Methodist church has "systematically
forgotten the place ofChristian doctrine in their life and service to God." As a result the
church suffers from a kind of "doctrinal amnesia" (Waking 12).
But how can pastors address so daunting an issue? Answers to this question are
manifold, but vdll surely include the sermon. The sermon remains the primary means by
which a pastor communicates with the people in the congregation. Pastors must find a
way to teach convincingly the great doctrines of the church to people that are not, at least
at first glance, very interested in learning about doctrines.
This challenge is troublesome enough, but the issue is even more complicated.
The later years of the 1990's are a time of incredible transition. Speaking to preachers,
Leonard Sweet asserts we "have been chosen by God to minister at one of the greatest
ecotonic spaces in the history of the planet. God has chosen you to be inministry during
this period, when the modem world, the world that was built over the last 500 years, has
given birth to another world called the postmodern world. We are called to do ministry
on this edge as the modem era comes to a close and a postmodern world begins" (4).
This emerging postmodem period presents many challenges to the pastor.
Postmodernism will be more fully discussed in Chapter 2, but for now suffice it to say
that postmodemism is a philosophy of life that rejects the philosophical assumptions
upon which modernity was built.
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Postmodemism holds that truth is determined by local social constructs. Truth is
relative and has many facets. Not only is truth relative, it is based on group pragmatism.
Truth is what a particular society holds to be true; what is true for one person may not be
true for another. Truth is what works for a given person or group.
Ifwe were already in a thoroughly postmodem age, the preacher's assigimient
would be a difficult one, but we are living in a time of transition. This makes the task
even more difficult. Any given group ofpeople in the late 1990's is a mixture ofpeople
found along a continuum. On one end are people who are thoroughly modem. These
people place strong emphasis on empirical reasoning and find postmodem thinking
almost beyond comprehension. On the other end of the continuum we find the
thoroughly postmodem person who sees the modem person as biased against all other
ways of viewing reality.
Into this cultural mix pastors are called to preach the good news of Jesus who
proclaimed, "I am the way the truth and the life" (John 14:6 NRSV).
II. Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact ofbiblically based, listener
friendly, doctrinal preaching on the spiritual life of the people in the United Methodist
congregation in Magee, Mississippi in an emerging postmodem age.
Though Magee is a rural community, the people in this church still face the
influences of an emerging postmodem age.
In conducting the research, the following questions were answered, insofar
as possible.
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III. Research Questions
Research Question #1 : Is there a statistically significant change in the Spiritual Well-
Being Scale scores of the participants through the course of the study?
Research Question #2: Does the age of the participants in the study have any bearing on
the changes in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores?
Research Question #3 Is there a relationship between the 4 criteria used in the sermons
and a change in the spiritual well-being scores of the participants?
IV. Definition of Terms
Doctrinal Preaching Doctrinal preaching seeks to communicate the classic doctrines of
Christian theology. Doctrines as defined in this study are systematic attempts to
describe who God is, and show what God did in the scriptures and relate these
themes to what God is presently doing in our lives and in our world.
Emerging Postmodem Age Postmodemism represents a rejection of the Enlightenment
project and the foundational assumptions upon which it was built (Grenz 5). This
rejection of the Enlightenment project, or modernism as it is most often called, is
occurring in our time, but what will replace it is in many respects unknown.
"Postmodem means whatever happens in Westem culture when modernity is
over; there is no clue now as to when that shall be or in what it shall consist"
(Inbody 536). What is sure is that the philosophical assumptions upon which
Westem thinking is built are changing. The key elements of this emerging
postmodemism are relativism, pragmatism, community, relationships,
uncertainty, and tolerance.
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Listener Friendly As it is used in this study, listener friendly is a term used to define the
preacher's approach to preaching the doctrinal tmths ofChristianity in a way that
is winsome to the hearer in the emerging postmodem age.
Fact-value Dichotomy This term refers to a bifiircated epistemology practiced by many
adherents ofmodernism. It gives primacy to public facts that can be empirically
verified. These facts are seen as being usable in public discourse. As opposed to
these empirical public facts, there are certain values that many hold to be
important, even if the values are not empirically verifiable. Hence these values
are relegated to private life. These tmths or values may be important to an
individual or group but because they can not be verified empirically, the values a
re considered under the category of "one's opinion" or "point or view."
Religion and morality would normally be placed in this category. This fact-value
dichotomy has led to a situation in which many people strongly believe things
privately but are almost culturally forbidden to speak about them in a public
context.
Spiritual Grovyth This term can be defined in a variety ofways. Probably the most
common Christian definition would be an increase in the fruit of the Spirit
(Galatians 5:22,23) as determined by observers. Such growth is not easily
measurable. For the purpose of this study, spiritual growth is defined by an
increase in the participant's Spiritual Well-Being Scale score.
G. I. Generation and Silent Generation The G.I. generation includes people bom before
1 929. The Silent Generation includes those bom between 1 930 and
1945.Because the Silent Generation shares many characteristics with the G.I.
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Generation the two groups are often combined and called the "Booster"
generation. This is because the two age groups have boosted the strength of the
institutions to which they relate. Driving issues for this group are security, safety
and stability. They place an emphasis on "we." This group prizes values that
support the good of the whole, loyalty and dependability. Institutions served these
people well through the Great Depression and World War II. Therefore, this
group values and supports institutional structures. Loyal to denominational
structures, these boosters make up the membership and financial base ofmost
churches and denominations (Childress).
Babv Boomers The Baby Boomer generation includes people bom between 1946 and
1964. This group makes up one-third of the United States population. Mere
numbers have given Baby Boomers great influence in shaping the social and
cultural landscape ofAmerica. Driving issues for Baby Boomers include identity,
personal growth, meaning and materialism. Often called the "me" generation,
people in this group focus on self-fiilfiUment and the individual. The boomer
generation highly values career. Working mother, two-income households
characterize family life. Boomers are non-institutional, cause, issue, and rights
oriented. Idealism, hope and optimism typify this generation. Boomers expect
churches to meet their needs (Childress).
Babv Busters or Generation X Generation X includes people bom between 1965 and
1976. The term Baby Buster often includes the "Echo Boom" ~ people bom after
1977. Busters are driven by a desire for identity, relationships and community.
"Us" in community with others provides the motivation for Busters. Busters have
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grown up in the emerging postmodem world and embody many postmodem
values. Broken homes characterize the family life ofBusters. Though pragmatic
and locally focused, Busters think globally and have a keen interest in the
environment. Despair and pessimism plague this group. They feel as if the
institutions of family, education, government and church have failed them. If
Busters become involved in a church, it will be a church that stresses
relationships, practical help and tolerance (Childress).
Meta-narrative Postmodem thinkers contend that cultvires derive their central values and
beliefs from myths or narratives. Systems ofmyths or narratives sustain social
relations and form a society's basis of legitimacy. A meta-narrative claims
universal tmth for all of humanity. The postmodem rejects all appeals to central
legitimizing myth. Grand narrative or meta-narrative entailing ultimate tmth is
not seen as credible. In the place ofmeta-narratives postmodems substitute local
narratives. "Each of us experiences a world within the context of the societies in
which we live." Because no one universal tmth exists, postmodems fabricate
stories to define personal identity and give purpose to life. These local narratives
become tmth to the postmodem person. Local narratives are not universally tme,
but they serve a pragmatic and useful function in daily life. Local narratives form
the basis of tmth for the postmodem. A meta-narrative providing a central, grand,
and imiversal tmth is rejected. This includes the ideas of absolute tmth found in
biblical faith and teaching Grenz 44-46).
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V. Methodology of the Study
The participants of the study are all members age fifteen and older or regular
attendees age fifteen and older of the Magee United Methodist Church.
A study of related literature has determined the elements I believe will make the
sermons more listener friendly to the participants as they live in the emerging postmodem
age. The researcher's expectations were that exposure to listener friendly doctrinal
sermons would help the participants understand God's tmth and love. The intended
result was an increase the sense of spiritual well-being.
Volunteers in the study were asked to participate within the first month ofmy
tenure as pastor. Announcements asking for participation were made from the pulpit, in
committee meetings, in the church newsletter, and by personal invitation. Participation in
the study was determined by a congregant's willingness to complete both a pre-test and a
post-test Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
The reason for taking a pre-test so early inmy tenure at the church was a possible
change in the spiritual well-being of the participants due to the change in preaching style
that occurs v^th a pastoral change. People respond differently to different preaching
styles. Another reason for the early pre-test is that my preaching tends to be doctrinal.
Therefore the possibility existed that there would be an increase in the doctrinal
understanding and spiritual well-being ofmembers (early in my tenure) as a result ofmy
preaching style.
The piupose of the study was explained to the volunteer participants. The
demographic data obtained included a general age category and a four digit identification
number to facilitate tracking individual responses. The four digit identification number
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was used to protect the identity of the participants. Participants who chose not to use the
four digit identification number were given the option of using their name.
At the end of the study the Spiritual Well-Being Scale was given to the general
congregation again. At that point the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores were compared
to determine if any change occurred in the spiritual well being of the congregation.
During the study I preached several series of sermons on selected doctrines using
the listener fHendly elements gleaned from a study of the relevant literature.
VI. Description of the Study
The study consisted of seven series of sermons preached at the Sunday morning
worship service of the First United Methodist Church ofMagee, Mississippi from
September, 1996, until June, 1997. Each doctrine preached was discussed in a sermon
series varying in length from three to four weeks. Twenty-six sermons were preached
over the course of the study. Breaks occurred between each series for reasons discussed
in Chapter 3.
A list of the doctrines preached follows:
� The Love ofGod
� Justification by Faith
� The Incarnation ofChrist
� Prayer
� The Providence of God
� The Church as the Body ofChrist
� The Holy Spirit
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Table 1 contains a detailed description of the sermons preached. The appendix
contains an example of one sermon from each series of sermons.
VII. Population
The population of the study was the members or regular attendees, ages fifteen
and older, of the Magee United Methodist Church. Magee, Mississippi is a rural town of
about 3,600 according to the 1990 census (U.S. Bureau of the Census 13). The church
has about 285 members. The median worship attendance was seventy three during the
six-month period before my arrival as pastor. A majority of the current attendees have
college degrees and are middle class or higher.
VIII. Variables
The sermons, especially those elements intended to reach the postmodem mind
make up the independent variable in this study.
The dependent variable is the spiritual growth experienced by the participants in
the study.
The age of the participants is an intervening variable in the study.
IX. Instrumentation
Measuring the effects of a series of sermons or even the effect of one sermon on a
person's life is fraught with problems and complexities. So many things affect the
spiritual growth of a person, including family life (Proverbs 22:6), Christian fellowship
(Hebrews 10:24-25), personal desire (Luke 11:13) and of course the work of the Holy
Spirit (John 16:13). These things are beyond the control of the study and are of
incredible importance. Nevertheless, the church through the ages has held that the sermon
has a real impact on the lives of hearers (Acts 2; Romans 10:17).
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With this in mind, this study attempted to measure the effects of listener friendly
doctrinal preaching on the participants by the use of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
The scale was given to each participant early in my tenure to discover a baseline
for the participants. A post-test was given after ten months of doctrinal sermons. The
piupose of the post-test was to determine if the sermons affected the participant's
Spiritual Well-Being Scale score.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale was chosen because "It provides a helpfiil
measure to assess the impact of various spiritual development emphases, including . . .
thematic preaching ..." (Ellison and Smith 43).
X. Data Collection
The congregation was asked to participate via congregational announcements,
Sunday school announcements, the church newsletter, and personal invitation. They
volimteered to participate by taking the Spiritual Well-Being Scale survey which was
inserted in the church worship bulletin or otherwise made available.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale was administered before and after church and at
the convenience of any one who desired to participate. It was also available in the church
office. We offered to mail the Spiritual Well-Being Scale to those who asked, but did not
encourage using the mail due to expected low return rates.
Interviews with randomly selected regular attendees were also done periodically
throughout the study. The purpose of these interviews was to add insight and color to
any possible changes that occurred over the course of the study. These interviews were
not included in the data collection portion of the study and were done only to add insight.
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X. Delimitations and Generalizability of the Study
As mentioned earlier, many factors enter into a person's spiritual well-being. No
one study can determine all or even most of the factors that enter into it. Many factors
surely have a transcendent element (John 6:44). The quality of preaching and the
relevance of the preaching to a person's life also make a difference. No one likes a
boring preacher! People are moved by a preacher who communicates. This study does
not seek to measure such transcendent or quality issues, nor does it seek to measure
aspects such as "exciting" versus "boring" preaching. It would be immoral for an
individual preacher to preach poorly on purpose to prove a point.
This study does seek to identify key elements that will make preaching, especially
doctrinal preaching, more accessible to the postmodem mind. Ifpreaching in this way
increases the spiritual well-being of the participants and the spiritual well-being of the
congregation, then the study will have been worthwhile.
XI. Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 anchors the current study in the ongoing flow of related research and
literature. I discuss the importance of doctrinal preaching, a briefhistory of doctrine, the
emerging postmodem age, how postmodemism affects Christianity, and suggest ways to
preach effectively to the postmodem mind. Chapter 3 explains the design of the study,
focusing on the rationale for using the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. The objective data
obtained by use of the Spirimal Well-Being Scale was used to determine if there was a
statistically significant change in the spiritual well-being of the participants. Chapter 4
reports the findings of the study. Chapter 5 completes the dissertation with a summation
and interpretation of the findings.
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CHAPTER 2
Relevant Precedents in the Literature
L The Focus
The pastor exerts a strong influence and holds a great responsibility in the
teachingministry of the church (Smart 42-64). With this in mind, my goal is to use
effectively the pulpit and the office ofpastor to teach the truths of the Christian faith. My
intent is to discover amethod that is winsome and listener friendly to a generation that is
disinterested in classic Christian doctrine and repelled by doctrinal infighting.
A result of this disinterest and repulsion concerning doctrine is a church populace
ignorant ofChristian beliefs. This makes it difficult for believers to know and articulate
what is distinctive or essential concerning the Christian faith. Too often those who do
know what they believe are so doctrinaire that once they leave their circles of influence,
their attitudes repulse others and add to the ammunition of those who attack the
importance of doctrine.
II. Analysis of Issues
Many issues contribute to the lack of doctrinal knowledge in the church today.
Doctrine has not been a focus in American church life for quite some time. In 1973,
Dennis Kinlaw lamented, "For years it has been popular to play down the importance of
doctrine. To some it has been irrelevant. To others divisive, either a bore or a dangerous
luxury modem man could not afford" (5).
The current lack of interest in doctrinal issues has not always been the case. For
the majority of its history the institutional church and its individual members have
emphasized orthodox doctrine and correct belief. Perhaps the current lack of interest in
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doctrines can be attributed to what Thomas Oden calls the hubris of the modem mind
(After Modernity 45). Perhaps it finds its source in the postmodem fascination with the
pragmatic. Whatever the reason may be, a current indifference toward doctrine borders
on hostility. In contrast, the church, from its beginnmg and throughout the centuries,
has not seen doctrine as outdated, impractical, or even intolerant. Instead, the church
views the development of doctrine as a means of seeking the tmth that sets people free to
live fiilfilled and useful lives.
Biblical and Theological Basis ofDoctrine
A concem for the proper teaching and fransmission of doctrine and biblical tmth
has been a part of the church from its origins.
Jesus often showed his concem for a proper understanding of the scriptures. This
was especially tme as it related to the misapplication of the law by the religious mlers of
his day. Even a casual reading of the Gospels shows that Jesus constantly corrected the
false beliefs of religious leaders. Examples follow:
In matters relating to Sabbath observance, Jesus taught "the Sabbath was created
for people, not people for the Sabbath" (Mark 2:27).
Conceming rimal cleanliness or purity, Jesus taught that God is interested in
purity of heart, not the manner in which cups and pitchers are washed (Mark 7:1-8).
When speaking to the traditions of the elders, such as the practice ofCorban,
Jesus stressed the importance ofheartfelt obedience to God's commands. He taught that
the command to "Honor your father and your mother" could not be nullified by any
fradition.
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These examples indicate that even while Jesus walked the earth, the truth of
biblical religion was under assault by prevailing cultural values. In the face of this
assault, Jesus corrected false teachings and presented the truth.
It is of significance that some religious leaders during Jesus' day recognized the
true nature ofbiblical teaching. The scribe's response to Jesus regarding the most
important commandment in Mark 12:28-34 indicates that he, and presumably others
understood correct teachings and doctrines; this despite the fact that the prevailing
religious culture had allowed the teachings ofGod to be obfuscated.
Throughout the New Testament we see strong concem that the doctrines of the
faith be taught, and taught correctly. From the earliest days of the church. Christians
showed concem for correct doctrine. Indeed one of the first controversies of the church
revolved around a doctrinal issue.
The Jemsalem Council (Acts 15; Galatians 2) centered on the doctrine of
justification by faith. Again, when this doctrine was being perverted, James spoke to the
issue of faith and works in James 2:14-26.
Early Christians discovered that living in the world, with its many philosophies
and religions, posed a threat to the purity of the Gospel message. In Colossians 2:6, Paul
admonishes the believers to "see to it that no one makes a prey of you by philosophy and
empty deceit, according to human tradition, according to the elemental spirits of the
universe, and not according to Christ." In Jude 3,4, we read ". . . contend for the faith
which was once for all delivered to the saints." This is deemed necessary because of
"ungodly persons" who "pervert" and "deny."
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The New Testament is replete with passages that speak to the importance of
preserving the doctrines of the faith (1 Corinthians 4:1,2; 15:3-4; Galatians 1:8,9;
1 Timothy 6:20,21; 2 Timothy 1:14; 2:2; 3:14,15; 1 Thessalonians 5:21; 2 Thessalonians
2:15; 1 Peter 1:18; 1 John 4:1). Along with these passages it can easily be argued that
many of the books of the New Testament were specifically written to preserve correct
doctrine.
The early church's concem for doctrine had its roots not only in a desire to protect
the "faith once delivered," but also in its respect for the scriptures. The first Christians
were, on the whole, Jewish. The Hebrew scriptures stress the importance ofpreserving
and obeying the teachings of the Lord. Every major section ofOld Testament literature
emphasizes the importance of heeding the words of the Lord. The Pentateuch wams the
people to keep God's commandments. The Historical books show the results ofwhat
happens when people and nations ignore God's commands. The Wisdom books speak of
the folly of ignoring the commandments ofGod and the wisdom of following them. The
Prophets call the people back to the commandments and speak of the judgment that will
come when, and if, the commandments of God are not obeyed.
Perhaps one of the clearest Old Testament passages relating to the importance of
guarding the integrity of revealed tmth is found in Deuteronomy 32:47. "For it is no
trifle for you, but it is your life . . . ."
With this as their heritage, it is no wonder that early Christians saw and stressed
the importance of correct doctrine and beliefs.
Soon after its inception, the church came face to face with the task of relating the
Gospel message in a changing cultural context. Almost fi-om the beginning Christians
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faced persecution by the religious establishment (Acts 5-9). The first persecution
scattered believers throughout the world and into new cultural settings. Though their
settings were vmfamiliar, the early Christians nevertheless sought to share the message of
Christ. In these new settings, Christians encountered people who were religious but did
not believe the message ofChristianity.
Explaining the faith in their own Jewish context was difficult, but the assignment
became even more difficult as they faced the very religious but pagan Roman world. To
the pagan mind "Christians by definition had repudiated the gods, on whom prosperity
and peace depended; they were also supposedly guilty of enormities like cannibalism and
incest which offended the same gods. Public disaster was a sign that the heavens were
displeased, and the Christians were thought to be to blame." If there was any problem the
response was, 'The Christians to the Lions'" (Hall 13).
In a setting like this, the early church found it necessary to "always be prepared to
make a defense to anyone who calls you to accoimt for the hope that is in you" (1 Peter
3:15).
From the start, the church engaged in debate with its critics. As a result the
church hammered out its doctrinal beliefs in an intellectual dialogue with those within the
church itself and wdth those outside the church (Chadwick 66).
By the mid-second century Justin Martyr had written Dialogue with Trypho the
Jew in which he sought to prove the veracity of the Christian faith by an appeal to the
fulfillment ofOld Testament prophecy.
Justin Martyr was soon followed by Irenaeus who "perceived that the coherence
ofChristian doctrine depended upon the tradition of faithful instmction, and that the
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Gnostic heresies could only be successfully opposed if the scattered statements of
scripture were drawn together within a system." While convinced of the importance of
developing a Christian dogma even at this early date, Irenaeus was committed to the
dictum that originality was "the last thing to be expected of a theologian." In his view
the path laid down by scripture and tradition was the best way to prevent innovation and
dangerous speculation (Chadwick 82).
"It was not enough to know the Scriptures thoroughly and to have been trained in
them; the heretics, despite these advantages, still managed to deceive themselves"
(Pelikan 17). The church found itself dependent on the teaching of those who had gone
before to insure itself against deviation from "the faith which was once for all delivered
to the saints."
Through the centuries the church has understood its doctrines to have come from
the apostles who had instructed their successors, who in turn instructed their successors.
Anyone seeking to expound upon the doctrine of Scripture could not do so without the
guidance of those who had developed understanding of the mysteries of Scripture
developed by the church fathers (Pelikan 18-19).
After the passing of the church fathers, the doctrinal questions of the nature of
Christ, the Trinity, and the canon of Scripture arose. The church sought to address these
issues by convening the seven great ecumenical coimcils of the church (Bettenson 24-94).
The first Council ofNicaea, in 325 dealing with Arianism, upheld the doctrine of
the divinity ofChrist.
The first Coimcil ofConstantinople in 381, dealing with ApoUinarianism,
affirmed the doctrine of the humanity ofChrist.
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The Council ofEphesus in 43 1, was held to combat Nestorianism and
Pelagianism, and confirmed the church's belief that Christ is one person.
The Council of Chalcedon in 451 met to deal with Eutychianism and affirmed the
dual nature ofChrist.
The issue of the duality of the nature of Christ was addressed again in 553 at the
second Council ofConstantinople as the church confronted Monophysitism.
A third council was held in Constantinople in 681 to address the issue of
Monothelitism. It reaffirmed the church's belief that Christ has two wills, as opposed to
the Monothelete idea that though Christ had two natures, he had only a single divine will.
The last of the great ecumenical councils was held in Nicaea in 787 and dealt with
the issue of Iconoclasm. Here the council held that worshipers may use images as aids to
worship.
These ecumenical councils enabled the church to take long strides toward
clarifying its beliefs and doctrines. They thus enabled the church to pass from
generation to generation, "the faith which was once for all delivered to the saints." The
councils did not, however, end all questions and controversies. The church from the
earliest days until the present has faced a formidable task each time it faces a new era, a
different culture, another religion, or a new philosophy.
As a result of the early church's commitment to purity ofdoctrine, an
imquestioning loyalty to the fathers and their teaching characterized the development of
doctrine in the following centuries. As Pelikan pomts out, a twelfth-century theologian
observed that "the Romans [that is, the Byzantines] are exceedingly manly in other
respects; but when it comes to transgressing the boundaries of the holy fathers, they are
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extremely cowardly." In the fifteenth century Simeon of Thessalonica wrote, "He has
inserted nothing ofhis own, but has collected everything from the Holy Scriptures and
from the fathers" (9).
IfChristians were a people content to remain within a circle of influence or
culture, the problem of passing on the faith would be less difficuh. But Christianity is a
transcultural faith. Its adherents seek to share the Gospel with people of every nation,
culture, and religion. Because of this missionary zeal, Christianity has always faced the
prospect of explaining itself clearly and accurately to altemate or opposing worldviews ~
worldviews that do not understand its tenets.
This was the case when Christians sought to explain and vindicate the doctrine of
Trinitarian Monotheism to Jews, (Pelikan 199-215) and it is the case today when
Christians attempt to teach the importance of doctrines and ultimate truths in an emerging
postmodem world.
In its attempt to pass the Gospel fi-om generation to generation and culture to
culture, the church has developed the discipline of systematic theology. "Systematic
Theology uses the resources of exegetical and historical theology to build a consistent
view of God, utilizing both general human knowledge and the witness to revelation. It
includes both the systematic study of Christian teaching and the study of the Christian life
(Oden, Living God 367). Thus the church through the centuries has developed a dogma
of consensually received and established Christian tmth as distinguished fi:om individual
opinion, wish, projection or private view CLiving God 329). It is this dogma or doctrine
that the late twentieth century church knows so poorly. It is this dogma that the
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postmodem church is in danger of failing to pass on to succeeding cultures and
generations.
People living in the emerging postmodem world of today may wonder, "Why the
emphasis on doctrines and correct belief?" The biblical answer is clear. Keeping the
teachings of the faith pure is a matter of life and death. It is not a trifling matter.
The stmggle for finding tmth and relating it to life in the real world of individuals
and groups is a formidable task in any age, especially so in the emerging postmodem age
that tends to eschew the idea of an absolute or meta-tmth.
The Church's task is to relate the revelation of God in Christ Jesus to our current
world, not in an attempt to make "all believers look exactly alike, but in serving the hope
that the one Christmight be rightly known in many different contexts" (Living God 322-
323).
Therefore the task of Christian doctrine is to take the tmth that has been delivered
through revelation, the prophets, and finally though Christ and to relate that tmth to the
varying contexts and cultures it encounters. A major difference in orthodox Christianity
and a postmodem worldview is that Christianity holds tmth to be constant. Because of
this, as Pelikan points out in his monumental work, The Spirit ofEastern Christendom,
"the greatest insult one could pay to any theologian ... be he Chalcedonian,
Monophysite, Nestorian, iconoclast, or whatever� would be to call him a 'creative
mind'" (vii). In a similar maimer, Thomas Oden notes the classical Christian writers and
thinkers "were self-consciously unoriginal in desiring not to add anything to an already
sufficient apostolic faith but only to receive and reappropriate that faith creatively in their
particular historical setting and language" (Living God xi).
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In contrast to the Christian view of truth, a postmodem worldview holds tmth to
be a relative matter in which tmth is what works for or empowers a particular individual
or group. Holding this woridview, postmodernists tend to disdain the idea of doctrine or
absolute tmth
The emerging postmodem world does pose a challenge to orthodox Christianity.
The church must rise to meet this challenge as it has met previous challenges. However,
the challenge ofpostmodemism is no more formidable than the previous challenges faced
by the church.
As Oden proposes in After Modernity . . . What, there is a place for a postmodem
orthodoxy that fulfills the requirements of classical Christian orthodoxy (meaning sound
doctrine) in the postmodem world. This postmodem orthodoxy can couple with a
postmodem hunger for meaning that connects with the past traditions, thus offering a
means for social stabilization. Even if the emerging postmodem era tends to reject
ultimate tmth and the idea of a meta-narrative, it is still looking for pragmatic results.
Throughout history, classic Christian teaching, when accompanied by the power of the
Holy Spirit, has resulted in positive change in the lives of its adherents and the
surroimding culture.
Unless the church finds a way to connect with the postmodem worldview, the
postmodem world will find itself in the unenviable position ofbeing a culmre where
"everyone does what is right in his own eyes" (Judges 17:6).
It is encouraging to know that the church has faced as great or greater challenges
before. The church has met the challenges ofpersecutions, the fall of the Roman empire,
the encroachment of the Islamic empire, the Reformation, and the Enlightenment. This
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says nothing ofwars, despots, revolutions, heresies, and opposing philosophies. During
each crisis God raised up leaders and Christian thinkers such as Paul, Justm Martyr,
Irenaeus, Hilary, Athanasius, Gregory Nazianzen, Augustine, Gregory the Great, Bede,
John ofDamascus, Peter Abelard, Peter Lombard, Aquinas, Luther, Calvin, Arminius,
Wesley, and others too numerous to mention.
The Breadth of the Problem
The current lack of doctrinal knowledge seems to affect entire generations.
"Virtually all [baby boomers] see religion less in doctrinal or ecclesiastical terms, and
much more in personal meaning terms, and often in vague and generalized moral terms.
It's not so much what you believe, . . . it's how you live" (Roof 93).
Baby Busters present a problem even more daunting. "They don't care about
theology, and they don't believe in absolute tmth" (Griffin 10). Real theological
problems ensue when we talk about non-belief in absolute tmth. Throughout the Old
Testament and especially in the revelation of Jesus Christ, God has presented himself as
being the tmth. The classic vinderstanding of the Christian faith presents "a tmth" not
"many tmths." God has presented himself as "The God" and not simply one among
many (Oswalt 181).
Even the older generations, those bom before 1945~the so-called G. I. Generation
and Silent Generation, do not evidence strong interest in doctrine. While they may have
more interest than later generations, they tend to see doctrine as something that belongs
to the realm of the professional minister or theologian. They join the institution of the
church and tmst the institution to take care of doctrinal matters (Childress).
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This lack of interest in doctrine presents a daunting challenge for the church. The
church developed and grew as a result of "basic beliefs that the apostles and other early
Christians derived from Jesus ofNazareth and His teachings." When these commonly
shared beliefs change, the church changes along with them (Kinlaw 5). In other words, if
the church jettisons its doctrines, it ceases to be the church.
Opportunities emerge in the current situation, however. While there may be a
general disinterest in the historic doctrines of the church, both Boomers and Busters are
interested in relationships. Christianity and its doctrines offer a great deal in enhancing
hvmian relationships. If the pastor can tap into this desire for improving relationships,
then the church can help people see the importance of doctrine.
For example, Baby Boomers seek a faith that offers personal meaning and helps
cultivate the irmer life. At the same time. Boomers feel responsible to their families.
They see religion as something that will help them balance their obligations to family and
self, almost a consumer attitude toward faith. It has something to offer both them and
those they love (Roof 151-152).
Similarly, Baby Busters seek relationships because theirs is a world ofbroken
relationships. "More than forty percent of them come from divorced families." They are
a generation searching for meaning and purpose. They seek to find these things through
relationships with other people" (Chris Pyle and Angle Pyle 2).
These various generations are mentioned because many, if not most, churches
consist of as many as five generations A common church growth strategy in today's
church world is to target a particular age group. The result is "Boomer churches," or
"Buster churches." It seems to me that this sttategy, while fmitftil in the short run, will
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eventually lead to problems. Every generation grows up. Every generation will
eventually encoimter many of the life issues encountered by the previous generation. No
generation wants to isolate itself from its children. Busters will one day become parents
to a generation that does not understand them. Since everyone eventually grows older,
each generation has much to leam from the others. It may be difficult, but it seems to me
there must be a way to commimicate the tmths of the gospel across the generations.
III. The Benefit ofDoctrinal Preaching and Teaching in the Church.
The word doctrine means many things to many people. The popular cormotation
of the word is filled with ideas of rigidity and divisiveness. While doctrine used in this
sense may bring comfort to some Christian groups, it will not be effective in reaching the
unchurched for Christ. "Many secular people are tumed offby 'dogma,' and therefore
may not now be open to parts of the biblical canon . . . that they associate with dogma"
(Hunter 94). Such rigid uses of doctrine v^ll not even be effective in reaching
secularized church people.
This study seeks to discover a successful methodology to present the people of the
church with doctrine in the sense ofwhat Thomas Oden calls "the faith delivered to the
saints." This means doctrines consistent with the idea of the Vincentian Canon. These
doctrines contain the tmths of the church that make up the core of the faith, those
Christian teachings that have "always, everywhere, and by all Christians been believed
about God's self disclosure" CLiving God xiv).
Christian believers need to know the content of this "faith once delivered.
"
Unless Christian believers know what they believe, they will not be able to present the
claims ofChrist to the world or live a life that reflects the body of Christian belief
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The current generation of church goers may not be, and probably is not, attracted
to gaining a knowledge of the "faith delivered to the saints." But to abandon the church
to the whims of current thought without the benefit of the wisdom of the centuries is to
invite folly. Biblical interpretation is not an easy enterprise. We need the collected
wisdom of the ages ifwe are going to properly contextualize the faith to our own
generation.
As stated above, the cvirrent situation does contain a ray of hope, i.e. relationships.
Every generation, not just Boomers and Busters, is interested in relationships. Every
generation may approach relationships differently, but it is safe to say that the majority
ofpeople in each generation are interested in relationships.
The doctrines of the Trinity and our creation in the image of God speak to why
people desire relationships. The very nature ofGod revolves around the relationship
between Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. People seek relationships because we are created
in the image ofGod, and God discloses himself in the Trinity ~ a relationship. One
aspect of being created in the image ofGod involves the idea ofbeing created with the
capacity and desire for a meaningful relationship with God and others. Christians believe
it was no accident that Jesus came to have a personal relationship with us. The "kenosis"
passage in Philippians 2:5-1 1 focuses on the relationship Jesus came to establish with
himiankind. God is a God of relationships.
If people in every generation desire personal relationships with other people, here
the connection to doctrine can be made. If doctrine is truth that enables us to understand
how we are to relate to God, then the door is opened that helps us explain the importance
of doctrine to our world. An understanding that doctrine can help people relate to God
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and others in a more meaningful way not only helps the elderly of the G. I. generation see
the importance of doctrinal truth, it also opens the eyes of baby busters to whom
"relationships are everything" (Chris Pyle and Angle Pyle 2).
This is but one example of how doctrinal truth can relate to people in our
emerging postmodem world. Many other examples are just as compelling to the modem
secular mind. The challenge is in communicating the doctrine in such a way that it
coimects with life as it is experienced by the postmodem person.
The Pastor and Soimd Doctrine
One of the primary roles of the pastor throughout Christian history has been to
accurately state the teachings of the church (Oden, Pastoral Theology 68-72). The pastor
has a responsibility as a shepherd of the flock to help the people of his or her
congregation know and understand the doctrines of the Christian faith. The New
Testament is filled with passages that relate to the responsibility the minister has to
"rightly divide the word of tmth." 1 Timothy 6:20 speaks to the heart of this concem.
Timothy, guard what has been entmsted to your care. Tum away from
godless chatter and opposing ideas ofwhat is falsely called knowledge,
which some have professed and in so doing have wandered from the faith.
Grace be with you. (NIV)
John Stott, in Guard the Gospel, contends that the idea of guarding the content of
the doctrines of the Christian faith is one of the central ideas of the book of 2 Timothy.
William Abraham calls for a retum to the teaching and preaching of the classic
doctrines of the faith when he says, "throughout the last generation the [United
Methodist]Church has been suffering from an acute case of doctrinal anmesia"
("Healing"13). The same can be said for many other churches.
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When this lack of foundation in Christian doctrine is considered in light of the
emerging postmodem culture, the task becomes even more important. This will be
discussed more fully later, but for now suffice it to say that the postmodem culture places
primary emphasis on the pragmatic and the experiential. While there is some vdsdom in
such an approach to life, danger is also involved. A generation of church goers who
focus only on the experiential and the pragmatic wall leave their children a church
without knowledge of its belief system. Beliefs that have historically shaped the church's
understanding of how God relates to people will become a distant memory.
Even a cursory study ofChristian history reveals that it took the early church four
centuries to develop its basic understanding of God's dealing with humans. It would be
the ultimate folly to jettison this accumulated wisdom and in essence start again from the
beginning. Yet this is the danger the church faces in the twenty-first century. As more
and more people disregard doctrine and only look for what is immediately practical,
fewer and fewer people will understand the basic beliefs and doctrines of the church. If
this occurs, the church's ability to understand how God relates to humankind will be
greatly diminished. Finding ways to teach sound doctrine is essential to the spiritual
health of the church.
It is imperative that ministers in evangelical Christianity refuse to join those who
would abandon the idea of doctrine. Instead, it is our task to teach accurately and
effectively the gospel to the next generation ofbelievers.
And what you have heard from me through many witnesses entmst to
faithful people who will be able to teach others as well. (2 Timothy 2:2, NRSV).
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Prioritizing of Issues
How can the important doctrines of the Christian faith be taught in a world
predisposed to avoid doctrine? Are there ways to draw people into an understanding of
the great doctrines ofChristianity without alienating or boring them? Since pastors are
responsible to pass these doctrinal truths on to the next generations, how can we help the
people of our churches understand the importance of sound doctrine (Titus 1:9)?
The purpose of this study is not to delineate how to present a particular doctrine
or group of doctrines, rather it is to provide an overarching theory of how to preach
Christian doctrine in a winsome way in today's emerging postmodem world that reacts
against any idea of absolute tmth..
When preaching doctrinally in our day, the minister must remember to separate
the great doctrines of the chxxrch from the finer points of doctrine (Lang 13-15). By great
doctrines, I refer to the doctrinal issues discussed in the creeds or the supporting
teachings surroimding the creeds; in short, the beliefs of the church held in common by
all, everywhere and at all times. There are many reasons to avoid majoring on our
doctrinal distinctives (as important as they may be to us).
The primary reason for focusing on the central doctrines of the Christian faith is
that we are entering a postmodem age with little tolerance for church infighting.
Postmodem people, especially secular postmodem people, place a great deal of
importance on tolerance and community, therefore church infighting over doctrine is seen
as a legitimate reason to reject the gospel (Paimenberg 32).
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The Emerging Postmodem World, the Background of the Current Doctrinal Crisis
While many have described its characteristics and currents, fev^^ will go so far as
attempt a complete definition or description of postmodemism. Grenz, in his book A
Primer on Postmodemism. traces the philosophical developments that have led to the
current emergence of postmodemism. He contends, along with many others, that today's
world is undergoing tremendous cultural change, moving away fi-om modernism and the
mind set of the Enlightenment project. This movement has accelerated in the later
decades of the twentieth century ( 2).
Modemism.
One can not really understand postmodemism without a basic understanding of
the modemism it is rejecting. Modemism grew out of the Enlightenment, a period of
intellectual activity normally associated with the time around the years 1650 to 1800.
The goal of the Enlightermient, or the Age ofReason, was to "unlock the secrets of the
universe in order to master nature for human benefit and create a better world" (Grenz
3). The Enlightenment fostered a dememd for a method to demonstrate the "essential
correctness ofphilosophic, scientific, religious, moral, and political doctrines" (Grenz 4).
Though the Enlightenment era has ended, its effects are still seen in the modem, post-
Enlightenment mind set. The modem mind set, still highly influential in our day,
assumes "knowledge is certain, objective, and good" (Grenz 81). The modem mind
holds that humans can study the world from a neutral position. Because the universe is
seen as mechanistic, modemism holds that knowledge can be gained objectively. Tmth
and knowledge can be discovered via the scientific method. This epistemology, based on
empirical methods, has resulted in a fact-value dichotomy that splits tmth into private and
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public realms. Public facts are those that can be verified empirically. Private truth
includes those areas of study such as philosophy and religion.
In that these private areas of study can not be proven empirically, they are
relegated to private life. In other words, if something can not be proved empirically, it is
not worthy of study or usable in public discourse. It is often considered under the
heading of "one's opinion" or even superstition; certainly not seen as verifiable fact.
This has resulted in an elevation of the individual and an emphasis on the
autonomous human person. The modem paradigm has set forth a "self-reflective, self-
determining, autonomous subject who stands outside any tradition or community" (Grenz
168). The resuh has been what Robert Bellah calls in Habits of the Heart "radical
individualism" (154-55).
William Willimon in The Intmsive Word writes.
Modernity is the name for that project, begun in the European Enlightenment,
which has as one of its goals to tum everyone into an individual. An individual,
according to the definitions ofmodernity, is someone who thinks that he or she is
answerable to no story other than the one he or she has personally chosen.
. . . the modem person sees thinking as a matter of severing ties vdth the prior
claims of tradition, family and community in order to "think formyself. (36)
While the modem worldview has proven to be highly resilient in the face ofmany
challenges, the philosophic underpinnings ofmodemism have not gone unchallenged.
Modemism came under strong attack as early as the 1700's, especially through the
writings ofDavid Hume. But the influence ofmodemity has remained strong. "In fact,
in many ways it reached its full maturity and cultural influence only in the twentieth
century" (Grenz 84).
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During the last years of the twentieth century, modemism has begun to collapse
imder the weight of its own logical conclusions. The writings ofFriedrich Nietzsche
"spelled the beginning of the end ofmodemity and the inaugviration of the gestation
period ofpostmodemity" (Grenz 83).
Modemism has without doubt led to many great social, medical and technological
gains. For this we can be grateful, but there is also a negative legacy ofmodemism. As
these negative aspects ofmodemism became more evident, the stage was set for
postmodemism.
Synthesis of the Tenants of Postmodemism.
As we begin to look at the major tenets ofpostmodemism, it must be remembered
that whatever postmodemism may prove to be, it is fundamentally a rejection of the
philosophical assumptions upon which modemity was built.
As a part of its rejection of the claims ofmodemity, postmodemism holds that
tmth claims are local social constmcts. Tmth, while having many facets, is relative and
is based on group pragmatism. Tmth is what a particular society holds to be tme. No
overarching tmth or meta-narrative emerges in postmodemism, but there are many
narratives and many tmths. In a sense "postmodemism is a worldview that denies all
worldviews" (Veith 49). Tmth can only be spoken of in quotes ("tmth"). In other
words, tmth is a narrative developed by a group in order to help life function best for
their own particular group.
As such, tmth is highly pragmatic. Many postmodem writers, such as Michel
Foucault, see knowledge as being closely linked to power, with "tmth" being determined
by those in power so that they may maintain their power (qtd. in Grenz 132). The
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postmodem person can say, "What is tme for you, may not be tme for me." In the
postmodem world "it is no longer possible to develop or have consensus ofviewpoints"
(VanGelder 416).
The Intersection of Postmodemism and Christianity.
Stanley Grenz identifies four key points where evangelical Christianity can and
must intersect postmodemism .
1 . A Post-Individualistic Gospel. As Christianity seeks to address
postmodemism it must do so with a post-individualistic gospel. While Christians hold
onto ideas of individual worth and responsibility, we must also remind ourselves that
Christianity is a highly social faith. The postmodem focus on community reminds us to
focus on the community of faith. Postmodem people are unimpressed by mere verbal
presentations of the gospel. What they want to see is a community ofpeople who "live
out the gospel in wholesome, authentic, and healing relationships" (Grenz 169). God's
revelation to ancient Israel and the gospel of Christ are tailor made to meet this need
expressed by postmodemism. Pannenberg suggests that the church owes this to the
members of the secular culture (32).
2. A Post-Rationalistic Gospel. Postmodemism rejects rationality as the sole
means of ascertaining tmth, a positive development for Christianity. Christianity is
certainly reasonable, but many aspects of life and faith can not be reduced to rational
arguments or empirical proof One by-product of Christianity's encounter with the
Enlightenment is that many Christians have been captured by the Enlightenment. These
Christians talk about the supernatural aspects of our faith, but still tend to reduce
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Christianity to mere correct doctrine and doctrinal truths. The postmodem person will
reject this presentation ofChristianity.
We must remember that "the heart of being a Christian is a personal encounter
with God in Christ that shapes and molds us" (Grenz 170). This being established,
Christianity also maintains that certain key doctrines must be comprehended to fully
understand our relationship with God. Some of these key doctrines would be those of
sin, grace, forgiveness, the nature ofGod, reconciliation, salvation, and the power of the
Holy Spirit. If we hope to communicate these doctrines in a postmodem world, these
categories must be expressed in ways that show how the doctrines form an integral part
of a life-transforming experience. Doctrines must become what they were originally,
attempts to relate what God did in the Scriptures to what God is presently doing in our
lives and in our world. Hauerwas and Willimon point out that early Christians did not
begin with "creedal speculation" but with "stories about Jesus, about those whose lives
got caught up in his life" (55).
3. A Post-Dualistic Gospel. Postmodem people want to see people as a whole.
Wholism is an important concept in postmodemism. The postmodem person is weary of
the fact-value dichotomy that characterized modemity (Newbigin). Our faith must relate
to the whole of life, our relationship to God, to others, to nature, and to ourselves. We
are whole people who live in relationship with others and with our world.
4. A Post-Noeticentric Gospel. The postmodem person rejects the accimiulation
of knowledge just for the sake of knowledge. "Postmodemism is more amentality than a
method, more a stance toward knowledge than a school of thought" (Keck 134).
Knowledge requires purpose. Postmodemism is highly pragmatic. Because of this.
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"knowledge is only good when it facilitates a good result-specifically when it fosters
wisdom (or spirituality) in the knower" (Grenz 173).
Faith in Christ must be presented as more than an intellectual endeavor for the
postmodem person is not overly impressed with rational argumentation (Ford 128-131).
The gospel we present must be more than "facts and figures." It must be more than a dry
presentation of apologetics, though apologetics are important. Apologetics may be more
important than ever, but must be done in a way attractive to the postmodem way of
thinking (Green and McGrath; Zacharias 18-27). The gospel must be presented in a way
that elucidates that the message of Jesus Christ makes a difference in the lives of those
who hear and experience it in daily life. The postmodem person wants to know how
knowledge relates to his or her life; how it relates to their family and their community.
Finally, postmodem people want to know how knowledge integrates with the
world arovind them. This can be most easily seen in the grov^ing interest in the
environment. Postmodem people want to know how knowledge affects the environment.
Knowledge that harms the environment is negative. The postmodem person believes that
the health of the environment affects him or her in real and practical ways. Postmodem
people hold to the idea that we are all in this together, as a whole. The pragmatic nature
ofpostmodemism in these and other areas cannot be overestimated.
Preaching the Gospel in an Emerging Postmodem World
Postmodemism may be the coming worldview, but it is not yet in full flower. The
result is that though elements ofpostmodemism are spread throughout the social
landscape, many people are still influenced by classic modemism.
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Christians are not immune from cultural influence; nor should we be. Christians
may not adhere to many of the behaviors and thoughts of the secular culture, but our
modes of thinking are nevertheless influenced by our surroundings. This consideration
may be obvious from an observer perspective, but few people are aware of how their
thinking is affected by the secular worldviews that surround them.
Timothy Keller points out that the Christian commimicator needs to remember
that people live in any number of places on a continuum between the newer secular views
and the older secularism. "Any individual non-Christian will be amixture ofpositions
along these continuums" (55). This probably holds for nearly everyone, not just the non-
Christian.
An understanding of this mixture of fraditions is essential ifwe are to
communicate effectively within our current situation. As Thomas Oden voiced in a
lecture at Asbury Theological Seminary, "Most people are living in a postmodem
situation, though perhaps still worshipping the gods ofmodemity." He makes this point
even more clearly in After Modemity. . What? when he says, "The postmodem person
has been through the best and the worst the modemity has to offer. The postmodem
person is looking for something beyond modemity" (After Modemity 60). It stands to
reason that such a person would hold to the best but look for something beyond the worst.
The current cultural shift took place over a long period of time. Because of this,
people inside and outside the church stand at differing points on a continuum of change.
While preachers may be fmsfrated by the fact that people are at different places on the
continuimi, commonalties ofhuman need touch the lives of almost every person. For
example, the same deep areas of concem to Baby Busters, such as the hurt of growing up
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in a broken family, also cause pain to their parents. While the children were hurt by the
broken family, the parents are touched by the hurt of a failed marriage and seemg their
children grow up without an intact family. The Baby Busters feel a sense of aloneness
and anomie growing up as latchkey children while their parents pursued careers. But
there is a corresponding soul need in the parents that led to their actions.
The extreme pain of Generation X should not be minimized, (Mahedy and
Bemardi 19-33) but there is also a corresponding soul longing in the preceding
generations that led to the problems Generation X faces. From a Christian perspective,
the case can be made that the older generation may be in greater spiritual danger than
their children and grandchildren because they do not realize the poverty of their souls.
In the same way, the longings that lead to postmodemism are surely present in
those who still worship the gods ofmodemism. People simply stand at differing places
on the continuum. If these longings were not present, the culture would not be on its
current course.
This leads us to ask an important practical question. How can we determine what
the people of our culture are looking for and then intersect these needs with the claims of
the gospel?
Application: Preaching Christian doctrine in a postmodem world.
Modemism gave birth to our current situation. Vast numbers ofpeople feel
imimportant, alienated, despairing, and confused. The progress and optimism promised
by modemism has not occurred. Instead, modemism has produced a radical
individualism that has resulted in a dangerous world filled with guih, loneliness, crime,
and AIDS. The Age ofReason has produced an age of disconnection.
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The gospel, properly presented, meets the needs ofpeople. This is a radical
statement but one that orthodox Christianity holds to be true. However, the gospel must
be presented differently than it is commonly presented today. There is a need for "new
wineskins."
Building on the four points Stanley Grenz identifies as intersecting points vdth
postmodemism, an outline for teaching the basic doctrines in the emerging postmodem
age becomes feasible. These points are closely related, but the distinctions help us
understand the rationale more clearly.
1 . A Post-Individualistic Gospel. How can preachers address
postmodemism with a post-individualistic gospel? Jesus cared about individuals, and we
must individually decide what we will do with Christ. One aspect ofpostmodemism is
that its post-individualistic leanings do not mean it is altmistic. The postmodem person
is still very much concerned about himself or herself. The distinction is that the
postmodem person does not hold individualism as an ultimate value. Postmodem people
seek answers to questions that concem them, but they want to know how those answers
will affect others, too. They seem aware that there is a connectedness in all of life. The
postmodem person knows that radical individualism has caused many current problems.
Willimon sheds light on this issue from a homiletical vantage point when he observes that
much contemporary preaching offers solutions to problems that are not biblical problems
and solutions that are not biblical solutions. Interestingly enough, such sermons do not
appeal to the postmodem person.
To contemporary Americans' sense of loneliness and meaninglessness, we offer
more egotism, more subjectivism, a joumey even deeper into my own
selfishness. "Since / accepted Jesus as mypersonal savior. . . ." When / took
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Jesus into my heart . . . ." "When /made my decision for Christ . . . ."
(Willimon 133)
When presenting the gospel we would do well to remember the words ofThomas
Oden when he says, "Nothing is more characteristic ofpostmodem consciousness than
the willingness to be parented by historical reason and the wisdom of social experience"
(After Modernity 50). The doctrines of the church offer much in the way of collected
wisdom. Therefore, the doctrines need to be presented in ways that reflect the collected
wisdom of faithful followers ofChrist.
We liye in a lonely, disconnected society. People are desperate to make
connections with other people, which is tme ofpeople in every generation. It is
especially tme for the Busters for whom relationships take precedence over anything else
(Childress). When preaching the doctrines of the church we can not deny individual
responsibility, but we must include the idea of community and the communal wisdom
found in the church. A connection can be made with the postmodem mind ifwe focus on
ways to show that the doctrines of the church have guided wise living among godly
people through the ages. This is not individualism, it is individual people leaming from
the collected wisdom of the church. This connection can be and should be made in
several ways.
A) Oden's principle of the faith once delivered stresses the core teachings
of the church. This principle of believed by all, at all times in allplaces, stresses the
community of the ages. In a sense it stresses the "us" of the Christian community. It also
provides historical parenting to which Oden alludes.
B) Our use of applications and illustrations needs to emphasize the
community of faith and our ability to help the world around us. Too often our
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illustrations point to what Jesus does for me. This should not be neglected, but neither
should the us element ofChristianity be neglected. Jesus' teachings on the Kingdom of
God point out the community aspect of our faith. Christianity must be taught as more
than me. It is me in relationship to the body of Christ. It is what we can do and be
together.
C) We must reject the notion of "sermon as argimient" (Reid 7). All too
often doctrinal preaching uses the format of contrasting one set of propositions against
another. This argumentative style may help clarify the issues from a pedagogical point of
view, but it tends to reinforce the individualism responsible for many of the problems our
culture faces. It also flies in the face of the postmodem emphasis on tolerance regarding
other peoples' viewpoints.
D) The preaching of doctrine should be based on (or at least reference)
the narrative passages of Scripture. "Because [postmodems] perceive life itself as drama
or narrative, their major concems revolve around the process of fabricating stories that
can define personal identity and give purpose and shape to social existence" (Grenz 46).
Preaching needs to show how God's activity among his people impacts the lives ofmen
and women. Once we establish how God deals with people, then we can simmiarize his
way of relating to us in a particular doctrine. For instance, when we look at God's
provision for Joseph in Genesis, we first marvel at his care for Joseph. We can relate this
to life by showing the congregation how God cares for us in a similar maimer. Then we
can tell the people that this care is summed up in the doctrine ofprovidence. Though
knowing the name of the doctrine is not as important as imderstanding the concept, it is
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no small matter to give the doctrine a name that enables church members to connect their
experience with the full stream ofChristian thought.
An important by-product of this method of teaching and preaching doctrine is that
we are helping people build a narrative for their lives, one based in the truth of Scripture.
2. A Post-Rationalistic Gospel. The doctrines of the faith must be presented in
ways that relate to actual life. The presentation of these doctrines must be more than
arguments that make rational sense. Temptation toward rational arguments will arise,
especially since many people enjoy such arguments. We must remember, however, that
the postmodem world is more interested in life as it is lived. Since the postmodem world
tends not to accept absolute tmth, the rationality of an argument may hold little weight
anyway; even with a convincing argimient. Unless the gospel is shown to make a
pragmatic difference in one's life, the postmodem person will simply say, "That may be
tme for you, but it is not tme for me."
"When the apostles began to try to express what had happened to them, they did
not begin with a system ofmetaphysics or ethical injunctions or scientific data. Rather,
they began with experiential testimony of an interpersonal meeting with the risen Christ
who 'made all things new'" (Oden, After Modemitv 136). Likewise, people will not be
impressed with our rational arguments. They will, however, listen to a message that can
make a pragmatic difference in their lives or the lives of those they love.
An interesting result of this post-rationalistic viewpoint that relates to the idea of
doctrinal preaching is that congregations are concemed with the belief system of the
preacher. "Those who listen must be able to locate the preacher's worldview. . . most
Christians want a preacher who knows what he or she believes" (Miller 126).
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The importance of authenticity can not be overstated. The postmodem person
must see the words lived out in the life of the preacher. In a way this helps postmodem
people constmct their life narrative.
The pragmatic aspect ofpostmodemism may reject ameta-narrative, but the
postmodem person is looking for something that works in his or her life. If it works it
tends to be accepted as tme~or tme enough.
Postmodem preaching is post-rational in the sense that people accept it as tme,
not because it is rational but because it is pragmatic. If the presentation is rational, all the
better.
William J. Carl develops this idea. According to Carl there are three basic ways
to approach doctrinal preaching. All have to do with our starting point. The preacher can
begin with Scripture, tradition, or culture. All three are legitimate and all three have
strengths, but no matter where we start unless we intersect with the culture, the sermon
will fall on deaf ears.
The task of the preacher in the postmodem age is to make the sermon more than a
rational exercise in which the hearers receive more knowledge. It does not matter to the
postmodem person that the doctrine makes rational sense. The postmodem person hears
several conflicting rational arguments every day. A somewhat silly example of this
comes from television conmiercials. On any given day a person may hear ten convincing
presentations conceming which toothpaste to use. Yet he or she will only buy one tube
of tooth paste every few months. Simple rationalism is not enough.
Carl points out that we must help the hearer share the common experience that
lies behind the doctrine. Doctrines are not just thought systems. Doctrines reflect the
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way God has revealed himself to people and how people have experienced God.
Concrete human experiences back up each doctrine. As preachers we must find ways to
make that experience real to our hearers. "The preacher is a 'reverse theologian' seeking
to discover new images for the doctrines that already exist. We are not changing the
language but images that express that language. The images will help point us to the
experience" (Carl 29).
Dorothy Sayers uses the idea of drama. To Sayers the dogma of the Christian
faith flows from a drama of God's interaction with humankind. The problem is the glory
of the drama remains unknovm to most people because our language shrouds the drama
ofGod's interaction with human beings.
[W]hat is urgently necessary is that certain fundamentals should be restated in
terms that m�ike their meaning�and indeed, the mere fact that they have a
meaning�clear to the ordinary iminstructed heathen to whom technical
theological language has become a dead letter. (Sayers 38)
Carl notes that approaches to preaching doctrine tend to fall along a continuum.
At one end, the narrative sermon does not seek to explain as much as it seeks to evoke in
the hearer the experience implied in the doctrine. A good representative of this type of
sermon would be Fred B. Craddock as expressed in Overhearing the Gospel and later in
his homiletical textbook Preaching. Craddock believes the hearer best understands ideas
by indirect communication. This is normally done by a story that touches an emotion or a
part of htmian understanding that coimects with the listeners in such a way that they
understand, at least to a degree, the life experience of the biblical character.
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At the other end of the continuum is the teaching sermon that attempts to explain
everything, typified by John MacArthur. This type of sermon is much more direct, linear,
and didactic. It sets forth doctrines as truth claims.
It seems obvious that the latter approach will have a more difficult time gaining a
hearing in a postmodem world that tends to reject transcendent tmth claims. A narrative
approach is much more likely to gain a hearing and connect with the postmodem mind.
But as Carl suggests, a certain amount of "pointing is necessary, particularly for those
resident aliens, tourists, cynical citizens and expatriates who often do not catch the
subtleties of the well crafted, sophisticated narrative sermon" (28).
So it seems that the best way to reach the postmodem person with the tmth of
doctrines is to be found somewhere along the continuum or by a variety ofpreaching
methods that touch people where they are. Current examples ofpreachers who use
narrative to elicit action fi-om within the hearer and still point the way would be Bill
Hybels, Rick Warren, and Calvin Miller.
Bill Hybels is considered by many to be among the most effective preachers to
Baby Boomers in the Untied States. His comments on doctrinal preaching reflect his
feelings as a Baby Boomer toward doctrinal preaching as it is often done. "The
preaching I heard was heavily slanted toward the Heidelberg Catechism. It was not
expositional preaching it was doctrinal preaching. In twenty years of hearing the creed
preached, no one I know ever had a life-changing experience" (Hybels 10). This does not
mean that Hybels does not preach on doctrinal issues, however. His concem is that we
must relate the tmth of the Scriptures in such a way that it can gain a hearing in a secular
society. The secular person has little or no concem for Christian ideas as they are
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classically expressed, but he or she may be interested in these ideas if expressed in a way
that connects with their lives.
Hybels criticizes churches that "still operate with the understanding that non-
Christians are going to come through the doors, feel pretty much at home, understand the
sovereignty ofGod and the redemptive work of Jesus Christ, and in one moming make a
complete transition from a secular worldview" (28). Simply making a rational argument
will not gain the hearing of the postmodem person. The sermon must relate to life as it is
lived each day in the market place world.
As stated earlier, this is not to say that apologetics are unimportant. The
postmodem person is interested in the reasons for faith. But these arguments need to be
more than exercises in rationality. They must relate to daily life. Hybels affirms the
importance of a sermon explaining why Christians believe God does things the way he
does them. Hybels says it is necessary. We must give the non-Christian and the
Christian person good reasons for why we believe God judges, but the reasons must
relate to life as it is lived each day. A theoretical explanation simply will not gain a
hearing. Hybels states, "You can be utterly biblical in every way, but to reach non-
Christians, every topic must start where they are and then bring them to a ftiUer Christian
understanding" (33).
Therefore we can conclude that a type of rationality is called for, but not a
rationality stated in philosophic propositions. Rather, the logic is explained through
experience rather than philosophic or theological argument. In many ways "the rational
now must bow to the liminal, and the language of feeling must have the day ... the
sensate must replace the rational" (Miller 176-177). The postmodem person is interested
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in apologetics, but the apologetic means little to a postmodem person unless it relates to
life as it is lived and felt each day.
This type of thinking gives pause to many Christians. They are convinced of the
tmth ofChristianity and are concemed that such post-rationalistic thinking may put
Christianity on equal tmth standing with other religions or philosophies. Willimon
speaks to this concem. He contends that Christianity is not tme because it is rational in
the sense ofEnlightenment thinking.
Christian thinking is no less "rational" than the rationality engendered by the
Enlightermient. The Enlightenment has no monopoly on reason. Rather,
Christian reasons evoke a different kind of rationality. Our reasons make sense,
as does all reasoning, within a particular narrative tradition. (95-96)
Leslie Newbigin in The Gospel in a Pluralist Society furthers this line of
thinking. Newbigin attacks views that maintain things can be known apart from some
type of faith. He notes that science is based on faith in two beliefs: the belief that the
universe is rational and that it is contingent (21). These axioms of science are faith based
beliefs. These axioms cannot be proved. According to Newbigin, "There is no knowing
without believing and believing is the way to knowing" (33). He critiques philosophies
based on doubt and contends they can "in the end only lead ... to imiversal skepticism
and nihilism" (33). Newbigin wants Christians to know that the idea that scientific tmth
is superior to the tmth ofChristianity is bogus. Modemism says because Christianity is
based on faith it can not be measured empirically, therefore its tmths are no more than
personally held values or opinions. Newbigin' s argument is that all rational thought is
based on faith. Without faith it is impossible to know anything. Thus he says the tmth of
Christianity is as valid, and in reality more so, than the tmths ofmodem rationalism and
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science. It is more valid because Christianity is based in historical fact. The ultimate fact
ofChristianity is the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus.
Therefore, in a sense the problem many have with the post-rational aspect of
postmodemism has to do with their imprisonment in an Enlightenment mind set. The
tmth ofChristianity is rational, but Christianity is not tme because it is rational. This
way of thinking is not a problem for the postmodem person. He or she is looking for
how the tmth of the gospel impacts life. If it does, they will accept the gospel as tme.
3. A Post-Dualistic Gospel. If our faith must relate to the whole of life, if
postmodem people are tired of the fact-value dichotomy that separates public from
private life, then our preaching of doctrine must have "feet on it." It must connect to life
as it is lived in the secular world.
Gone are the days when the minister can expoimd teaching from the pulpit and
then hope the people can figure out some way to apply it. The sermon must be tied to
action. This goes beyond the purview ofwhat most would consider preaching, but
effective cormnunication of the gospel will of necessity involve this in the postmodem
world.
Hybels encourages pastors to find authentic areas of interest in secular realms.
Ifwe're going to stand on Sunday and accurately say, "Some of you may be
questioning what I've just said. I can understand that, because just this week I
talked with someone about it," then on the Tuesday before, we've got to drive to
the "Y" and lift weights and mn with non-Christians. We can't win them ifwe do
not know what they think, and we can't know what they think, and we can't know
how they think ifwe don't ever enter their world. (Hybels 30)
Carl concurs with Tillich. "We should listen more carefiiUy to the world lest we
answer questions no one is asking" (97). Carl notes that secular people are asking
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questions and looking for something or they would not be in church. They are
questioning, hurting, hoping, and looking. He notes that the secular person asks
questions and makes statements that tend to fall into one of three categories.
1) Questions and statements that tend to be theological in nature (98). These are
questions that relate to matters like the exclusive nature ofChristianity as it relates to
other religions, and the problem of suffering. Though these are large and difficult
questions, they are questions that appeal to the postmodem mind. Ifproperly
approached, the questions can be a legitimate starting point for doctrinal sermons and
teaching.
2) Questions and statements that tend to be pastoral m nature (99). These
questions relate to areas such as grief, family life, or lifestyle.
3) Questions and statements that are ethical in nature (99). These can take on the
character ofpersonal /moral problems such as hunger, war, crime and punishment, and
pro-life/pro-choice issues.
In each of these areas the postmodem person holds a vital interest. But she or he
is not interested in an edict from on high or a moral platitude. The postmodem person
wants to know how the questions they ask impact their lives as they face the difficult
issues involved in daily living in our complex society. An academic discussion of ethics
has little interest for most, but practical advice on what to do when one faces an ethical
dilemma is of vital concem.
Calvin Miller in Market Place Preaching has one of the best current discussions of
how the preacher can relate to the post-dualistic aspect of the postmodem mind set. He
states at the beginning of his book that "congregations feel that their pastor must know
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God" (7). He continues the theme by noting that "in the market place, preaching better
remembers that Christ commissioned the church to preach the gospel before there were
church houses (Matthew 28:18-20)." . . . "In the market place the church was reminded of
its mission-witnessing" (14). Though Miller does not use the terminology, his message
is clear. People in our emerging postmodem world look for a wholeness that combines
messenger with message; and message with the market place of life. The message of
hope and salvation is important to today's hearer. While style and form do count, this
wholistic message is vital if the preacher desires to cormect with the hearers. Actually,
Miller does not see this as saying anything radically new.
History's great preachers existed to call the world to Christ. They saw the sermon
qua sermon as unimportant. Their sermons were not separate from themselves.
Their message existed, as they existed, to call, redeem, and instmct. As a matter
of fact, the sermon was indistinguishable from the bearer. (15)
The much publicized fall of televangelists has certainly ftieled the demand for an
integrity of life and message, but the culture was demanding this wholeness even before
the celebrated falls of Jim Bakker and Jimmy Swaggart. The fact-value dichotomy
inherited from modemism has left a great sense of longing in the postmodem person.
Miller continues with this theme of a wholistic gospel presentation. Not only
does today's hearer demand a wholeness in the messenger, it also demands a wholeness
of the message. The message must relate to life as it is lived in the market place world of
the hearer. Thus the market place sermon in its post-dualistic role closely relates to the
need for a post-rationalistic sermon. The market place sermon has mission as its purpose.
This sense ofmission unites the fact-value dichotomy found in much of life. The church
that reaches the postmodem person is one that has rediscovered its mission and in so
doing has rediscovered its meaning.
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Loren Mead in The Once and Future Church explores this idea of the necessity of
the church reuniting its message and its mission. "God who called the church out into the
apostolic world two thousand years ago is again calling the church out, this time into a
secularized world where its mission and its life must be once again redefined" (43).
Calvin Miller contends that because the church has now become a subculture it
must find touch points with the outside world. By doing so it will narrow the perceived
dualism in the church that now exists in the mind of the secular observer. Following are
some of the ways Miller suggests this can be done that relate to our communicating a
post-dualistic gospel.
� The church must leam to talk honestly to the world. This will increase confidence in
the integrity of the church (28).
� The church must leam to talk to the "pro me" culture vdthout sanctioning its
narcissism or yielding to its permissive morality (28).
� The church must use preaching to affirm ministry ahead of catechism. Dogmatic
theology must sofl;en to pulpit reason (29).
� The preacher must leam to "state the Christian imperative without denigrating any
other viewpoint. Since sincerity rather than creed is the primary popular index to being
authentic, we must appear sincere" (30).
Such preaching has its risks and dangers. The preacher who seeks to be post-
dualistic can run the danger of abandoning "the expository force that gives the sermon its
authority" (Miller 43). He risks thinning the content of the gospel to relate to life in the
emerging postmodem world. Such a thiiming can come dangerously close to sacrificing
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the core truths of the gospel to syncretism; a syncretism that changes the very meaning of
the gospel message (Hiebert 104-1 1 1).
Miller wams, "A real danger in market place preaching arises at this point. . . .
Theology has been seen as a kind of 'white' demon that destroys the secular draw"
(127).
This is where the importance of classical Christian doctrine and theology
reemerges. Willimon argues for the importance of staying close to the theology of the
church. "Whenever preaching gets easy�an over simplification of the gospel into mles
for better living, proverbial wisdom with a dash of pop psychology, Leo Buscaglia
dressed up like Jesus-theology comes along and pushes preaching to be more faithfiil"
(61). Carl says that while we should use varying forms so that we can commimicate
within our culture, it is important to understand that we can not approach our doctrinal
teaching in a flippant manner. He says, "We must encourage responsible biblical and
theological homework when we undertake a culturally initiated sermon. It will tum
anthropocentric homiletics into theocentric preaching" (99).
That the purpose of doctrine is to help us understand how God relates to
humankind and how people respond to God must be remembered. Scripture contains a
vast array of stories and teachings about God and his dealings with humankind.
Doctrines help us to systematize God's actions and better understand them, which is why
doctrinal preaching is so important. It provides a way for the people of the church to
more clearly understand relationship to God and responsibility to one another.
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Not only must preaching show how scriptural truths can be summarized and made
imderstandable in a doctrine, it must find a way to put the teaching into practice, another
important aspect of the post-dualistic gospel.
For instance, preachers can teach how the Zacchaeus narrative shows us that Jesus
came to redeem broken people. A church would then help build a Habitat for Hvmianity
house. This puts feet on the doctrine of redemption by helping a family out of a broken
condition. Preachers need not neglect the spiritual aspects of teaching when doing
tangible acts ofministry; they need to make the spiritual more tangible.
Perhaps one of the best examples of "putting feet on doctrine" can be see in the
ministry of Steve Sjogren. Sjogren advocates involving as many members of the church
as possible in what he calls "servant evangelism" (24). The concept involves performing
deeds of kindness in conmiunity and church. While churches everywhere perform deeds
of kindness, Sjogren ties these deeds with the stated purpose of the church and the
sermons. In doing so, those attending the church not only leam the concepts of the
doctrines being taught, they also leam how to apply the teachings to their lives in a
purposeful way (33-55). Another aspect of Sjogren's ministry is that he offers ministry
opportunities which he calls "low risk, high grace" (53-73). Often opportunities for
ministry offered by churches are in reality available only those with huge amoimts of
time or those vsdth sufficient skill or knowledge to perform the tasks. Many of the
ministry opportunities offered by Sjogren are accessible to almost any church member
regardless of skill or knowledge level (21 1-226).
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Offering opportunities to put what is preached into practice adds a new line to the
"preaching job description," but it also relates doctrine to life. It answers the "so what?"
question when people hear a doctrine or scriptural truth.
Itwill not be possible to find a project for every sermon or sermon series, and it
should be noted that every truth of scripture is not so external as building a house. Some
doctrines, like the Trinity, may not readily lend themselves to such actions. However,
such doctrinal sermons can help to warn people about cults that are all around them
which are non-trinitarian (e.g., Jehovah's Witness, Mormons, etc.). These sermons may
not have external action associated with them, but carry an application nonetheless. The
point remains the same, unless we can help people put the teaching of the Bible into
practice, the critics who ask, "What difference does it make?" may have a legitimate
point.
Willimon makes this point clear with a story about a yoimg man sent to the inner
city ofPhiladelphia to tell people about Jesus after hearing a sermon. He approached a
woman and told her about Jesus. He was met with utter contempt and sent away.
Startled, the young man returned having bought cigarettes for the woman and diapers for
her infant. He then spent the afternoon with her, listening and playing with her children.
At the end of the day the woman asked him about Jesus. The experience was life
transforming for the young man. His response makes clear the importance ofputting the
teaching into practice. "I not only got to tell 'em about Jesus, I met Jesus. I went out to
save somebody, and I ended up getting saved, I became a disciple" (Willimon 77).
Two caveats must be made conceming this suggestion of "putting feet on
doctrine".
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� The "doing" must not be separated from the "being." A human need for
significance causes some people to do for others so as to feel important in their own eyes.
The church should remember that "doing" is often an attempt to overcome guilt.
There must be a clear understanding ofhow the action relates to the call ofChrist.
The preacher must teach how what the church does relates to the docfrines taught. Only
as this connection is made will people understand that doctrines are a wonderful tool to
help us become more like Jesus. But knowing doctrine and doing actions is still not
enough. The goal is to know and follow Christ.
� Whatever a congregation does, it must be done for Christ with a genuine love for
others. Pastors must avoid doing things simply to teach a lesson or prove a point.
Motives are vitally important.
4. A Post-Noeticentric Gospel. This idea closely relates to those stated above,
but nevertheless needs to be examined. "Our gospel must affirm that the goal of
existence encompasses more than just the accumulation of knowledge. We must declare
that the purpose of correct doctrine is to serve the attainment ofwisdom" (Grenz 172).
The goal of leaming about God, no matter what the method, must have the end goal of
pleasing God. This will happen only as we maintain our relationship with God though
the power of the Holy Spirit. A post-noeticentric gospel taps into the desire for
relationships and the desire for pragmatism that are so much a part ofpostmodemism.
"People attend sermons looking for information, but they come to church in search of
relationships" (Miller 63).
Miller identifies four types of information that the market place church consumer
seeks.
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1 . Conversion information. People expect the sermon and the worship service to
provide the information they need to come to God. We need to remember that
people know church is about God. If they come they expect to hear how God can
make a difference in their lives.
2. Growth information. Market place Christians will not long attend churches
that do not give them practical help.
3. Futiire use information. People come to build up a store of information that
will be helpful to them in the future, even if it is not of use at the moment. They are
looking for something about which they can say, "I can use this someday when I face that
situation."
4. Daily coping information. Most people who attend church are much more
interested in saving their current day than they are in saving their eternal souls. The
sermon must have practical advice about daily life struggles, visions, hopes, and dreams.
Miller, by identifying these areas, speaks to the post-noeticentric aspect of the
postmodem gospel (63-65).
When it comes to gaining a hearing from the emerging postmodem populace,
Rick Warren, along with Bill Hybels, is one of the most effective preachers in the United
States. Warren pastors the Saddleback Valley Community Church in Orange County,
California. While the phenomenal grov^h of his church has many contributing factors,
his preaching is a major factor.
In his book. The Purpose Driven Church , Warren describes his preaching style.
In many ways it is prescriptive in helping us understand how to relate the doctrinal tmths
ofChristianity in a post-noeticentric style. The following quotations illustrate this point.
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Because preachers are called to communicate truth, we often mistakenly assume
that unbelievers are eager to hear it. But unbelievers aren't that interested in
truth these days. In fact surveys show that the majority ofAmericans reject the
idea of absolute truth. (226)
Today tolerance is valued more than truth so it is a big mistake for us to think that
unbelievers vdll race to church ifwe just proclaim, "We have the truth!" Their
reaction will be, "Yeah so does everybody else." Proclaimers of truth do not get
much attention in a society that devalues truth.
[MJost vmbelievers are not looking for truth, they are looking for relief (226)
Very few people who came to Jesus were looking for truth; they were looking for
relief. (227)
The crowd does not determine whether you speak the truth: The truth is not
optional. But your audience does determine which truth you choose to speak
about. And some truths are more relevant than others to unbelievers. (228)
I've found that the unchurched in America are very interested in Bible doctrine
when it is applied in practical and relevant ways to their lives.
For me it is challenging and enjoyable to teach theology to the unchurched
without telling them it is theology. And without using theological terms. I've
preached sermon series to the crowd on the incarnation, justification, and
sanctification without ever using the terms. I've also preached sermon series to
the unchurched on the work of the Holy Spirit, the moral attributes of God ,
stewardship and even the seven deadly sins. . . .
You do not have to transform the message of the Bible but you do have to
translate it into terms the unchurched will understand. (230)
Warren seems to have tapped into an effective way to preach classic doctrines in a
post-noeticentric way. He teaches the biblical truths contained in the doctrines and yet he
does it in a way that helps hearers vmderstand that these truths are practical expressions of
God's love for humanity. In short, he is showing his people the spiritual wisdom found
in the classic doctrines of the faith. That he does not call the doctrines by time-honored
names is of little consequence to him.
In fairness to Warren, however, it must be pointed out that once people become
involved in his church, they are taught the doctrines in a classic sense�albeit in a "user-
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friendly" way (354). Perhaps the coupling of his preaching with a "purpose driven"
Christian education program is one of the primary reasons for the rapid growth ofhis
congregation.
The renewed interest in spiritual formation in our day may closely relate to this
interest in spiritual wisdom. People long for a relationship with Christ that is more than
an intellectual endeavor resulting in doctrinal orthodoxy. The preachers who relate to
this desire among people emphasize a balance between a right head and a right heart.
In this sense our preaching should be intricately tied to our worship experience.
True worship brings us into the presence ofGod and transforms our lives. Worship
touches our entire being and enables us to find the sfrength to live life in a confusing,
rapidly changing world. "In the closing years of the second millermium, one word has
loomed large for the church: Worship! Packaging the sermon in a worship setting
conducive to the ever-widening tastes ofour multicultural world is all-important" (Miller
71).
The preacher's role in the spiritual formation of the hearers must take on a larger
role than it occupies in the one-day-a-week church (Schaller). One way this can be done
is through small groups or action groups that relate to the theme of the sermon and
worship service. This has more to do with the teaching of doctrine than many realize.
"Only when dialogue is present can preaching live. Conversation and not oratory is the
basis ofpreaching" (Miller 56).
While, many other options are available, the main goal is to remember that
knowledge must go beyond the intellect. We must give our hearers a means of
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expression that relates to the human needs of relationship, community, meaning,
wholism, and wisdom.
Conclusion
"The postmodem ethos correctly understands that activism must arise from iimer
resources" (Grenz 173). The gospel of Jesus Christ reminds us that unless we are "in the
vine" we will not be able to live as we ought, no matter how much knowledge we
possess. This post-individualistic aspect ofpostmodemism opens a window for teaching
about the power of the Holy Spirit in the believer's life. It also helps the preacher see that
though we preach to individuals we are not preaching an individualistic gospel. We are
dependent on God and on one another.
The gospel ofChrist is suprarationalistic. The postmodem world has discovered
that the rationalism ofmodemism is not the answer to all of life's problems. The
preacher must remember that the message we preach is about a relationship with the
person of God. This encounter with God in Christ is at the heart ofwhat it means to be a
Christian. Doctrines help us imderstand this relationship.
The gospel ofChrist is one that sends us into the world; it relates to the whole of
life. The postmodem emphasis on wholism reminds the preacher that sermons must
relate to all of life. Doctrines were never meant to be relegated to academic discussions.
Doctrines are meant to help people relate the tmth ofGod to what God is doing in the
world. The preaching of doctrines should ftmction to help believers understand how God
relates to them as they live their lives each day.
The gospel of Christ is one that is meant to make a difference. Jesus changed
lives. He is the "Word become flesh." Christianity is not a binding set of mles. It is a
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living relationship with Christ that sets us free! The post-noeticentric, pragmatic aspect
ofpostmodemism is tailor-made for the gospel as revealed in Scripture; it is a needed
dose ofmedicine for a church more interested in preserving its forms than it is in
reaching and helping the world for which Jesus died.
The postmodem message for those who desire to preach the great doctrines of the
church is clear. People want more than knowledge, they want life.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
I. The Problem and Purpose of the Study
The problem addressed in this study is the need for doctrinal understanding
among Christians in an age when there is a dearth ofdoctrinal understanding. The
problem is compounded by the fact that we live in an age that tends to view doctrines in a
negative light.
Because of this problem, the pastor, as preacher and leader of the congregation,
needs to discover ways that will make knowledge of the classic church doctrines not
only desirable but also accessible to the people.
The philosophic age we appear to be entering is most often called postmodemism.
Postmodemism is a way ofviewing reality that for the most part, rejects the
Enlightermient project. The Enlightermient demanded certainty and clarity, with the goal
of achieving a method that would prove tmth for all thinking, rational persons. This
desire for certainty and rationalism based in the scientific method has often been called
modemism or modemity. The ideals ofmodemity are still found in everyone who places
faith in the ability of the scientific method to ascertain absolute, reliable tmth (Tracy 104-
105).
In its rejection of the Enlightenment project and modemism, postmodem thinkers
contend, "There are no absolutes" (Veith 15-24). This has radical implications for
Christianity. Christianity holds that certain things can be known with certainty because
God revealed them to humankind (1 John 5:13). A corollary to the postmodem rejection
of absolutes is the rejection ofmeta-narratives. Postmodemism contends that all histories
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are only constructs by a particular person or group of people that enable those people to
cope or exert power. Again, the implications for Christianity are staggering. Christianity
holds that God revealed himself in history and entered history in the person of Jesus
Christ. Postmodemism focuses on the pragmatic, what works is seen as being tme. At
this point it can be said that the opportunities for Christianity in the emerging postmodem
culture are staggering.
Scripture and history are full of examples ofChristianity making a pragmatic,
positive difference in the lives ofmen and women. Ifwe approach doctrine as a
systematic attempts to relate what God did in Scripture to what God is presently doing in
ovir lives and in our world, then this aspect ofpostmodem thinking opens the door to
doctrinal preaching in the emerging postmodem age.
The purpose of this study is to find listener-friendly ways to preach doctrinally
that will affect spirimal growth in the lives of the hearers. If doctrine is preached in this
way instead of being viewed as dry, impractical, intolerant ideology, then doctrine will be
seen as practical advice that helps people in daily living.
From a review of the relevant literature, four points of contact surface with a
significant impact on how the emerging postmodem person hears doctrinal preaching.
These points, previously discussed in Chapter3, are recovmted below.
1 . A Post-individualistic Gospel Preaching in an emerging postmodem age calls for a
message that highlights the communal aspects of the gospel. A post-individualistic
gospel will show how Christianity relates to all of life and the whole community. This
does not mean that there is no such thing as individual responsibility. It does mean that
none of us
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lives a totally individualistic life (Bellah). We are called to live in a community of faith
that exists within the community ofhumankind.
2. A Post-rationalistic Gospel The presentation ofbiblical doctrines must do more than
make rational sense. When preachers present doctrinal truth it will more readily cormect
if it relates to life as it is lived each day. Narrative elements are important in this type of
sermonic presentation. The story takes the sermon out of the realm of the rational and
puts it into the realm life of as it is lived. Narrative often adds an emotional element to
the sermon that coimects with the postmodem desire to experience life and tmth for one's
self, and not just hear about it in a detached and rational way. Preachers would be wise to
preach fi-om the narrative passages in Scripture and even preach the non-narrative
passages in a narrative way.
3 . A Post-dualistic Gospel For the postmodem person faith must relate to the whole of
life. The postmodem person is weary of the fact-value dichotomy that separates public
life from private life. Our preaching wdll better connect with the postmodem mind ifwe
find a way to put feet on our doctrine. An application that coimects or offers practical
expression to the secular world has strong appeal to people in the postmodem context.
4. A Post-noeticentric Gospel This aspect ofpreaching affirms that we are seeking
more than an accumulation of knowledge, we are seeking wisdom. "The purpose of
correct doctrine is to serve the attainment ofwisdom" (Grenz 172). Here the highly
pragmatic outlook ofpostmodemism enters the picture. Two conditions need to be met if
the sermon is to connect. First, it must provide usable information about how we can
know God and about daily living. Second, the sermon needs to address the area of
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relationships. The craving of the postmodem person for relationships must never be
forgotten.
II. Research and Operational Questions
To find how the proposed format for preaching doctrinal sermons affects the
spirimal growth of the emerging postmodem person, the following questions were
answered insofar as possible.
Research Question #1 Will the preaching of doctrinal sermons using the above
mentioned criteria result in a statistically significant change in the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale scores of the participants?
Operational question #1. What is the baseline measure of the participants at the
beginning of the study according to the Spirimal Well-Being Scale?
Operational question #2. What is the measure of the participants spiritual well-
being inmiediately after the series of sermons on doctrines?
Research Question #2 Is there a correlation between the ages of the participants and a
possible change in their scores on the Spiritual Well-Being Scale?
Operational question #1. What are the ages of the participants?
Operational question #2. Do participants in particular age group(s) have a
statistically different change in their Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores as a result
ofhearing the sermons on Christian doctrines?
Research Question #3 Is there a relationship between the 4 criteria used in the sermons
and a change in the spiritual well-being scores of the participants?
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III. Population and Sample
The participants in the study are adult members of the First United Methodist
Church ofMagee, Mississippi, or regular attendees who volunteered to be part of the
study.
Magee, Mississippi is a small rural town located in Simpson County in south
central Mississippi. The town has a population of 3,607 according to the 1 990 census
(U.S. Bureau of the Census 13). The county population in 1990 was 23,939 with a
projected growth to 24,451 in the year 2000 (Mississippi Institutions ofHigher Leaming
23). The percentage of the population ofMagee (ages twenty-five and older) with a high
school education or more is 61.0 percent. The percentage of the population ofMagee
with a bachelor's degree or more is 12.8 percent. (U.S. Bureau of the Census 235).
The First United Methodist Church ofMagee has a membership of 285, but 67 are
non-resident members. The median attendance at Sunday moming worship services for
the six months prior to the begiiming of the study was seventy-three. It should be noted
that I began the research during my first month as pastor of the Magee Church. During
this first month average attendance rose to near 100. Church attendance at the Magee
United Methodist Church had been in a steady decline for the last fifteen years.
The educational level of the church membership is much higher than the average
educational attainment for the town ofMagee as a whole. The church has four
physicians, several health professionals, and a sizable percentage ofmembers with
masters' degrees. The normative educational level in the church is a bachelor's degree.
Few adult members did not attend college.
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The participants of the study were volunteers. The entire congregation (members
and non-members) ofFirst United Methodist Church over the age of fifteen was invited
to participate in the study.
Seventy-three people participated in the pre-test. There were ninety participants
in the post test.
IV. Instrumentation
The study used the Spiritual Well-Being Scale with a randomly selected pre-test /
post-test design. It also used a researcher-designed demographic sheet to determine age
groupings and sex of the participants.
Spiritual Well-Being Scale
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale was designed to be an empirical measure of the
quality of life that includes the need for measuring the transcendent in a person's life.
Previous measures ofwell-being included material and psychological well-being, but had
left out the important aspect of the transcendent, or spiritual well-being. The Spiritual
Well-Being Scale has been used in a wide variety of studies since 1982. It shows
evidence of reliability and appears to be a valid indicator of general well-being.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale has been shown to have ceiling effects when used
in evangelical samples as reported in the article, "Norms for the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale" (Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison 57-66). The ceiling effect is collaborated by
Ledbetter et al. (49-55). This is acknowledged by the co-author of the Spiritual Well-
Being Scale, Craig W. Ellison himself, in the previously mentioned "Norms for the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale" article.
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In spite of the ceiling effect, Ellison and Smith, in an article written in the same
issue of the Journal ofPsychology and Theology, maintain that the test "provides a
helpful measure to assess the impact of various spiritual development emphases,
including deeper life campaigns . . . and thematic preaching or program emphases" (43).
This dissertation study seeks to study the effects of doctrinal preaching, which
would qualify as "thematic preaching." The available data suggests that the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale would be ofbenefit in determining statistically significant spiritual
growth that might take place in the course of this study.
It was expected that most of the scores would be higher than the median (Bufford,
Paloutzian, and Ellison 66), but that should not be of great consequence in this study as
long as the test is able to measure change in spiritual well-being.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWBS) is a twenty-item questionnaire that uses a
six-point, Likert-type scale ranging from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" with no
mid-point. About one half of the items are worded in a reversed order. It is a self-report
instrument. The SWBS has two sub-scales that measure Religious Well-Being (RWB)
and Existential Well-Being (EWB). The RWB sub-scale consists of ten items that refer
to God. This element of the scale measures the vertical dimension of spirituality. The
EWB sub-scale also includes ten items which are intended to measure the horizontal
dimension ofwell-being. The horizontal dimension includes a sense of life purpose and
life satisfaction as well as a sense ofwell-being in relation to the world about us. The test
has been shown to have a test-retest reliability above .85 using three samples after one,
four, and ten weeks. Coefficient alpha, a measure of intemal consistency, was above .84
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in seven samples. These figures and other tests suggest that the SWBS has adequate
reliability. (Bufford, Paloutzian, and Ellison 57).
Demographic Information
A demographic information sheet was included with both the pre-test and the
post-test. This demographic sheet asked for the sex and the age of the participants using
general age categories.
Identification ofParticipants
To provide anonymity, a four-digit identification number was used to identify
participants. The identity number was used on both the pre-test and the post-test. If the
participants chose not to use the four-digit identification nimiber, provision was made for
participants to use their name.
V. Data Collection
The adult members or regular attendees who indicated their willingness to be a
part of the study were given the opportunity to fill out a Spiritual Well-Being Scale
immediately before the church service or in the Sunday school classes the first two
Sundays I was at the church. For the next two weeks they were asked to fill out a survey
via congregational and Sunday school announcements. We also offered to mail a copy of
the survey to interested parties, but no one made this request. Most of the pre-test
surveys were tumed in during Sunday school or church. Some participants took a survey
home and mailed it in or retumed it the next week. Two participants came to the church
office specifically to fill out the survey.
The pre-test portion of the survey was ended after four weeks. Information was
gathered for four weeks so all regular attendees of the church could have an opportunity
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to participate. It was ended after four weeks to minimize the effect ofmy preaching on
the outcome of the tests. I felt this was necessary because my preaching tends to be
doctrinal in nature.
Before the participants were given the Spiritual Well-Being Scale, they were told
that it was to help me fulfill the requirements of the Doctor ofMinistry degree.
Each participant also filled out a demographic data sheet that included age (using
general age categories), sex and a four-digit identification number to facilitate the
tracking of individual responses. This data sheet was attached to the Spiritual Well-
Being Scale.
The post-test was given after the conclusion of the last sermon series. The same
procedures for the collection of data used in the pre-test were also used with the post-test.
However, a small nimiber were tumed in after the four week collection period following
the post-test.
The pre-test and post-test were color coded.
VI. Variables
The primary independent variable in this study is the sermons on doctrinal tmths.
These sermons were presented in a "listener fiiendly" way as determined by the
conclusions ofChapter 2.
The dependent variable in the study is the sense of spiritual well-being among the
participants.
An intervening variable in the study is the age of the participants. Related
literature suggests that people of the G.I. generation and Builder generation (those fifty-
five and older) may react differently to the approach taken in the preaching style being
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studied. For this reason the study included age categories to determine if age affects
response to the series.
VII. Sermons on Christian Doctrine
The sermons are the independent variable in this study. As such it is important
that each sermon contain the elements thatwill facilitate a meaningfiil communication of
doctrine in a winsome way to people in the postmodem world.
The Criteria to be Met by the Sermons
So that the sermons might reach the emerging postmodem listener. Certain
elements were included in the sermons. These elements previously and more fully stated
in Chapter 2 are restated below.
A Post-individualitic Gospel. The sermon should reflect a post-individualistic
gospel. The sermons are intended to reflect that Christianity relates to all of life and the
whole community. This does not mean there is no such thing as individual responsibility.
It does mean none of us lives a totally individualistic life. We are called to live in a
community of faith that exists in the corrmiunity ofhumankind.
A Post-rationalistic Gospel. When sermons present doctrinal tmth they more
readily cormect with the hearers when related to life as it is lived each day. Narrative
elements are important. The story takes the sermon out of the realm of the rational and
puts it into life as it is lived. This narrative element often adds an emotional element to
the sermon that connects with the postmodem desire to experience life and tmth.
A Post-dualistic Gospel. Postmodem people want faith to relate with the whole of
life. Sermons cormect with hearers much better if the preacher finds a way to put feet on
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the doctrine being preached. The sermons should suggest applications that coimect with
everyday life or have practical expressions.
A Post-noeticentric Gospel. Two conditions need to be met if the sermon is to
connect. First, it must provide usable information about knowing God in daily living.
Second, in some way the sermon needs to address relationships.
Several things helped insvire that the sermons met these criteria.
1 . Each sermon was written in manuscript form with the criteria in mind.
2. The first four manuscripts were read and checked for the four criteria and for
doctrinal content by my mentor, Bill Arnold, before the sermons were preached. In that
Dr. Arnold felt confident that the criteria were being met, and due to the fact that he was
out of the coimtry, he did not check the last sermons before they were preached. He did
however review the manuscripts later and agreed that they continued to meet the
necessary criteria.
3. The titles of the sermons were chosen in such a way that each reflected at least one of
the four criteria.
4. Church events that allowed participants and congregation to put feet to the doctrines
were planned to coincide with each sermon series. These were called "action events."
One sermon from each series can be found in the appendix to provide an example
of the sermons preached.
Overview of the Sermons Preached
The sermons for this study were preached on Sunday mornings from September,
1996, until Jvme, 1997, in the First United Methodist Church ofMagee, Mississippi.
Each doctrine preached was discussed in a sermon series varying in length from three to
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four weeks. Seven doctrines were discussed in the sermons using this format during the
ten-month period.
Breaks occured between each series for several reasons:
1 . To provide adequate time to prepare for the action events. These action events
provided the congregation a means to apply the doctrine being taught.
2. To provide an opportunity to give attention to specific church related needs. These
included a stewardship emphasis program, choir programs, and church celebrations
including Easter and other special services.
3. In that emphasis was placed on each upcoming series and the accompanying action
event, the congregation needed a periodic break to regroup.
Action Events
To emphasize the post-dualistic or wholistic aspect of the sermons, the
congregation had the opportunity to participate in action events. These events took the
form of service projects, community outreach, or other concrete things people could do.
The purpose was to help the congregation relate some aspect of the action event to the
doctrine being presented in the sermon series. The goal was to help congregants see the
doctrine in a wholistic way that relates to all of life.
A preaching dictum states that preaching is "truth expressed through personality."
If this is so, then a pastor's emphasis of the importance of action events and his
participation in those events should not be separated from the sermon itself
It should be noted that the action events were in many ways an integral part of
each sermon. The goal was to relate the action events to the sermon series. Even those
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who did not participate in the projects were aware of the action events and that the
projects were related to the particular sermon series.
Below is a synopsis of the seven sermon series preached dviring the year. One
sample sermon from each series is found in the appendix.
Table 1
Synopsis of the Seven Sermon Series and Action Events
Jesus "One on One" Topic: The Love of God
Action Event: The church gave free Cokes to people at the town festival. Each
Coke had a card attached that said, "When life gets too hot to handle, remember, you
matter to God! Your friends at Magee Methodist Church.
"
The purpose was to give members an opportimity to perform an act of kindness to
others to show the love of God. The church passed out over 750 Cokes to individuals.
A) God Loves Us He Even When There Is Nothing To Love: The Thief on the
Cross.
This sermon spoke of how we often feel unworthy of God's love, yet he loves us
anyway
B) God Loves Us Even When We Are Hurting: The Woman at the Well.
This sermon spoke to the fact ofGod's love when we hurt and feel unloved.
C) God Loves Us Even When We Are Weak: The Man Bom Blind.
God never abandons us in our weakness. Weakness is not a punishment, and
God can use it for our good and his glory.
D) God Loves Us, He Never Gives Up On Us: The Life ofPeter.
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Table 1, continued
Because ofpersonal failures, we become discouraged. God does not give up on
us.
How to Make Your Life Right Topic: Justification by Faith
Action Event: Members worked on the homes ofpeople who needed help with
minor home repairs or yard work. The purpose was to make someone's home "right" in
response to God's having made our lives right. Four homes had yard work or repairs
made.
A) Make Your Life Right: You Matter To God: The story ofMephibosheth.
For ovir lives to be right we must understand that God has a wonderful plan for
our lives.
B) Make Your Life Right: Identify Your Problem Areas: The "Fall "in
Genesis 3.
Unless we realize our sinful nature, we will never be able to make our lives
right.
C) Make Your Life Right: Find OutWhere The Answers Are: Saul on the
road to Damascus.
We can have it all and try it all, but only Jesus provides the answer to life's
problems.
D) Make Your Life Right: Make Jesus Lord: The Ten Men with Leprosy.
Knowing that Jesus provides the answers to life's problems is not enough. We
must acknowledge him as Lord of our life ifwe want him to make our life right.
Getting to Know the Jesus We Never Knew Topic: The Incarnation ofChrist.
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Table 1 , continued
Action Event: The church set up a free gift wrapping booth at a local department
store. Each package had a card attached reading, "Jesus is the reason for the season.
"
The purpose was to reflect the love ofChrist by lovingly wrapping packages for free for
the people ofour community. The people of the church wrapped over 375 packages.
A) The Visited Planet: A narrative of Philippians 2:5-1 1
Jesus "stopped the world to get on" to save us. Let us "get on" our world and
help people to know the Jesus they never knew.
B) God With Skin on His Bones: A narrative of selected passages from Jesus'
life.
Jesus was human in every way. This enabled him to understand and lead others
to God. God calls us to let our "words become flesh," thus helping others know the
Jesus they never knew.
C) A Revolution of Love: The story ofHerod's fear of the baby Jesus.
Jesus, being God, came as the "King ofHearts." His reign powerfully
revolutionizes lives.
The Power of Prayer Topic: Prayer
Action Event: This project was a day ofprayer and fasting. People had the
opportunity to sign up for a time slot to pray for the life of our church and community.
A) Amazing Answers to Prayer: The story ofElisha and the poor widow.
God answers prayer! The question is do we believe he can and will help. Our
part is to ask, and to be obedient to God. When God does answer ovir prayer, we should
put his blessings to good use.
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Table 1 , continued
B) God's Attitude Toward Prayer: The Lord's Prayer in Matthew 6:9-13
God wants us to pray so that we and the world around us will become more like
Jesus. The more like Christ we are, the more joy and purpose we find in life. This is a
"how to pray" sermon using the Lord's prayer as an outline.
C) Mountain Moving Prayer: A contrast between the unbelief of the ten spies
and Joshua's belief The text was Numbers 13 and Joshua 6.
Ifwe focus on God's will and what he wants us to do, there is no obstacle God
cannot remove through prayer.
D) The Mystery of Unanswered Prayer: The sermon used the story ofPaul's
"thorn" found in 2 Corinthians 12:6-10.
God does not answer every prayer the way we want Him to answer, but God still
loves us. There are often good reasons for our "unanswered prayers."
How God Watches Over Our Lives Topic: The Providence ofGod
Action Event: Cards were printed with the follovsdng poem:
A random act ofkindness was done for you this week.
A prayer, a deed, a kind word said, all done to make you think
Jesus does kind thingsfor us, more than we 'II ever know.
And though we seldom notice. His love will always flow.
Members did a kind deed for a person and then sent that person a card. The
purpose was to remind the recipient that just as someone had done something kind for
them, God is always watching over us and granting us his gifts ofmercy and kindness.
Almost 500 cards were mailed.
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Table 1, continued
A. God Has a Plan for Our Lives: The story of Joseph's dreams and his being
sold into slavery by his brothers in Genesis 37 and 39.
Many people face difficulties in life, but God still has a plan for our life. Joseph
faced great difficulties, but the difficulties did not thwart God's plan. However, just as
Joseph had a part to play in God's plan we have a part to play as well.
B. God Builds Character Through Hard Times: The story of Joseph's
difficulties in Egypt as found in Genesis 37, 39.
When hard times come our way we must be faithful to God. Continued
faithfulness builds the character necessary for God to fiilfiU our dreams.
C. God Repairs Broken Dreams: The story of Joseph's deliverance from prison
in Genesis 40 and 41 shows us how God can repair broken dreams.
Almost everyone faces broken dreams. The sermon tells us what to do in the
down times and shows us that God is faithful to restore our lives.
D. God Brings Good From Evil The story of Joseph's meeting with his
brothers in Genesis 50: 15-21 teaches how God brings good from evil.
We struggle v\dth the problem of evil in our world. This sermon teaches that
while evil does occur, God is able to bring good from evil. The primary text is Genesis
50:20.
My Place Is This Place Topic: The Church as the Body of Christ
Action Events: There were two action events for this series. The primary project
was a church-wide clean-up day to prepare the church for the rededication of the
sanctuary after amajor renovation. The rededication service became an action event.
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Table 1 , continued
The people of the church invited many people to see the renovation; in essence, the
rededication service became a second action event.
A. Why God Gave Us This Place: The story of the early church in Acts 2.
God has given us the church for a reason. Three primary reasons God has given us the
church is to provide a place for leaming, fellowship and prayer.
B. What God Wants Us To Do In This Place: hi 2 Chronicles 5 we see what
Solomon did at the dedication of the temple.
The sermon used this passage as a model for the rededication of the church
sanctuary. We must remember what God has done in the past, allow his presence in the
present, and recognize our responsibility for the future.
C. Descending Into Greatness in This Place: The story of the Good Samaritan.
As individuals and as a church, we will find tme greatness only when we leam to
serve others with the love of Christ.
Power to Make a Difference Topic: The Holy Spirit
Action Event: The project entailed replacing light bulbs for the elderly of the
city. The purpose of the action event was to relate the doctrine of the Holy Spirit to daily
life by showing that just as good lighting makes a difference for the elderly, the
Holy Spirit makes a difference in our Christian lives. Members of the church changed
over seventy light bulbs for elderly citizens of the community.
A. Experience God's Power Daily: Paul tells the Ephesians about the Holy
Spirit.
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Table 1 , continued
Many people in today's church do not even knowr who or what the Holy Spirit is.
The sermons explain the person and work of the Holy Spirit.
B. Jesus: Resident and President: The sermon is based on Ephesians 5:18.
Many people want Jesus in their life, but do not understand the concept of the
Spirit-filled life. This sermon explains the meaning of the Spirit-filled life and the
benefits of it.
C. Power To Do The Right Thing: The story ofMoses' call to deliver Israel.
Many times we know what we ought to do, but do not seem to have the power to
do the right thing. This sermon tells how the Holy Spirit empowers us to do what God
calls us to do.
D. Power To Change Your World Acts 1 and 2 tells how the early church
changed the world.
The early church faced great opposition, yet through the Holy Spirit they changed
the world. We can leam from them how to change our world for Jesus Christ.
VIII. Method ofData Analysis
Research Question #1 asks, "Is there a statistically significant change in the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of the participants through the course of the study?"
To answer this question, a null set hypothesis was proposed. The null set hypothesis
attempted to prove that the sermons made no statistically significant impact on the
hearers. If the null set hypothesis could be disproved, it would show that the sermons did
make a statistically significant difference in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of
those hearing the sermons.
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Research Question #2 asks, "Does the age of the participants in the study have
any bearing on the changes in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores? To determine
whether the age of the participants had a statistically significant bearing on changes in
Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores, a correlation analysis of the data was made with
reference to the age categories of the participants.
Research Question #3 asks, "Is there a relationship between the 4 criteria used in
the sermons and a change in the spiritual well-being scores of the participants?" The
independent variable in this study is the sermons on doctrinal truths presented according
to the criteria used. A significant change in Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores would
indicate a relationship between the criteria used and the change in spiritual well-being
scores.
The analysis of the data was performed by James V. Bumside, Chairman
Emeritus of the Mathematics Department ofMississippi College in Clinton, Mississippi
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
This study used the Spiritual Well-Being Scale to measure the change in the
spiritual well-being of the congregation ofFirst United Methodist Church in Magee,
Mississippi. A set of seven sermon series on various Christian doctrines was preached
over the course of ten months (See Table 1). The sermons used the criteria set forth in
Chapter 1 and Chapter 3.
Three major research questions and related operational questions were asked in
this study.
Findings of Research Question #1 Research question #1 asked, "Will the preaching of
doctrinal sermons using the above-mentioned criteria result in a statistically significant
change in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of the participants?"
Operational Question #1. What is the baseline measure of the participants at the
beginning in the study according to the Spiritual Well-Being Scale?
Operational Question #2. What is the measure of the participants spiritual well-
being immediately after the series of sermons on doctrines?
A baseline measure of the participants' spiritual well-being according to the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale was made at the beginning of the study by the use of a pre
test. This was done to answer operational question #1, "What is the baseline measure of
the participants at the beginning in the study according to the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale?"
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The sxirvey was made available to all members and attendees of the church
resulting in seventy-three Spiritual Well-Being Scale surveys being gathered for the pre
test.
After the conclusion of the sermon series, a post-test was given to answer
operational question #2, "What is the measure of the participants' spiritual well-being
immediately after the series of sermons on doctrines?" Again, the survey was made
available to all members and attendees of the church resulting in ninety Spiritual Well-
Being Scale surveys being gathered for the post-test.
There were thirty-two valid matches among the surveys given. This number of
matching surveys provides a sufficient number to determine a statistically valid sample
(Koenker 54).
To determine whether the sermons had a statistically significant impact on the
Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of the respondents, a null hypothesis was formulated.
Null Hypothesis For the members of the First United Methodist Church of
Magee, Mississippi, there is no difference between the pre-test mean scores and the post-
test mean scores for responses on the Spiritual Well-Being Scale after exposure to a set of
sermon series specifically designed to address doctrinal issues in the postmodem world.
A random group of church members and attendees volimteered to take a pre-test
and a post-test involving the twenty questions specified on the Spiritual Well-Being
Scale. Respondents agreed to take the pre-test, and after the set of sermons to complete a
post-test.
There were thirty-two valid matched pairs of respondents who took both tests.
Tests for which the respondents did not answer all the questions or did not
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complete the demographic questions for both the pre-test and the post-test were declared
invalid.
The changes in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of participants
subsequent to the series of doctrinal sermons are found in Table 2.
Table 2
Changes inWell-Being Subsequent to Doctrinal Sermon Series (N = 32)
Pre- Test Post- Test
SWBS Mean SD Mean SD diff t p<*
RWB 5.17 .76 5.42 .62 .25 2.67 .02
EWB 4.89 .67 5.28 .68 .39 4.03 .001
SWB 5.03 .65 5.35 .58 .32 3.93 .001
The null hypothesis is rejected. Subjects improved significantly in their religious,
existential, and spiritual well being (Table 2) following the doctrinal sermon series. We
may conclude, therefore, that subjects exposed to doctrinal preaching over a sustained
period of time my be expected to improve in their well-being.
FindinRS ofResearch Question #2 Research question #2 asked, "Is there a correlation
between the ages of the participants and a possible change in their scores on the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale?"
Qperational Question #1. What are the ages of the participants?
Operational Question #2. Did the participants of a particular age group(s) have a
statistically different change in their Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores as a result
of hearing the sermons on Christian doctrines?
A demographic information sheet was attached to the Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
The demographic information sheet asked for the sex and ages of the participants. The
age categories are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3
Age Categories
Age
15 18
18 20
21 34
35 55
55 65
Over 65
It was of interest to determine whether the ages of the participants had a bearing
on the change in the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores. In that the congregation of
Magee Methodist Church is made up ofpeople of varying age groups, it would be of little
long term value to preach in a way that raises the spiritual well being of one group and
not the spiritual well-being of other age groups. Because of this concem, research
question #2 asks if there is a correlation between the ages and the level of change in
spirimal well- being.
Analyses revealed that Religious well-being is positively associated with age
among subjects in this study (r = .51,p<.01,asis overall spirimal well-being (r = .43, p
< .02). Existential well-being is not associated with age, however.
Finding ofResearch Question #3 Research Question #3 asks, "Is there a relationship
between the 4 criteria used in the sermons and a change in the spirimal well-being scores
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of the participants?" There was a significant change in Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores
subsequent to the series of doctrinal sermons using the stated criteria (Table 2). This
indicates a relationship between the criteria used for the sermons in the study and the
change in spiritual well-being scores.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
This chapter summarizes the major findings of this study. In so doing it evaluates
and interprets the data, provides a theological reflection upon the findings and suggests
possible contributions to research methodology. This is followed by the limitations of the
study which are noted along with suggestions for further study. Finally, unexpected
findings are observed and personal insights sunmiarized.
Summary ofMajor Findings
The most significant findings of this study came from the comparison ofpre-test
and post-test scores. The study shows that the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of the
congregation rose significantly as a result of doctrinal preaching when done in the
prescribed way.
It should also be observed that the median attendance rose from seventy-three in
the six months before the pre-test to 1 19 at the time the post-test was given. This
occurred despite the fact that twelve regular attendees were transferred to other localities
and three regular attendees died or became home bound during that time. Though the
change in pastoral leadership may have had an impact on attendance, it must also be
observed that the preaching style in use emphasized doctrinal preaching. This will be
discussed later in the section on limitations of the study.
Another important finding of this study is the correlation or lack of correlation
between the age of the respondents and a rise in Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores.
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The findings of the study indicate that the method of preaching had a significant
cross-generational impact on the overall spiritual well-being scores of all participants.
There was also a significant cross generational difference in existential well-being scores.
The changes in the religious well-being scores indicate that while there was a
change in the religious well-being of all participants, there was a greater change in the
religious well-being of older participants.
This suggests that older congregants probably have a higher sense ofGod-
cormectedness in a more traditional or evangelical sense. Younger people, who are
generally more influenced by postmodemism, were affected in the area of religious well-
being, but not as greatly as older participants. (This finding agrees with related literature
on the subject.)
The findings regarding age lend support to the contention that preaching which
adheres to methods sensitive to the emerging postmodem age can span age groups. Such
information is helpful to preachers in the emerging postmodem age because the literature
suggests differing age groups tend to view life very differently, thus requiring differing
preaching styles. Also, the population ofmost churches is made up of a wide variety of
age groups. The findings regarding age are significant, though somewhat unexpected.
Evaluation and Interpretation
Doctrinal preaching as defined and discussed in Chapter 2 does make a difference
in the spiritual well-being of its hearers. Such doctrinal preaching can be done in a way
that spans age groups in the postmodem world, a finding both significant and important.
The prevailing viewpoint ofmany holds that it is difficult to effectively
communicate to both postmodem and modem people in the same setting. While it may
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be difficult, this study shows that preaching can impact the spiritual well-being ofboth
groups in the same setting.
This is of great significance for pastors approaching the new millennium.
Because of a postmodem emphasis on tolerance, many churches have eschewed the
teaching of doctrine. Pastors avoid doctrinal preaching, perhaps from a fear of losing
their audience. While it is tme that postmodem thought tends to reject the idea of a meta-
narrative, this does not mean doctrine cannot be taught and preached.
Many current preaching textbooks focus on making the sermon practical. Others
speak of the importance of a narrative style that allows hearers to draw their conclusions.
This smdy shows that doctrinal preaching can be effective when an intentional
effort is made to include both the pragmatic and the narrative.
As discussed in Chapter 2, we live in an emerging postmodem world. Though
many elements ofpostmodemism are prevalent in American culture, postmodemism has
not yet fully arrived. The current American culture is made up of a significant percentage
ofpeople fifty- five and older who are mostly modem in their thinking but still affected
by postmodemism. At the same time many younger people continue to approach life
primarily from a modem viewpoint. As a result, preachers who only strive to preach to
modems or only to postmodems, will miss a sizable percentage of the population.
I contend that listener friendly doctrinal preaching can impact the spiritual well-
being ofpeople. Though doctrinal preaching has been neglected in many circles,
preaching the orthodox consensual beliefs of the Christian church does impact the
spiritual well-being of the individuals who attend church. Doctrines need not be nor
should they be neglected. This study shows that listener fHendly doctrinal preaching can
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raise the spirimal well-being ofboth groups. Indeed doctrinal preaching, properly
delivered, does meet the feh needs of people and increases their sense of spiritual well-
being.
The Magee Methodist congregation is one of varied age groups, as are the
congregations in most mainline denominational churches. The study suggests that the
type of doctrinal preaching done in this study would benefit the spiritual well-being of
other churches with a similar population mix.
This study identified four criteria that guided the sermons preached. An analysis
and interpretation ofhow the sermon criteria correlated with the study follows.
A Post-individualistic Gospel The post-individualistic aspect of the sermons
sought to build a sense of community among the hearers. Our emerging postmodem age
is suspicious of the radical individualism of the modem period. The doctrines of the
church, especially the doctrine of the Body ofChrist, speak to this postmodem emphasis.
I believe that the emphasis placed on community in the sermons contributed to the greater
sense of spiritual well-being, especially from an existential well-being viewpoint.
Preaching that is intentionally post-individualistic by definition encourages commimity.
Perhaps this intentional emphasis on community led to an increase in the Existential
Well-Being sub-scale of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale. By way of reminder, the EWB
sub-scale includes ten items that measure the horizontal dimension ofwell-being. The
horizontal dimension includes a sense of life purpose and life satisfaction as well as a
sense ofwell-being in relation to the world about us.
A Post-rationalistic Gospel One problem with doctrinal preaching has been that
preachers tended to emphasize the teaching of the doctrine itselfmore than how the tmth
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of the doctrine connects with daily life. The sermons in this study seldom named the
doctrine being taught. In most cases it was thought this would get in the way of hearing
the message. Instead, I sought to connect the tmth of the doctrine with daily life, most
often by the use ofnarrative elements. The sermons made use of the biblical narratives,
rather than hortatory or topical texts whenever possible. Along with the use ofbiblical
narratives, an effort was made to use compelling historical and current illustrations that
cormected the tmth of the doctrine being explored to current daily experience. The
sermons identified practical issues and then showed how the teachings of the scripture
and the church provide practical help. This cormects with the postmodem desire to
experience life and tmth. The literature mentioned in Chapter 2 supports the idea that the
narrative and emotive elements in the sermons help listeners coimect the sermons with
life experiences. The pragmatic elements enable listeners not to only connect with the
sermons but also to make a plan of action to apply the information gained in daily life.
A Post-dualistic Gospel The postmodem person of faith must relate his or her
faith to the whole of life. The action events offered a way for the congregation to put feet
on the doctrines being taught. The action events attempted to coimect the sermons with
life as it is lived and experienced outside the walls of the church. Anecdotal evidence
from members confirmed this aspect of the study. Many church members commented
that the action events were meaningfiil to their spiritual growth, but they did not feel that
the action events made the major difference. The action events simply helped hearers
cormect the sermon tmths and daily life.
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One complaint postmodem people have about meta-narrative ideas (including
doctrine) is that it divides life into compartments - the spirimal and the secular.
Postmodem people place a high premium on wholism. It should be noted that the
sermons themselves encouraged a post-dualistic gospel. Life and faith are married.
When people see that their faith can and does make a difference in the world they live in,
faith becomes meaningful, and the sense of spiritual well-being rises.
A Post-noeticentric Gospel Two conditions need to be met for a sermon to
cormect. First, it must provide usable information for daily living. Second, it must
address the area of relationships. The sermons placed a strong emphasis on these areas.
"How to" was often stressed. The aspect of relationships both to God and others was
central to the messages. Postmodem people are not the only people who crave
relationships ~ almost everyone does. Teens seeking to leam about friendship and
romance crave relationships. Older people who have lost a spouse or whose children
have moved away also crave relationships. One of the primary reasons the action events
were so well received is that congregants felt these events increased the feeling of
conmiunity and relationship within the church.
When the pragmatic and relational aspects of the sermons combined with a
message showing how God enhances these areas ofhuman existence, it is no wonder that
the sense of spiritual well-being increased.
Each of the four elements mentioned above formed integral parts of the sermons
preached. Each element contributed to the increased spiritual well-being of the
congregation.
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These four criteria may be postmodem, but they are not anti-modem. This is why
some writers view postmodemism not as something new, but as a radical extension of
modemism. A sermon preached from a modem worldview may not emphasize these
criteria, but modem hearers do appreciate these emphases. Consequently, the study
showed that older listeners as well as younger listeners were able to benefit from the
sermons. A dedicated use of these criteria offers a way to bridge the age gaps that often
prevent hearers from cormecting and benefiting from sermons.
Another important aspect of the smdy was its longevity. This study sought to
evaluate the impact of doctrinal sermons over a ten month period. Doctrines are about
God's revelation as it relates to all of life. If the congregation is to benefit from doctrinal
preaching it must be part and parcel of the message delivered throughout the year. I do
not believe that an occasional doctrinal sermon would have had the same impact. A short
term sermon series on various doctrines might elicit a brief increase in Spiritual Well-
Being Scale scores, but not in the same way a long-term commitment to doctrinal
preaching would. The long term study more accurately reflects the spiritual well-being
of the congregation. Further studies might compare the difference in short-term and
long- term spiritual well-being as a result of a similar set of sermons.
Theological Reflections
Any discussion of doctrinal preaching must remember that doctrines and
systematic theology were not originally developed for noetic and purely rational reasons.
The doctrines were forged in the fire of daily living by the church fathers and mothers
who sought to relate the tmth of the gospel message to their particular life settings. Many
of the situations in which doctrines were forged were practical settings that sought
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answers for life and death questions. It was only later in the history ofChristian thought
that doctrines became relegated to the realm of scholar and clergy. Doctrines were and
are meant to help explain the faith, not to confuse and divide the faithful.
The Practical Nature ofDoctrine
With this in mind the postmodem desire for wisdom and a way of living that
relates practically to the whole of life is a needed corrective. Through the centuries too
many in the church became so interested in doctrine as an intellectual pursuit that they
forgot the very people Jesus came to redeem. Of course the doctrinal and intellectual
nature ofChristianity are vitally important. That is a primary contention of this study.
Jesus did say love God with all your heart, soul and mind (Matthew 22:37). But doctrine
must never be divorced from daily life.
If a preacher wants to cormect with emerging postmodem hearers, he or she must
emphasize the practical. In Chapter 2 the point was made that church doctrines were
developed as a means to make the many acts of God more understandable to the church
as a whole.
The sermons used in this study took that approach. Doctrines were not taught as
esoteric mysteries, rather as practical and beneficial tmths showing God's interest in the
daily life ofbelievers. This is a primary reason for the resulting improvement in the
spiritual well-being of the hearers.
When people can see that the teachings of faith and the Bible are beneficial and
helpful, then they can more readily understand God as a loving Father who desires to
redeem. Cold, hard doctrines without connection to practical living tend to portray God
as a despot, not as a Father.
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We must be careful, however, not to overemphasize the practical at the expense of
the "faith once delivered." To do so plays into the hands of the enlightenment error
which presxmies humankind can solve any problem. This modem hubris is one of the
reasons for the rise ofpostmodemism. Sermons that only deal with "how to" and are not
cormected to the time honored doctrines of the church will lead to pop psychology
sermons that will eventually be disregarded by the postmodem hearer. Postmodemism
rejects a worldview that promises everything yet can not deliver in matters of
relationships and the soul. Christian theology, especially a solid orthodox theology of
suffering and hope, will offer the postmodem hearer a more realistic view of life in a
world undeniably full of hardship and disappointment.
The basic doctrines of the Christian faith resulted from an exegesis of the
scriptures that occurred in very trying times in church history. The early Christians faced
great persecution as seen in both the scriptural accounts (Hebrews 12, Acts 4 - 12), and in
church history. These doctrines developed in times of distress offer practical help and
serve as comfort to many postmodem thinkers, especially the Generation Xers, who are
disillusioned by the unfulfilled promises ofmodemism.
Avoiding Heresy
To chart a path that ignores the scriptural tmth contained in these doctrines would
be the height of foolishness. It took the church centuries to understand these doctrines.
While books, libraries, and the Word of God (Mark 14:31) assure us that biblical
doctrines will never be lost, it would be tragic for the masses of church people to lose the
inheritance of a widespread common knowledge of church doctrines.
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Proverbs 1 :8 says, "Listen, my son to your father's instruction and do not forsake
your mother's teaching." We could expand that to say, "Listen, my church, to the
instructions of the Church Fathers and do not forsake teachings of the Church Mothers."
A knowledge of doctrine can deter error in the church. A quotation used in
Chapter 2 can serve as a warning to the church of today. "It was not enough to know the
Scriptures thoroughly and to have been trained in them; the heretics, despite these
advantages, still managed to deceive themselves" (Pelikan 17). This is perhaps the
greatest danger faced by a church that is ignorant of the ecumenical consensus of
Christian teachings and doctrines. Error tends to follow the chvirch closely when it is not
well grounded in its doctrines. This was true in St. Paul's time (Galatians 1 :6,7; 1
Timothy 1 :3,4), it was true throughout church history, and it is true today. The
postmodem culture is very interested in the spiritual. Unless the church knows and
convincingly teaches its doctrines, the spiritual interest ofpostmodem people can easily
tum to heresy, false teaching, and other religions.
God as revealed in Jesus Christ through Scripture and the consensual doctrines of
the church offers hope and answers that himian ingenuity and thought can never offer.
The church forged its consensual doctrines through centuries of study, conflict,
persecution, hardship, and prayer. The church of the twenty-first century dare not neglect
these lessons learned over twenty centuries simply because the postmodem world view is
not amenable to hearing doctrines.
It is the role ofpreachers to follow the example ofChrist who took the form of a
servant and humbled himself (Philippians 2). If the postmodem world does not easily
tmderstand doctrinal teaching when presented in the traditional way, it is up to pastors to
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find a new way to preach and communicate these doctrines. We must not throw out
doctrinal teaching simply because people are not listening. To neglect doctrine is to tarn
the church over to "savage wolves" who will not spare the flock (Acts 20:29).
Passing On the Faith
As discussed in Chapter 2, the late twentieth century church does not know its
doctrines well. Because of this, the emerging postmodem church is in danger of lacking
the ability to pass the "faith once delivered" on to succeeding cultures and generations.
Postmodem people ask, "Why the emphasis on doctrines and correct belief?" The
biblical answer is clear; keeping the teachings of the faith pure is a matter of life and
death. "For it is no trifle for you, but it is your life. . ." (Deuteronomy 32:47). Doctrine
is not a trifling matter.
It is also amatter of fialfiUing the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19,20). The
mandate given by Jesus before his ascension tells the church to "make disciples . . .
teaching them to obey everything I have conmianded you." The church has found
through the centuries that taking the gospel into new cultures is not an easy task. It
requires the accumulated wisdom of the church to accurately teach what Christ has
commanded us, and to make disciples.
More than one writer has noted that the emerging postmodem age shares
similarities with the New Testament era. But even if there are only minimal similarities,
the Christian in the emerging postmodem age still faces the challenges of addressing the
prevailing culture with the tmth of the gospel. To assume there is no need to depend on
the wisdom gained through the centuries is absurd.
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The postmodem emphasis on commvmity is interested and even eager to connect
with the wdsdom of the past. This is in contrast to the modem hubris that disdains the old
as irrelevant. Pastors can and should emphasize that doctrines have a long and beneficial
history.
The Need for a Postmodem Theology
The emergence of postmodemism offers great opportunity for the church. Its
desire for conmiimity and meaningful relationships based in a practical, wholistic wisdom
almost seems tailor-made for the Christian experience of a personal encounter with the
living Christ. Thomas Oden is correct when he calls for a postmodem orthodoxy. Oden
calls for a "postmodem orthodoxy" that "by definition must have undergone a deep
immersion in modemity and its varied forms of criticism . . . worked for it, hoped with it,
clung to it and been thoroughly instmcted by it yet finally has tumed away from it in
disillusiormient, only to come upon classical Christianity as surprisingly more wise,
realistic, resourceflil, and creative than modernity itself (After Modemity 60,61).
Pastors face a unique opportunity. While the average parishioner does not
understand how he or she is affected by postmodemism, the effect is nevertheless real.
People are turning away from amodem worldview that has promised everything, yet has
come up short. There is a yeaming for something that has a history to it and meets the
needs of the whole person, including the spiritual needs. The teachings of classical
Christianity meet those needs. The problem is not the message ofChristianity. It is the
delivery of that message. When classical Christian teachings are presented in wom out
ways that resemble the modes ofmodemism, the emerging postmodem hearer is not
interested. But when these tmths are presented in ways attuned to the cultural
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sensibilities of today's listeners they will listen with interest. This study, while only
looking at one indicator of spiritual health, a sense of spiritual well-being, does seem to
show that parishioners will listen to and respond to classic Christian doctrines.
Significantly, this hearing not only satisfies their needs, it also preserves the "faith once
delivered."
Possible Contributions to Research Methodology
This study is a beginning look at doctrinal preaching in the emerging postmodem
age. It does indicate that winsome doctrinal preaching makes for effective preaching. It
shows that doctrinal preaching need notmm people away, and that it increases the sense
of spiritual well-being in a congregation. While no formal study was made of attendance
figures, this study also shows that doctrinal preaching does not result in a decline in
worship attendance. To the contrary, it may contribute to an increase in attendance.
This study also indicates that differing age groups can be positively affected by
doctrinal preaching that is intentional about using the methodology suggested in this
study.
The primary methodology used in this study was the use of the Spiritual Well-
Being Scale to measure a sense of spiritual well-being in a congregation where doctrinal
preaching was done using the prescribed method. This study shows that the Spiritual
Well-Being Scale is an effective means ofmeasuring the effect of this particular style of
doctrinal preaching. It also indicates that the Spirimal Well-Being Scale can measure the
effect of doctrinal sermons on people of various age groupings.
The study supports the suggestions made by Grenz in A Primer on
Postmodemism, where Grenz suggested four key points where evangelical Christianity
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can and must intersect postmodemism. These four points were used as the basis for the
preaching methodology used in this smdy.
Limitations and Suggestions for Further Study
Several limitations of this study are obvious. The limitations vdll be noted and
suggestions made for further smdies thatmight address the limitations of the study.
1 . Will evangelical preaching, without the emphasis on doctrine, produce similar resuhs?
This is a question for another study. It should be noted, however, that evangelical
preaching is in essence doctrinal preaching. The follow-up question would be, was it the
doctrinal preaching or the method that made the difference in the spiritual well-being of
the participants? This too is a question for another study. However, it must be said that
boring, irrelevant preaching is always bad preaching. While boring preaching may be
bad preaching, engaging preaching is not always doctrinal or even orthodox. This
question would be difficult for an individual pastor to study conceming his or her
sermons. Too many ethical questions would arise. This question would be best answered
by smdying the Spiritual Well-Being Scale scores of different congregations with pastors
who use similar preaching methodologies, but have a theologically different content.
2. The next question relates to the rural nature of the town where the study was made. Is
a town ofunder 4,000 in the rural southem United States a proper site to test ideas on
preaching in an emerging postmodem age? This is a legitimate question. One would
think that urban areas are more affected by postmodemism. The high education and
relatively high socio-economic level of the congregation may lower the impact of rural
Southem life on the study, but the question remains. It would be of interest to see a
similar study done in an urban area in another part of the United States.
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3. Is the Magee Methodist congregation too homogenous to represent how hearers from
varying age groups respond to the type of sermons presented? It might be asked if
similar results would occur in an urban setting where children, parents and grandparents
are less inclined to view life from the same perspective.
4. The study did not measure gain in doctrinal knowledge. It only measured the change
in the spiritual well-being of listeners who heard doctrinal sermons. A topic for further
study would be to correlate the gain in doctrinal knowledge with the gain in Spiritual
Well-Being Scale scores.
5. The study did not seek to ascertain degrees of gain in spiritual well-being, only if a
significant gain was made. It would be interesting to study sermons geared to specific
age groups and try to determine if such sermons would have an even greater impact on
the spiritual well-being of the listeners in one age group as opposed to those in another
age group.
6. The study did not access ways in which the specific elements of the sermon per se
may have contributed to the observed changes. It would be ofbenefit to know how each
of the four criteria used contributed to the observed outcomes.
Unexpected Findings
The lack of correlation between ages and gains in Spiritual Well-Being Scale
scores was hoped for but was somewhat unexpected. The fact that the religious well-
being sub-scale is positively associated with age does not negate the fact that the subjects
improved significantly in their religious, existential and spiritual well-being (Table 2).
While it was hoped that the sermons would be equally effective with young and old, the
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literature suggested that a single sermon style would not be able to elicit a gain in the
spiritual well-being of both groups.
The reasons for this finding are open to question, but it is a welcome finding. As
previously stated, most congregations in the United States are made up ofpeople fi-om as
many as five generations. It is almost impossible for a preacher to focus on the specific
listening traits of one group without alienating another. This study shows that common
ground is available that can address the spiritual well-being needs of all the congregants
while not neglecting the classic doctrines ofChristianity.
Personal Insights
Doctrine can be preached in a loving, helpful way. One reason for the
postmodem aversion to doctrine is that so often doctrine is presented with a strident, us
versus them mentality. One of the most important insights I gained from this smdy is that
the doctrines of the church, properly understood, are meant to help Christians in their
daily walk with Jesus Christ. Some topics such as Trinitarian Monotheism, sound
imposing. But the language can be changed. The rationale for the doctrine can be
explained. Preachers can make practical applications in a loving, helpful way. When this
is done, doctrine is readily received by people in the emerging postmodem age. The key
is to remember the purpose of doctrine. Doctrine exists to help people come to an
accurate understanding of Jesus Christ and have a living personal encounter with him.
When doctrine is seen in this light, it becomes a winsome fiiend rather than an intolerant
club.
Postmodernists are not some kind of frightening object or thing. They are people.
People living in the emerging postmodem age are trying to live life in a meaningful.
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purposeful way that offers a share ofhappiness. Yet the world is changing and people
have trouble finding something that gives life meaning. When Christianity is explained,
when the reasons for doctrines are explained, when the value of doctrine is shown, then
postmodem people can see that faith in Christ offers the answers they seek. People are
open to hearing, leaming and living by the classic doctrines of the church, but the
doctrines must be explained in a way that is loving, caring and listener friendly. Finally,
we do not worship doctrine. We worship the living Christ. Doctrines provide an
important means to help us understand Christ, but doctrines are only a means. Doctrine
can be used to meet the ultimate goal of a living personal experience with Jesus Christ.
Then we will no longer be infants, tossed back and forth by the waves, and
blown here and there by every wind of teaching and by the curming and craftiness
ofmen in their deceitful scheming. Instead, speaking the tmth in love, we will
grow up into him who is the Head, that is, Christ. (Ephesians 4:14-15, NIV)
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APPENDIX A
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of the Love of
God. See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
Jesus: One on One
God's Loves Us, Even When There is Nothing to Love
(The Thief on the Cross) Luke 23:32-43
The story of the thief on the cross is one of the most fascinating stories in the
Bible.
It is the story of a man who deserved to die. It is the story of aman with nothing
to offer and nothing to love. Yet, he turns to Jesus, and Jesus offers him paradise.
There have been times when I felt like that thief I wonder have you?
Do you have something that haunts you? Maybe it is something you did in the
past. Something that when you think about it, you feel like a worm.
I've got one. It happened a long time ago, but it still gets me. When I was in the
5th grade we had a really poor kid in my class, named George. It bothered me that he did
not have decent clothes to wear, and that he lived in horrible apartment that was little
more than a shack. I mentioned George and his situation to my parents and like so many
parents do, they did something about it. They got some people in their Simday School
class together and they took new clothes and food and even some money to George's
family.
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I'll never forget George walking up to me in my 5th grade class, kind ofpulling at
his pants and saying, "Thanks for getting the people to help with the britches and
things." It was a good feeling.
Well, George started playing with me and all my friends in the neighborhood. It
was great. I was starting to like George.
Later that same year I got a new watch for Christmas. One day we were all
playing football and my watch came up missing. I looked and could not find it anywhere.
I did not say anything to George, but I wondered out loud to my friends and parents, "Did
George take my watch?" Some how my wondering got back to George.
I'll never forget him walking up to me in class with an incredibly hurt look on his
face and saying, "I didn't take your watch." He didn't take it, I found it later, where I
had put it.
But that look . . . and those words; I don't think I had ever felt worse. I actually
bothers me today when I think about it. I wonder how my accusations affected George's
life. He moved away at the end of the school year. I never saw him again. But I have
wondered about him since then and I have regretted those words and that accusation.
I'll bet you have some things like that in your past too. Things that, when you
think about them, make you feel like God could not possible love you.
This moming I want us to look at a man in the Bible. A man who had nothing to
cause anyone to want to love him. But Jesus met him, one on one, and Jesus loved him.
This man's one on one encounter made all the difference.
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There is one thing I want everyone here to know. God does not love us because of
anything we have done. He loves us simply because we are people. God loves us with
an abundant, rmconditional, supreme love just because we are people. Simply by being a
human being we have received the unconditional love ofGod.
God loves us "no strings attached." He loves us because we are ourselves.
That is one of the most profound thoughts in the world. We are not loved because
of anything we have done, or not done. We are loved because we are ourselves.
Paul put it this way, "While we were yet sirmers Christ died for us."
Let's look at the story of the thief on the cross.
We don't know much about the man. All we know is that he was considered to be
a criminal who deserved to die.
The setting of this story has epic proportions. Jesus, the Son ofGod, is being
cmcified. Jesus, the one person who had never done anything wrong, is being executed
in an unbelievably cmel fashion. The Romans are going to cmcify him.
The scene was electric that day. There is amob ofpeople on the streets. The
streets are charged with emotion.
Three prisoners make there way to the place of execution called Golgotha. Two
of the prisoners are thieves. Most likely, they were not just common ordinary thieves.
The NRSV tells us they were bandits. They were the kind ofpeople who were a scourge
on society. They were the kind ofpeople that, as they passed through those crowded
streets, many a person rejoiced because these criminals would no longer victimize them.
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As people living in our day, we know how the crowd felt about them. We live in
a society where people are sick to death of the muggers and thieves that prey on those
who are weaker.
Did you see the article in the paper a couple ofweeks ago? A mugger attacked a
grandmother and stole her purse. The people in the neighborhood saw it and were
fiirious. Several people in the neighborhood chased the mugger down and beat him.
They hit and kicked him and left him on the groimd unconscious. They said, "That will
teach you to prey upon grandmothers."
The man was so badly injured that he ended up in the hospital. When the hospital
workers called the police they discovered that this man was a wanted child molester.
Everyone cheered that this horrible person "got what was coming to him."
That was the atmosphere in the crowd that day. When these two bandits walked
to their execution the crowd just might have felt good about it.
I am sure that the crowd jeered at them. I am equally sure, from what we see in
the passage, that at least one of the thieves jeered right back at the crowd.
In the midst of all of this, we see Jesus. The one who had done no wrong. The
one who had eyes of compassion for everyone he passed by that day. He was being
mocked as well. The chiefpriest mocked Jesus. The solders mocked Jesus. Jesus was
even mocked by the criminals who were being executed along side of him.
The pitifiil procession finally arrived at Golgotha. The place of execution. Then
the cmcifixion began. The cross was laid on the ground, the victims' arms were stretched
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upon the cross bars and the nails were driven in to the flesh. Then the cross was lifted up
and set into the ground.
This was bad enough, but the terror of the cmcifixion was this. Though the pain
was terrible, it was not enough to kill a man. A person was left on the cross to die of
hunger and thirst beneath the blazing sun and through the cold frosty nights (Barclay,
Mark 297).
There on that hill they cmcified Jesus with criminals. The cross became the throne
of the King of kings. I say it was the throne, because a sign was nailed to the cross over
Jesus' head. The sign simply said, "Jesus the King of the Jews." And from His throne
Jesus said, "Father forgive them for they do not know what they are doing." There 3
condemned men awaited death, Jesus in the middle�and on each side a thief.
Then the mocking began.
First, we see the leaders mocking Jesus. They said, "He saved others, let him
save himself, if he is the Messiah." Then the solders mocked Jesus. "If you are the King
of the Jews, save yourself" Then even those who are also about to die mock Jesus. "Are
you not the Messiah? Save yourselfand us."
In that moment, one of the thieves, as he looks into etemity some how sees Jesus
for who he is. Maybe it was what he had heard about Jesus, maybe it was how Jesus
reacted to the mocking of those around the cross, we do not know. But something let this
man know that he could tum to Jesus. So he did, and this thief talked to Jesus, man to
man, one on one.
First, he defended Jesus firom the mocking of the other thief. The thief s words
help us to see that he knew he had nothing to bring to God. He rebuked the other thief
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and said. "Don't you even fear God. We are about to die, and you and me deserve what
we are getting, but Jesus has not done anything wrong." Then the man looked at Jesus,
"Lord remember me when you come into your kingdom."
If you think about it, it is an absurd request. This man had nothing to offer. He
had lived an awful life; he did not deserve anything from Jesus. He certainly could not
promise to do anything for Jesus in the future. He was only hours from death. He did not
even deserve an answer from Jesus.
But Jesus always answers when people in need call to him. Jesus tumed to the
man and said, "I assure you, today, you will be with me in Paradise."
I want you to think about this answer, because it shows us the nature of God's
love for us. This man was bold to ask to be remembered.
Think about it. Jesus was carrying the sin of the whole world on His shoulders.
Yet, Jesus took the time to stop and listen to one man with nothing to offer. That is the
kind of God we have. Even as God is caring for the whole world, he takes time to listen
to us, "one on one." Jesus not only promised to remember the man, Jesus gave him
Paradise.
When there is no one you can talk to; when there is no one who cares about you;
when you have nothing to offer anyone; you can still tum to God.
God loves you when you have nothing to offer. And not only does he forgive us,
he offers us Paradise.
"God has shown His love for us in that while we were still His enemies, Jesus
died for us" (Romans 5:8).
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Now I want us to ask a very important question. What does this story mean for us
today?
1 . God does not wait for us to be perfect before he will accept us.
Far too many people think they have to wait until they are better before they tum
to Jesus and ask His help. Like the thief on the cross, you will never be good enough to
come to him. If you wait until you think you are good enough, you will never come to
Jesus.
2. God has amazing power to change a life. Have you ever thought about the fact
that Jesus made the thief fit for heaven in just a few moments? What the thief could not
do for himself, Jesus did.
One of the problems I have with churches is that too many people who already
attending church expect people to be good before they come to church. Jesus said, "If
you are well you don't need a doctor, it is those who are sick who need a doctor."
The church is not meant to be a country club for saints, it is meant to be a hospital
for sirmers."
Do you know who the most welcome person should be in a church? The person
who has nothing to offer�and knows it.
Why? Because God has amazing power to transform a life.
One ofmy dearest friends grew up in a tmly atheistic home. When Lynn (not her
real name) was 14 her parents told her she could make her own decisions about life. As a
result she made some very foolish decisions. I met Lyim about 4 years ago and she was a
lot like the thief on the cross. Lyim knew she did not have much to offer God, but she
looked to Jesus anyway. Today she is one of the most vibrant Christians I know. Her life
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is filled with joy and happiness and she is one of the most changed people I have ever
known. Everyone who knows her loves and respects her. Even her family who lives
thousands ofmiles away is becoming interested in Jesus Christ because of the change in
her life. How is all this possible? Because Jesus has an amazing power to change a life.
You see, Jesus loves us even when we don't have anything to offer.
3. Jesus offers us more than we can ever even dream of asking. In the book of
Ephesians, Paul says it like this, "Now to him who is able to do exceedingly abundantly
above all that we ask or think." The thief asked to be remembered and Jesus gave him
Paradise. When Jesus comes to us "one on one," and we respond to him, he will give us
a life better than anything we ever dreamed ofhaving.
I have spent my life being amazed at the goodness God has brought into my life.
Won't you let him come to you, "one on one." Let him give you more than you ever
dreamed ofhaving. Won't you let him give you paradise?
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APPENDIX B
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of Justification.
See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
How to Make Your Life Right
Make Your Life Right; Identify Your Problem Areas
Genesis 3
The story is told that when "Model A" Fords were first on the market there was a
man who had a break down in his new "Model A." Well needless to say, he had no idea
what to do. There he was on the side of the road, way out on a country road just looking
at the engine. He had been there quite some time when he heard the sound of another
"Model A" coming over the hill. The gentleman in the second vehicle stopped and asked
if he could help. He looked under the hood, adjusted a few things and then cranked the
car right up. The first man was amazed! He said, "How did you know what was
wrong?" "How did you know what to do?" The gentleman who stopped stuck out his
hand and said, "Let me introduce myself. I designed this car. My name is Henry Ford."
Sometimes life breaks down. When it does, we need someone to let us know
what the problem area is. We need the designer to identify our problem areas and fix
them. I believe we find the answers to our problem areas in Genesis 3.
Genesis 3 is probably one of the most well known stories in the Bible. In this
chapter we find our problem area. In so doing we find there is an answer to the problems
we face in life.
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1. There is a cause to the problems of life, but it is not God
The first thing we see in this story is that there is a cause for life's problems. We
also see that we can't blame God. At the root of every problem lies some deed that a
human has done.
This is a very important thing to understand. Ifwe don't, we will see God as
cruel, instead of loving.
How many times I have heard someone say, "How could God do this to me?"
I first heard it as a 17 year old. A friend told me that she no longer believed in
God because her boy fiiend had broken up with her. She said, "I can't believe in a God
who would ruin my life like this!" It was a bit melodramatic, but that is what she said.
I heard it later as a college student when a young man named Josh lost his leg to
cancer. Interestingly enough. Josh, though disappointed, handled it quite well. The last
time I heard he was an executive with IBM. It was one ofhis fiiends who placed all the
blame on God. This fiiend said, "I prayed harder for Josh than I have ever prayed for
anyone. Why did God make this happen?"
I've heard it a thousand times since then. Some times I have said it. It is my guess
you have said it too. "God how did you let this happen?" Life has hard times. Jesus
knew it. He said, "In this life you will have trouble."
This passage teaches us that God is not the cause of all life's problems. God is
not the cause of the pain. He made the world, and sure he has allowed pain to enter our
world. But that is different from saying God causes the problems we face in life.
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Ifwe look at the scripture, we find that our problems have their root in a human
cause.
To understand Chapter 3, we need to back up to Chapter 2. God gave Adam and
Eve a perfect world. It was a place so ideal they called it Eden. ~ They called it paradise.
Adam and Eve had everything their hearts could desire. There was only one restriction.
They were not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil.
Later, Eve was tempted by the serpent and ate the fruit. Then she shared it with
her husband, Adam. This was the first sin. They ate of free of the knowledge of good
and evil.
There have been many explanations as to what the first sin was. But all the
explanations miss the point. The issue was the human desire to be equal with God.
The Bible, in its wisdom, porfrays the first sin in symbolic language. As
Ellsworth Kalas says, "If it had described the sin as a violation of a specific
commandment, we himians would ever after have thought tii^ sin to be the worst sin, and
probably the only one to worry about" (15).
The first sin is given to us in symbolic form so that we will understand that
whatever the specific deed was, (and it may have been the eating of the fruit) it was an
act of disobedience and disbelief.
The cause of that disobedience can only lie at the feet ofpeople.
People are always to make themselves God. And whenever we make ourselves
"God" we simply make a mess of things. I've got a little "Tommyism" that I think makes
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a lot of since. It goes like this, "The reason God tells us not to sin, is that it messes
everything up too much."
I can not tell you howmany times I have heard someone say, "I've made a mess
ofmy life." I can not tell you how many times I have seen the results of one person
making a mess of another person's life.
Every time it all boils down to someone disobeying God or refusing to trust God
to provide. The result is that people make a mess of their life. And people get hurt.
There is a cause to the problems of life. Whether we want to hear it or not, we
have to look at ourselves in the mirror to find most of the causes. This is so important to
understand. Ifwe do not realize the source of our problems, we will never overcome our
problems.
Henry Ford knew the source of the problem on that "Model A" car. As a result he
was able to fix it. Ifwe want to make our lives right, we must understand that the cause
of our problems is our disobedience to God.
2. Making excuses does not solve our problems
People often focus on the first sin, the sin of eating of the knowledge of the tree of
good and evil. But perhaps the second sin is the one that causes us most of our
problems. The second sin is the one that keeps us from doing anything about the first sin.
(Kalas 15)
What is the second sin? Let's look at the scripture to find it. After Adam and Eve
had eaten the forbidden fruit, they heard the Lord walking in the garden. When they
heard the Lord coming they hid themselves from God among the trees. When the Lord
asked them if they had eaten of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, Adam replied,
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"The woman, you gave me, she gave me of the tree and I ate." When God asked Eve
about it, she answered, "The serpent deceived me and I ate."
There is the second sin. It is the sin of excuses. The sin of excuses is an
unwillingness to admit that we are wrong. It is an unwillingness to admit that we are
responsible for our actions. The sin of excuses is an unwillingness to see ourselves for
what we are.
After the first sin there is always hope for us. It does not matter what the sin is. It
might be eating from the tree. It could be murder or adultery, lying or dnmkeimess . . .
you name it. There is always hope after the first sin. God knows our sins. He knew what
Adam and Eve had done, and yet he still came looking for Adam and Eve. That is
because he still loved them.
The problem enters with the second sin. You see when we refuse to admit that we
are wrong, we shut ourselves off from help. More tragically we shut ourselves off fi-om
God and the hope of changing.
I remember talking to a young man who had a dmg problem. His biggest problem
was he refused to admit what he was doing was wrong. He just kept saying over and
over. "I am not hurting anyone."
It is seldom our first sins and mistakes that destroy us. What causes problems is
our refusal to admit that we are the cause of our problems. It is our refusal to admit that
we are wrong.
You may know the name La Guardia. Fiorello La Guardia was the flamboyant
mayor ofNew York City from 1934 - 1945. Many have said that his secret to success
was that he acknowledged his mistakes. He once said, "I don't make many mistakes, but
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when I do make one, it's a beaut!" Voters loved him because he acknowledged when he
was wrong.
We see the same thing to be true in sports. This past week, Jerry Rice caught his
1,000 th pass in the NFL. In all the praises people have been throwing his way, the
greatest praise has come from his coaches. His coaches say, "He is coachable!"
Contrast that to one professional sports figure this year who threw a temper
tantrum and quit because he did not like what his coach was doing. He is a quarterback
with great potential, but he said he would not be coached by his coach. He would
instead go his own way. He was convinced that he was so good, many teams would want
him. But no team has wanted him, yet. I can't say why for certain, but I'll bet you it has
something to do with his refiisal to admit he was wrong. No one wants a player who
always blames others for his woes.
Some of history's greatest figures made major mistakes and committed terrible
sins, but they admitted their wrong doing, sought God's forgiveness and then grew into
greatness.
Contrast this with Adam. When God asked Adam if he had eaten from the tree,
he could have stepped forward and admitted his wrong. Instead Adam said, "It was the
woman!" But Eve did not do any better. She quickly said, "The serpent deceived me and
I ate!"
But let's come back to Adam for a moment. He actually blamed God. He said,
"It was the woman you gave me!
"
Again we retum to the first point. Adam refused to
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acknowledge the cause ofhis problem. He refused to accept responsibility and blamed
God.
The world we live in today has made an industry out of blaming something or
someone else. It seems that we are even trying to enlist science on our side. Some
people look for a genetic imprint to explain almost every type ofhuman behavior. Have
you noticed that every few months there is a "discovery" of a genetic link to another
behavior. There is even one study that tries to relate faith in God to genetics. My point is
this. Many people feel that if there is a genetic link, they are no longer responsible for
their actions. We can blame our genes! We can blame our mother or father or teacher or
preacher. The problem is, too many people refuse to look at themselves.
Until we accept responsibility for our actions we wall never make our lives right.
Only when we acknowledge our wrong will we ever look to the designer of life who
alone can provide an answer.
The problem with the second sin is that it only gives excuses. Finding an excuse
for our actions does not change the consequences of our actions. If a person has a
problem with alcohol and he kills a child in an auto accident, that child is still dead! It
does not matter how many genetic links we can find.
Ifwe want to make our lives right, ifwe want to make our families right, ifwe
want to make our church right, we have got to stop making excuses and accept
responsibility for our own lives. Even if that means we have to acknowledge that we are
the cause of our problems.
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It is as Cassius said to Brutus in Shakespeare's Julius Caesar
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars
But in ourselves . . . (Julius Caesar I, ii) (qtd. in Kalas 19).
3. Only God can make your life right
If the problem is in ourselves. Then is there an answer? If the problem is in
ourselves, how do we fix ourselves? We can't. Many people have tried but no one has
ever truly succeeded.
Have you ever seen any of that really sticky paper that exterminators put out to
catch bugs and mice? One time, imknown to me, the church I was working at put some
of that stuff out to catch mice. I stepped on a sheet of it. I could not get it off I pulled it
offmy foot and it stuck to my hand. I pulled it off one hand and it stuck to the other. I
tried grabbing a little comer of it and pulling it off, but that little comer would not let go
ofme. I tried everything I could to get that paper offme. I thought about sticking it to
the wall of the church, but then I'd be responsible for getting it off the wall. Only when I
went outside and found an old piece ofwood and stuck it to that piece ofwood could I
get rid of that sticky paper. As I stuck that sticky paper to that old piece ofwood, the
"still small voice" of the Lord spoke to me. I realized in that moment that just as it took
an old piece ofwood to get rid of that exterminator's paper, it took another piece ofwood
to get rid ofmy sin. God stuck His son, Jesus, to an old piece ofwood in the shape of a
cross so that we could be rid our sin.
Adam and Eve were stuck with the consequences of their sin. Adam tried to
blame it on God, but that did not work. Both Adam and Eve tried to blame it on someone
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or something else, but that did not work either. They still faced the consequences of their
xmbelief and disobedience to God.
Then God intervened. God did what Adam and Eve could not do for themselves.
In Genesis 3:15 we read that God cursed the serpent for his part in tempting Adam and
Eve. We read these words. "He will crush your head and you will strike his heal."
Those words seem a bit obscure to us, but for centuries Christians have these seen words
as the begiiming of God's plan to defeat Satan and offer salvation to the world through
Jesus Christ. "He will crush your head" has been taken to foreshadow Satan's defeat
when Jesus Christ rose from the dead.
The point is this. God provided for Adam and Eve - and for us ~ a way out of
the predicament.
Paul tells us in Romans "All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God."
Like Adam and Eve, we have sinned. We have all done things that have messed up our
lives. And we have no one to blame but ourselves. We can make excuses and deny our
responsibility, but ifwe do we will only find that our problems stick to us like "sticky
paper." No matter what, those problems will not let go.
Ignoring our needs is no answer, and "selfhelp seminars" can not fix us.
Cormselors can help, but alone, they can not solve the problem either.
Only God can intervene and provide the answer that can heal relationships,
restore nations, build families and give us a community ofhope.
Only God understands what is "under the hood" of our lives. He designed us and
he loves us enough to offer a solution.
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Whatever we do with this life, whatever course we follow, let us be sure we don't
die making excuses. Instead let's tum to God who loves us. Let's allow him to make us
right.
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APPENDIX C
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of the Incarnation
of Jesus Christ. See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
Getting to Know the Jesus We Never Knew
Jesus: A Revolution of Love
Matthew 2:1-18
What a day it was! The wise men arrived in Jerusalem and started asking
questions. "Where is the newborn King of the Jews?" Well this caused a stir. They were
quickly taken to BCing Herod. And Herod was very interested, but for all the wrong
reasons.
How would you feel, ifyou were king and you heard that another king was bom?
It is a good question.
We live in a day known for its partisan politics. Democrats do not tmst
Republicans, and Republicans do not tmst Democrats.
Some say it has always been that way, perhaps that is tme. It was certainly tme in
Jesus' day. King Herod was the King of the Jews, and a powerful king at that. But he
was not without his detractors. Herod had a long reign. The first part ofhis reign was
characterized by a huge, ambitious building program that invigorated the economy and
made him very popular, but toward the end of his reign, the bills came due, and the
economy began to lag. And then as now, when the economy fails, people become
discontent. When the economy gets bad people begin looking for a new king.
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And it happened that there were wise men in the East, and they saw a star that was
different from any star they had ever seen. It was revealed to them that this was the birth
star of the promised Jewish Messiah. The one the prophets had said would come as the
King of the Jews.
When the wise men arrived in Jerusalem, it was more than just an idle word that
the new King of the Jews had been bom.
Did you notice what the Bible says? Herod was "froubled." Kings face many
problems and issues everyday. Anyone who had been king as long as Herod had been
king, had learned to take the problems of leadership in stride. But this was different.
Herod was troubled. Not only was Herod troubled, all Jemsalem was troubled along With
him. You see these were words of revolution. But what Herod did not understand, is that
it was a revolution of love. Herod had spent many years fending offwould be takers of
his throne. He had killed his ovm sons over the issue of his kingship.
It was a significant event when word came that the King of the Jews had been
bom. It was so significant that Herod called the leaders together. "Assembling the chief
priests and the scribes."
The news of the birth of Jesus, as king of the Jews, was revolutionary. This was a
"call to arms" for Herod and his supporters. To the religious and political leaders this was
not just a cute little baby bom in a stable. This was a revolutionary event. It was so
revolutionary that they were vsdlling to kill every baby boy bom in Bethlehem just to get
rid of this new king. They did not imderstand. It was a revolution of love.
Some would say Herod over reacted. Some would say that Jesus was not really a
revolutionary. But the Herod did not see it that way. Herod told the wise men. When
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you find the baby come back and tell me so that I too may come and worship him. Of
course we all know that Herod was not interested in worshipping Jesus. Herod's plan
was to find and kill the baby Jesus. Herod saw Jesus as a revolutionary and Herod was
right, it was a revolution, a revolution of love.
The revolution Jesus was bringing was not just any revolution. It was a
revolution firom God. It was a revolution to capture the hearts ofmen. So when Herod
planned to kill the baby Jesus, God got involved.
In a dream God warned the wise men not to retum to Herod. So, the wise men
departed by another route. Then Joseph was wamed in a dream that the young family
must flee to Egypt or be killed by Herod, so they arose and fled.
When Herod realized he had been tricked, the Bible says he was "filled wdth
rage." Herod was a man who did not take kindly to the thought of someone else being
king. So he had another plan. If he could not kill the babv, he would kill every male
child in Bethlehem. He was not taking any chances. He sent an order that every male
child 2 years old and under would be killed. Herod sent his soldiers, and a small town
wept. The Bible tells us that there was horrible weeping in Bethlehem that day. We are
told that no more than 40 or 50 children were killed. But can you imagine the grief that
would have gone up in a small village, a tovm not nearly the size ofMagee, if the king
came and killed 40 or 50 little boys. Those little boys were killed because Herod refused
to accept Jesus as the rightful King of the hearts ofmen. Herod refused to accept a
revolution of love.
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If Jesus was a revolutionary, let's take a closer look at the revolution Jesus was
bringing.. What was Jesus revolting against and what was he for? What was this
revolution of love all about?
I. A revolution against selfish rule
Jesus was bom in a stable when he could have been bom in a palace.
Do you realize what a statement that is? When Jesus left the glory of heaven and came as
a baby, bom in a stable, he put selfishness in perspective.
What a contrast to Herod. Herod was a king known for his self-centeredness.
The chief characteristic of Herod's life was that he was extremely self-centered and cmel
(Barclay, Matthew 19-21). Herod spent his whole life as a very ambitious man, so
hungry for power that he would not let anything get in his way. He married for power
and then murdered one of his wives and her mother. He even had 3 of his sons
assassinated because he saw them as being a threat to his power. Herod was so
murderous that the Roman emperor Augustus once said, "It is safer to be Herod's pig,
than it is to be Herod's son" (Barclay, Matthew 20).
Herod was such a cmel mler that no one loved him. Towards the end of his life,
Herod realized that no one loved him. He knew that when he died people would rejoice
and not weep. So Herod had the leading citizens of Israel imprisoned and left orders that
upon his death they should all be killed. Why? Herod reasoned that since no one would
mourn his death, this act would insure that tears would be shed on the day ofhis death.
Herod was a powerfiil and cmel figure, but like everyone who has ever lived,
Herod wanted to be loved. He wanted love, but Herod sought love in all the wrong ways.
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Herod sought love by force, power and wealth. He was selfish. And selfishness never
results in love.
By contrast Jesus came giving. Jesus gave up heaven to come as a baby. Jesus
gave and was loved. Jesus gained love by giving up power. Herod had the power of the
sword, but the power of the sword will never capture hearts.
Jesus came leading a revolution imlike any the world had ever seen. It was a
revolution of love.
I believe even Herod knew this infant king bom in the little town ofBethlehem
would capture people's hearts.
How about you? Have you tried every way to find joy and happiness, only to end
up fi\istrated. If you don't have joy in your heart this morning there is a good chance you
are being selfish, rather than selfless.
Only by giving ourselves to others can we ever find real joy and love. Jesus gave
up the glory of heaven to be bom in a stable. That was a revolution against selfish mle.
It was a revolution of love, that would change the world.
II. Jesus was a revolutionary against secular rule
This is seen in an unmistakable way. Herod calls all the religious leaders
together and asks, "Where is the Christ to be bom?" The religious leaders knew the
prophecies. They knew the Savior would be bom in Bethlehem. They quoted the
prophecy to Herod, and Herod understood.
I want us to imderstand this. Herod knew who Jesus was! He knew Jesus was the
long awaited Messiah. He knew that Jesus was the Savior of the world. He knew all this,
yet he did not care. Herod's own secular mle was more important to him than the one
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who would fulfill all the promises of the Bible. Herod was willing to kill God, if it meant
he could stay in power.
I am using the word secular. It is a word used in many ways today. Basically it
means living life without regard for God.
Don't be fooled by a secular, self seeking world that only talks about faith in God.
Many people "talk God," and fail to live for God. No matter what words people use, if
someone does not live for God, it is a secular life.
When Jesus came it was a revolution of love, because Jesus revolted against the
secular. Jesus knew that a life lived without God is doomed to disaster. Jesus came to
help us see that life can never be lived well without God.
A secular world is a difficult world to rebel against. We can never expect people
who do not love God to put the things of God first. They just don't understand.
Vance Havner once said, "Trying to explain the things of God to a person who
does not know God is like trying to explain a sunset to a blind man or a symphony to a
deafman. You can try, but they will never fully understand."
When push comes to shove, our secular world will seek to kill God himself, if
they think he threatens their power.
Our hope for joy and salvation is not in any political party or in anything this
world has to offer. Sure we work and exert all the influence we can. The church has a
long and honorable history of doing that. But that is not where our hope lies.
God calls us to give our ultimate allegiance to him. Jesus is our King. If our
politics or vocation conflict with God and His commands, our allegiance must be to Jesus
� not the secular. It sounds crazy, but a baby bom in Bethlehem is the only one who can
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give us the joy and salvation we so desperately seek. Jesus came bringing a revolution
against the secular. He brought a revolution of love.
It is no wonder Herod sought to kill the baby Jesus. It is no wonder they did kill
the adult Jesus. Jesus was a revolutionary. He taught that our ultimate allegiance must
be to God, not a human institution. That is revolutionary.
Early Christians died because they refused to give their ultimate allegiance to
anyone other than Jesus.
The story is told ofPolycarp, a great Christian of the early church. He was about
to be killed for his faith in Jesus Christ. He was an old man. He had been a Christian for
86 years. He was taught the faith by the Apostle John. Polycarp was a gentle man and
when the solders came to arrest him, he offered them a meal. He was such a kind man
that even the hardened Roman soldiers hated to send this kind and gentle man to his
death. They pleaded with him. "What harm is there in saying "Lord Caesar" and
offering incense." But Polycarp gently said, "I do not intend to take your advice." Then
the solders became angry. They treated him roughly and took him to the Roman
Proconsul. The Proconsul said, "Swear by the genius of Caesar, curse the Christ, and I
will release you" Polycarp said, "Eighty and six years have I served him and he has
done me no wrong; how can I curse my King Jesus who saved me?" And Polycarp was
burned alive for his faith.
Now the amazing thing is this. Even though he suffered a horrible death, many
who saw the way Polycarp died were so moved they gave their lives to Jesus Christ
(Bettenson 9-12).
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Do not be fooled! When God sent his Son to be bom in a stable, he may have
come as a peasant child, but he was also the revolutionary King of kings. That baby
changed the world.
When Jesus came he came to be the king of our hearts. I must ask you today.
Have you let Jesus' revolution take place in your life? Is he the king over the secular
areas in your life? If a conflict arises over what is right or wrong in your job, or
conceming your money, or your pride, is Jesus the King of your heart? Does His way
rule your life?
III. Jesus was a revolutionary for Spirit rule
Here is where it gets personal. Here is where today's message leaves the realm of
the theoretical and gets practical.
For several weeks we have been talking about how the "Word can become flesh"
in our lives. It involves personal sacrifice � every single time.
There comes a time in everyone's life when we have a choice to make. We can
follow the mle of otir own spirit, as Herod did, or we can surrender to the mle of God's
Spirit.
Herod, looked at the facts and said, I will rule my own spirit. Herod knew that
Jesus was the one who fulfilled the prophecies of the scripture. He knew what many
could not yet see, but instead of seeking to do the right thing - to go worship the Son of
God � Herod attempted to kill God.
When Herod found out that the wise men were not coming back, he was
filled with rage and he slaughtered every male child 2 years of age and younger. What an
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awful thing! But it shows you how far people will go to maintain control over their own
lives.
We were all horrified when we saw the story of two teens fi-om Rhode Island who
killed their newborn infant. Were they afraid? Yes. Were they frightened? Yes. But
no matter how much we feel for them, (and I do) we must admit that they were so intent
on maintaining control over their own lives, that like Herod, they did the unthinkable.
Jesus came to start a revolution in our hearts. A revolution of love. A revolution
for rule by the Spirit of God. Herod knew what he should do. He even voiced it, "That I
too may come and worship him." But Herod refused to join the Jesus revolution that
calls for rule by the Spirit ofGod in our hearts.
The wise men were different. They knew who Jesus was and they overcame great
obstacles to find and worship the child. The Bible says that when they found Jesus they
fell down and worshipped him. They gave sacrificially. They gave their best. They gave
very expensive gifts ofGold , Frankincense and Myrrh.
All through the story there is a contrast between the Wise Men and Herod. Herod
was determined to mle his own life. The wise men were determined to make Jesus the
King of their hearts.
Every Christmas, men and women and boys and girls are making the same choice.
The choice of following the revolutionary King of hearts and His revolution of love, or
selfishly maintaining a selfmle. Herod's way always brings death. Jesus and His
revolution of love always brings hope and life.
I want to close with a story that I think illustrates a beautiful way we can join the
revolution of love, and join the revolution for Spiritmle this Christmas.
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One ofmy best fiiends has Down's Syndrome. His name is John Robert. One
year the local grocery store was giving away a really impressive looking toy truck for
Christmas. John registered for that truck every time he went to the store. He really
wanted to win that truck. John Robert was incredibly exited when Christmas Eve came
and his name was dravm as the winner.
Christmas Eve before they went to bed, John asked his Mom and Dad if he could
write a letter to Santa Claus. John never worked very fast so he labored for a while over
the letter. When John finally went to bed that night, his parents could not resist reading
the letter.
Dear Santa,
Iwon this wonderful truck today, but there are a lot ofchildren who will not get
anything this goodfor Christmas. Since God gave us Jesus at Christmas, Iwant to
follow His example. Will youplease take my truck andgive it to a little boy who is not
getting anything this nice. Merry Christmas! Yourfriend, John Robert.
Ifwe love Jesus like John Robert does, it will start a revolution of love in our
hearts. It is a revolution against selfish mle. It is a revolution against secular mle. It is a
revolution for Spirit mle. It is a revolution that can literally change our world.
This Christmas, I hope you get to know the Jesus we never knew. I hope you will
let Jesus, God who became a man, start a revolution of love in your life. Merry
Christmas.
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APPENDIX D
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine ofPrayer. See
Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
The Power of Prayer
Amazing Answers to Prayer
2 Kings 4:1-7
The theme of today's sermon is "Amazing Answers to Prayer." Prayer has some
amazing answers. Before we get started, I am aware that the first question many ask is,
"If God answers prayer in amazing ways, then why doesn't he answermy prayers?"
We are going to address some of these issues later in this sermon series. They are
important questions. Questions we need to address, but we can not address them all in
one sermon.
It is important that we attempt to answer the questions we have about unanswered
prayer. It is also important to address what I believe is an even greater problem ~ our
failure to pray.
In our world many people are so intimidated by "unanswered prayer" that they
fail to pray. Many people have forgotten that God truly does answer prayer.
Today we are going to leave the questions about vmanswered prayer for another
day. Instead, let's look at the fact that God answers prayers in some very amazing ways.
You have heard me talk about a man named Sun Do Kim. Twenty-five years ago
he was appointed to a church in Seoul, Korea. It was a church of about 125 members
and most of them were not active. When he arrived at the church Pastor Kim wondered
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to himself, "The largest Full Gospel church in the world is in Korea, the largest
Presbyterian church in the world is in Korea. Why not the largest Methodist church?"
So, Pastor Kim began to pray. It quickly became obvious that the church needed
to relocate. There was a problem, however. They could not get anyone to sell land to a
church. So Pastor Kim began to pray even more. He foimd some land he wanted for the
church. It was land he felt God had led him to buy, but the owner would not sell it to a
church. So Pastor Kim fasted and prayed for 40 days. At the end of those 40 days, the
land owner readily agreed to sell the land.
Now to some this may not seem like much of an answered prayer. But this result
set Pastor Kim and his church on a path ofprayer. To this day, the Kwang Lim
Methodist church in Seoul, South Korea holds is a prayer meeting every day. The people
come to pray at 5:00 and 7:00 every moming before they go to work. Thousands of
people come to pray. Every Friday night they meet at 7:00 and pray until after midnight.
It has been this way for 25 years.
What is the result? Today, over 80,000 people are members of the Kwang Lim
Methodist church in Seoul, Korea. Now that is an amazing answer to prayer!
Pastor Sun Do Kim discovered a very important aspect ofprayer. It is something
we see illustrated in our scripture for today. He asked God for help.
I. The woman asked for help
In 2 Kings 4: 1 we find a woman who was the widow of one of the prophets of
God. She was out ofmoney, and the creditors had come to her. In those days, if a person
could not pay his or her debts, the creditor, could take that person's children as slaves.
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The woman was frantic. She loved her children and she did not want to lose
them. So, she went to Elisha and asked for help.
This may seem like a simple point, but let me assure you it is an important point.
The woman asked God for help. There is another thing in the text that is easy to miss.
The passage indicates that she expected the Lord, through Elisha, to help her. She
expected her prayers to make a difference. She was looking for a result.
Let me ask a question. What is your prayer life like? Do you take the time to
pray specifically for the things that trouble you. Most of us throw up an occasional "Lord
help!" But how many of us really pray. How many ofus even know how to pray?
It has beenmy experience that people don't often ask God for help. How many
times have you heard the phrase, "There is nothing left to do but pray." Sometimes this
is tme, but often it is an indication that we have tried everything else, and then, as a last
resort, we tum to prayer.
I will never forget an experience I had with prayer while in seminary. I had an
especially difficult assignment in a Biblical interpretation course. I had stmggled with a
passage of scripture for over 2 hours and was making absolutely no headway. So, I did
what any good student would do after 2 hours of fiiiitless effort � I read the directions..
One thing stood out to me. The first thing in the directions was "Pray and ask God to
illumine the passage to you." I started to skip that step. I was getting pressed for time.
Then I thought. My teacher is one of the best in the world. His directions begin "pray."
So I bowed my head and took about 1 0 minutes to pray and ask God to help me
understand the passage. When I went back to it, the meaning of the passage became
clear to me almost immediately.
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Isn't that just like us? We strive and we struggle. We are determined to do it on
our own, and all the time God is saying, "Pray."
The great reformer and founder of the Lutheran church, Martin Luther, once said,
"I am terribly busy today, I'll have to spend at least 2 hours in prayer if I ever expect to
finish." Ifwe were that busy, we would say, "I have not got time to pray today."
This woman could have done the same thing. She could have worked to scrape
up every peimy she could find. She could begged neighbors for the money. She could
have found a plan to get away and escape. You name it, there were a thousand and one
things she could have done. So many things that would have appeared to be productive,
but would result in failure. Instead, she tvmied to God for help.
Let me ask you, do you ask God for help with your daily tasks? Do you ask him
to help you with your stmggles? Is prayer a central part ofyour life, or is it an occasional
after thought?
Do you pray as if prayer were only a wish or do you pray as if there is a living
God who hears your prayer. Do you believe God can make a difference?
In Luke 18:1 Jesus taught that we ought to always pray and never lose heart. In
our scripture passage the woman had a terrible problem. She was about to lose her
children to slavery. Wisely, she tumed to God and asked for help.
II. The woman obeyed
The next thing we see is that the woman obeyed. If you think about it, Elisha
made a very strange response to her plea for help. He told her to borrow all the vessels
she could find and to pour the oil fi-om her one bottle into those vessels.
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What an impractical thing to say. Elisha might have said, "Go borrow^ money
from all your friends." That would be practical. He might have said, "Come run away, I
will hide you and your children." That would be practical. He might have said, "I'll talk
to the man," or even "I'll ask God to strike the man dead." But Elisha said, "Go to all
your neighbors and borrow all the vessels you can find and then fill them up with your
one little bottle of oil."
It must have seemed like an incredibly foolish thing to do. But that is what the
prophet of God told the woman to do ~ so she obeyed God.
The resuh was a miracle. The oil continued to flow until every single vessel and
container was frill. More oil than the woman could possibly imagine flowed from the one
little bottle. Why? Because she obeyed. She did the ridiculous thing of gathering
vessels ~ so impractical. Then she followed the totally "crazy" instmctions ofElisha
and began to pour the oil out of the small bottle into the larger vessels.
Some might think, "This story is impossible, it would take amiracle." That is
precisely the point. Prayer brings about amazing answers and miracles.
Sometimes prayer does not seem very practical. It seems like a nice gesmre, but
when life gets difficult, we want to do something practical and useful. Yet, God tells us
to pray.
Jesus said, "Seek and you will find." Paul said, "Don't worry about anything,
instead pray about everything." Peter said, "Cast all you cares on him, because he cares
for you." In the Old Testament God instmcts us to pray. In the book ofRevelation (5:8)
we see that prayers of the saints are an incense that fills heaven. God does not think
prayer is impractical. In God's mind, prayer is very practical. God says pray!
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Do you remember Pastor Sun Do Kim? When he needed property for his church,
he fasted and prayed for 40 days. In the world's eyes, that seems impractical, but God
said pray. And Sun Do Kim obeyed.
How about us? When we look at our lives ~ our church, our families, our
marriages ~ we sometimes despair. We try everything and every program to make things
work.
Perhaps we should begin by obeying what God tells us to do. God says pray. It
sounds so impractical. But in reality, prayer is intensely practical
A few years ago a couple came to me for marriage counseling. It was difficult.
There was a lot of animosity and distrust between them. I used all the coimseling
techniques I have learned through the years. My counseling techniques really opened
the conversation up, but opening things up only increased the level of distrust and
animosity. Finally, I stopped and said, "You came to me for counseling, but I am first
and foremost a pastor. This may sound crazy to you, but I want you do something. I
want you to pray for each other every night before you go to bed. I want you to hold
hands, and pray for two minutes out loud for each other." They looked at me like I was
crazy, but they promised me they would do it. They came back in a week and the
husband said, "I never realized how much she loves me." She said, "I never knew he
cared about the things that really concem me in life."
Was it the communication or the prayer? I'll let you decide that, but I know this.
It is almost impossible to hold someone's hand and pray to God out loud for two minutes
and hold a gmdge against that person.
God says pray. Ifwe obey, we will see amazing results.
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Some of you know the name Augustine. As a young man, Augustine chased
women. Augustine lived a vile life. In fact, he was famous for his wild and sinful
lifestyle. But he had a mother who prayed for him. One day Augustine aimounced that he
was going to leave his home in North Africa and move to Rome. His dear mother prayed
more. Rome was one of the most decadent cities in the world. Augustine's mother
prayed that he would not leave North Africa. At least in North Africa there was a
Christian influence. In Rome there would be little, if any Christian influence. From
Rome, Augustine went to Milan. In Milan he encountered Bishop Ambrose and then
Augustine personally met Jesus Christ. Augustine's life was transformed and he became
one of the most influential Christians in history.
Augustine later said, "My mother prayed that I would not leave and go to Rome.
That was denied. But what she really hoped for, my conversion to Christ, was granted."
The amazing change from sirmer to saint. It has happened millions of times
throughout history. Very often it has been the result of a mother's or father's prayer.
God said pray. Augustine's mother obeyed, and Augustine became St. Augustine.
III. The woman put her blessing to good use
This seems almost too elementary to mention, but it is at this point that most of us
fail. Elisha told the woman to sell the oil to pay her debt and then live off the rest. The
passage gives us every reason to believe the woman obeyed. She took the oil sold it, and
got enough money to pay the debt so that her children would not be taken into slavery.
It goes without saying that everyone in her region heard how she got the money.
Surely everyone this woman came into to contact with heard that God had answered her
prayer.
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She put her blessing to good use. As a result ofher testimony, more people had
the courage and desire to follow God.
Many times, God answers our prayers, but we fail to see it as God's work in our
life. All too often, God grants our request and we don't recognize that it was God who
helped us. God delivers us and we either take the credit ourselves or think we got a
lucky break. When we act like that, we are not putting our blessings to good use.
One reason God answers prayer is so people will understand His love for us.
When we fail to acknowledge God's answers to our prayers, we are not letting others
know what God has done for us.
I want to challenge everyone to do something this week. Pray specifically for
your needs, great and small. When God answers your prayer, no matter how small, 1
want you to tell someone about it. Now you might say, "No one will askme!" Sure they
will!
I guarantee you that after God answers one of your prayers some one will ask a
question like, "How are you doing today?" Just answer, "I am doing great! God
answered one ofmy prayers!" If they ask what it was, tell them.
If each of us do that for a month, I believe we would all pray more. We would all
obey God more, and we would all put God's blessings to greater use.
During the days of communist Russia there was an old woman who became so
destitute the government ordered that she be moved into a state run poor house. The
officer assigned to help her move spoke to her and said, "My good woman, I know that
your son moved to the United States and is making a very good living. Hasn't he sent
you anything to help you out of this life ofpoverty."
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She sadly shook her head and said, "No, I have prayed all these years that he
might send help but all he has done is send letters telling me ofhis success and small
pictures ofmen I have never seen."
This sparked the officer's curiosity and he asked to see the pictures. Those small
pictures ofmen amovmted to a fortune in $50 and $100 dollar bills. The woman had been
sitting on a fortune and did not know it. Her prayers had been answered many times, but
she had not used the blessing that had come her way.
Brothers and sisters in Christ, God does answer prayer! It is our part to believe
that he can and will help. It is our part to ask. It is our part to be obedient. And when
God does answer our prayers, it is our part to put His blessings to good use. We must tell
others how God has blessed our lives in great as well as small ways.
Some may think we are a bit crazy, but many others will come to realize the
greatest blessing of all. They will see that Jesus Christ is real, and that he answers prayer
in amazing ways.
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APPENDIX E
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of the Providence
ofGod. See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
How God Watches Over Our Lives
God Builds Character Through Hard Times
Genesis 37,39
Last week we spoke of how God has a plan for the life of everyone. We saw that
God gave Joseph a dream, a dream to be a leader ofhis people. We saw that though he
faced difficult circimistances, Joseph had the courage to believe in his dream. We saw
that Joseph was faithful to God. I closed by asking you a question, "Will you dare to
dream God's dream for your life?"
Hard Times Come to Everyone
What do you do when your dreams are destroyed? What do you do when times
get so bad that that it seems like everything you had ever hoped for has gone up in
smoke.
That is what Clebe McClary experienced (Yorkey 20-22). Clebe McClary was a
26 year old Marine standing at the altar of a church in Florence, South Carolina. He was
about to marry the girl of his dreams, Deanna. His dreams were like that of any other
young soldier. He would serve his country and retum home to rear a family with his
beautiful yoimg wife. Deanna' s dreams were much the same. She was so proud ofher
handsome yoimg Marine who was serving his country.
Shortly after their wedding Clebe McClary received orders to go to VietNam and
was assigned to a recoimaissance battalion. Clebe McClary loved his country and was
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heart sick at the dissension the Viet Nam war was causing in America. He considered it
an honor to serve. In fact, he saw it as a way of securing the dream he had for his family.
On March 3, 1968, it was Deanna McClary' s birthday. On that night Clebe
McClary found himself in a foxhole in the Quan Due Valley in Viet Nam. To his horror
he saw a dozen enemy solders running toward his foxhole. They were called "sappers" ~
North Viemamese soldiers strapped with explosives on a suicide mission. Their goal was
to jump into American foxholes and explode. The result was tragic. Clebe McClary lost
his left eye, left arm and had horrible injuries to the rest ofhis body.
As he lay in an hospital bed, and watched the wives ofmany men take one look
at their mutilated husbands and keep on walking, he wondered, "Would my wife be better
offwithout a mangled husband like me to take care of"
That is what we see in the life of Joseph. Joseph had dared to dream the correct
God given dream. He had believed the vision God had given him, but now it seemed as
if that was over.
Joseph's brothers hated him. So when Jacob, Joseph's father, sent Joseph to go
check on his brothers the brothers saw this as an opportunity to get rid of Joseph once and
for all. When they saw Joseph approaching, they determined to kill him.
But Reuben came to Joseph's rescue. He said, let's not kill him, instead let's
throw him into this empty pit. Now Reuben had planned to come back and rescue
Joseph, but it did to work out that way. At first the brothers planned to leave Joseph in
the empty pit to die This pit was a cistern.. A cistern in those times was a hole that
shepherds dug into the grorrnd to store water for the dry times. A cistern would be rather
cavernous on
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the inside, but it had a small opening at the top that was covered with a stone. It was
impossible to escape unless someone helped.
So here we have Joseph. A young boy full of dreams and aspirations and now it
appeared as if he was going to die in a smelly, dark hole in the groimd. Can you imagine
the screams of terror he must have expressed. You can hear him now. "Why are you
doing this to me." "Don't leave me here to die!" "Help, for God's sake help!" But the
brothers tumed a deaf ear. They were so callous, they left him in the pit and sat down to
eat.
But God was still at work. Remember, the title of this sermon series is "God is
watching over us?" At the very moment the brothers sat dovm they saw a caravan of
Ishmaelite traders in the distance. The traders would pay good money for a young strong
boy like Joseph, so the brothers sold Joseph to the traders, rather than leaving him to die.
And Joseph was taken away to be sold as a slave in Egypt.
Remember that I said, God was at work, but at that moment it did not seem like
God was at work. If God was at work why didn't he do more? How could God let these
slave traders have control over Joseph's destiny. Oh the horror Joseph must have felt.
Being sold as a slave by his own brothers. Being taken away to a foreign land, not
knowing the language, not knowing what the next day would bring. It must have been a
terrifying experience for this young boy . He surely felt like his life was over and his
dreams destroyed forever.
But in spite of all this. Joseph remained faithful to God. It had to be difficult to
continue to believe in his dreams, but Joseph never stopped believing in his God.
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Let's get back to the story ofClebe McClary. When Deanna saw Clebe, she did
not recognize him. He was bandaged firom head to foot, with huge red and pink scars in
the few areas that were not bandaged. He had broken teeth and swollen lips. He was not
the handsome young Marine she had married just a few months earlier.
When Clebe McClary called out Deanna' s name, she rushed to his side and
promised Clebe that she would always be with him. Everyday for 3 years she worked
with him in rehabilitation and she saw his determination and strength. She said, "I fell
more in love with him everyday. I saw more than scabs and scars and stitches ~ to me he
was the most handsome man in the world." Deanna and Clebe McClary never gave up
on the dream they had for a life together.
Everyone faces difficult times. It is part of life. Sometimes those difficulties
seem to rob us of our dreams for life. But God has not deserted us. He is still guiding
our lives even through the difficult times.
Joseph was faithful to God in the hard times
We next see Joseph in the household ofPotiphar. When we read this story there
is one thing that stands out about Joseph. We are told 4 times that God was with him.
Joseph did not give up on God during the difficult time ofbeing sold into slavery.
Joseph remained faithfiil to God during this most trying of times. This is highly
commendable, but it was not to be his most difficult test.
His most difficuh test would come later, when he was settled into his new life
style.
In my counseling, I often find that, a person will tum to God in the midst of
difficulty. It seems that, when things are really bad, we instinctively tum to God.
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I have talked with hmidreds of people in the middle of trying times who were very
sincerely seeking God. In difficult circumstances, we seem to have a clarity of thought
that lets us know only God can solve our problems and meet our needs.
But, when things have had time to settle dovra. When the emotions are on a more
even keel. When we realize that we will smile again. Once life has settled in to a
comfortable routine, we tend to forget God and rely on ourselves.
I think every minister can tell the story of a person who in the midst ofdifficulty
tums to God, only to slowly walk away from God as life begins to settle down again.
But Joseph did not forget God and God did not forget Joseph.
And it was a good thing, because the most difficult test was yet to come. Joseph
was about to face the test ofhis life.
Joseph was a slave in Potiphar' s house. Potiphar was amilitary officer and his
job often carried him away from home. Potiphar' s wife was left behind. In that day, the
women ofEgypt had great fi-eedom. This combined with the moral laxity of the times,
led to sexual promiscuity. The sexual behavior of Pharaoh's government was remarkably
like what we see in our world today (Seamands 49). Mrs. Potiphar was probably not
unusual in making the advances she made toward young Joseph.
The scriptures tell us that Joseph was a very handsome and well built yoimg man.
It is no surprise that Mrs. Potiphar took notice of young Joseph and said, "Come to bed
with me." We must not make the mistake of thinking that because Joseph is a character
in the Bible, that he was not strongly tempted. Joseph was probably about 25 and if you
allow for the difference in the ages ofhusbands and wives in those days, Potiphar' s wife
was probably only slightly older than Joseph (Seamands 51).
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There was surely a natural, biological, physical attraction between the two. An
important man like Potiphar had the pick of any woman to be his wife. There is little
doubt that she was very beautiful. But the temptation was much more than physical.
� First there was the temptation that comes from Lonehness.
Joseph may have had a successful life going for him in Egypt, but he was still a
long way from home. He must have missed his family, and his friends. He was in a
strange land, and did not really fit in. Here we have a handsome lonely man and a
beautiful lonely woman alone in a house.
In my work with singles, I heard the refrain so often. "I do fine during the week,
when I am working and busy, but when the weekend comes, it is almost like I can feel the
loneliness come over me." So many people will do anything just to be with somebody
when those overpowering feelings of loneliness come.
Do you ever read "Cathy," the cartoon? It was quite hxmiorous this week. Cathy
fovmd herself on a date with a man that she thought was the absolute nerdiest person she
had ever met. Why? It seemed better than being alone. The series of cartoons were
quite humorous, but there was a pathos and sadness that imder lay the cartoon series.
Many a person has given into temptations of one form or another when facing
loneliness.
It was a great accomplishment for Joseph to resist the temptations of this love-
starved military man's wife.
� But it was not just the loneliness. The temptations were repeated. We read that Mrs.
Potiphar spoke to Joseph "day after day." It is fairly easy to see how Joseph could resist
the temptation once, or maybe even twice. But the temptations ofMrs. Potiphar came to
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� him over and over again. Because of this Joseph decided not to "even be with her."
Basically put, Joseph began to avoid Mrs. Potiphar.
How wise Joseph was. Paul gave the same advice to young Timothy when he
said, "Flee youthful lusts." Sometimes it is just best to avoid the whole situation.
It would be easy to think that the lesson we leam here only has to do with sexual
temptation. Oh we need to leam that ~ but so much more as well. Anyone who has
walked with Jesus Christ long knows that if Satan can not get to you in one area of life,
he will back up and try to get to us in another area.
It could be laziness, or a feeling that we don't really need God. It could be
selfishness, or apathy toward the things of God. Satan will tempt us with anything that
will take us away from God. And one of Satan's most powerful methods is the use of
persistent, "day after day" temptations. Persistent temptation is very difficult to over
come. So Joseph avoided the temptation. How wise!
� There was one other way in which Mrs. Potiphar' s temptations must have been very
tempting to Joseph. Joseph just might gain an opportunity to get in the good graces of
some very important people if he became closely involved with Mrs. Potiphar. After all
Potiphar was the captain of the King's Palace guard. A well placed word from Mrs.
Potiphar could result in even greater promotions and possibly freedom for Joseph.
Joseph could even find a way to justify this. Perhaps this could be the way his dream
would be fulfilled. Maybe Mrs. Potiphar would help Joseph become the leader he had
dreamed ofbecoming, (Could this be the way to leadership?)
But Joseph refused to do what he knew to be wrong. He would not achieve his
dream in a wrongful way.
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III. Joseph's character was kept by his dream and later it made his dream possible
Joseph's dream was not a self-centered dream, it was a God-given dream. Joseph
knew that we can never attain God's best, ifwe don't give God our best. Joseph knew
that attaining the dream of leadership, without being a Godly person would be a hollow
victory. But even worse than that, it would be without meaning.
I know a man who told me, "Tommy, I spent my whole life climbing to get to the
top of the ladder, and I finally got to the top and found out that the ladder was leaning
against the wrong wall."
Joseph wanted to attain his God given dream. And that included doing things
God's way. Joseph kept his character. Joseph resisted temptation. Why? Because he
did not want to give up on the Godly dream he had. For Joseph, it was not success at any
cost. For Joseph, the dream attained without God was not his dream. Joseph was
determined to follow God. Did you notice Joseph's words, "How could I do such a
thing? It would be a great sin against God.
"
Joseph refiised the advances ofMrs. Potiphar, and Joseph paid a price for keeping
his purity.
One fateful day, Mrs. Potiphar caught Joseph by surprise. She grabbed him, and
in his attempt to escape from her grasp, Joseph's coat came off in her hands. She
claimed that Joseph had tried to attack her and as a result Joseph ended up in prison.
Joseph kept his character, but what a high price to pay for purity. Joseph did not
yield to the temptations of Mrs. Potiphar, but he also ended up in prison.
Some would say it was not worth it. But if Joseph had yielded to the temptations
ofMrs. Potiphar he would have ended up in a much worse prison than the Pharaoh's
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dungeon. He would have lost his self -respect. He would have lost his dream. In the
words of Jesus, "everyone who sins is a slave to sin."
What a horrible tum of events for Joseph. He has not done wrong, yet he is
wrongly accused. And now his dream seems farther away than ever. Except for these
words, ". . . but the Lord was with Joseph there, too.
"
What beautiful words, ''the Lordwas with Joseph there, too.
"
Please hear this, God does not cause the bad things that happen to us. God is not
the author or evil. God did not make the brothers sell Joseph into slavery. But once
Joseph got there God was with Joseph. God did not cause Mrs. Potiphar to attempt to
seduce Joseph, and God certainly did not cause her to falsely accuse him. But once
Joseph was in prison,
" the Lordwas with Joseph there, too.
"
I do not know what hard thing may have come into your life. I do know that
every person here faces a hard time with something. That is life. In our hard time, I
want us all to remember that God cares for us. In your prison, whatever it may be. The
Lord is there with you, too.
"
One last point to make. Joseph may have ended up in prison, but he showed a
strength of character, and he leamed that God would be with him in even the worst of
times. The result was that Joseph developed a Godly character. That character is what
enabled Joseph to be the leader he later became. No prison can thwart our God given
dream, ifwe maintain a Godly character.
Let me tell you the end of the story ofDeanna and Clebe McClary. They have
now been married for 30 years. Clebe McClary continues to be amazed at the love ofhis
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wife. Deaima says "I am very secm-e in his love for me. It is a great feeling � a
priceless treasure."
Today, Clebe and Deanna speak before thousands ofpeople in churches, schools,
businesses and military installations. This month they are featured in an article in the
Focus on the Family Magazine.
Through it all God has fulfilled the dream Clebe and Deanna had 30 years ago at
an altar in a church in Florence, South Carolina.
Even when the hard times come, God is still God. Joseph knew that. The hard
times came, but he remained faithful and even though his faithfulness cost him dearly,
God was still there. God used the difficulty to build the character that Joseph would one
day need to be one the greatest mlers Egypt and Israel ever knew.
It is just as Jesus said, "If you are Faithfiil in small things, I will make you mler
over many things." God is indeed watching over us.
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APPENDIX F
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of the Body of
Christ. See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
My Place Is This Place
What God Wants Us To Do In This Place
2 Chronicles 5
When I was a little boy, one year at Christmas, my younger brother switched the
name tags on the presents. I do not think I will ever forget the confusion I felt when I
opened my Christmas present and discovered my grandmother's underwear. I still
remember thinking, "What am I supposed to do with these?"
This moming we have a new sanctuary. And a slight variation of that question is
very appropriate for us to ask. What does God want us to do in this place?
I believe the best place to look to answer that question is the story of the
dedication of the temple of the Lord in 2 Chronicles.
It was a great day. King Solomon had built a magnificent temple to the glory of
God. The temple of the Lord was one of the most beautifiil buildings in the world. It had
taken years to build, and now the day of dedication had come. Let's take a look at what
the people of Israel did on that day and use it as a model for what we are to do on this day
when we rededicate our sanctuary.
I. RememberWhat God Has Done In The Past
"They brought up the ark and the Tent ofMeeting and all the sacred ftimishings in it."
(2 Chronicles 5:5, N.I.V.)
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First, we read, "They brought up the ark and the Tent ofMeeting and all the
sacred furnishings in it." Ifwe don't read this carefully we can miss the importance of
what they were doing. Ever since the people of Israel were delivered firom Egypt and
became a nation, they had worshipped God in the Tent ofMeeting. (Some of us have
called it the Tabernacle.) The Tent ofMeeting was the old place ofworship. It was not
beautifiil, but it was the place God had met his people for hundreds of years. And the
people of Israel were careful not to forget their ties to the past.
There is great wisdom in this. The first thing the people of Israel did was to
remember what God had done for them in the past.
It is quite interesting to study the use of the word "remember" in the Bible. It is a
word that is used fi-equently and the concept is used even more. All through the
scriptures we hear this idea, "I am the Lord your God, the God ofAbraham, Isaac and
Jacob. The God who brought up from the land ofEgypt." Why are we asked to
remember? God is saying that he was faithful in the past and he can be counted on to be
faithful in the fiiture.
Life is fiill of challenges; and change is always a challenge. But God says when
we face change and challenges we should remember what he has done for us in the past.
He was faithful then, and he will be faithful now.
The problem however, was that most of the time the people of Israel were not
very good at remembering. Most of the time, they, like us, got so caught up in their
present situation that they forgot or ignored the lessons they leamed in the past.
Thomas Oden, one of the leading theologians in the world today, has said that this
is the common problem of the modem era. Oden says we tend to have a bias
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against anything with any age to it (After Modemitv 41-42). If a book is 10 years old we
consider it out of date. While that may be tme for some things, it is not tme of the
lessons of life.
We stand on the shoulders of giants. That is why we are taking the time today to
remember what has happened in this church in the past. That is why we are remembering
the lessons of faithfiil and godly people who have gone before us in this church. Look
around at the widows. They are filled with names. Some of us have little idea ofwho
those names are, but we know these were people committed to Jesus Christ. We know
they were committed to following His word. So the first thing we do today is remember
what God has done in the past.
IL Allow God's Presence In The Present
God was pleased with the fact that the people of Israel had built the temple and he
was pleased wdth how they remembered their past. We read in 2 Chronicles 5:13,14
"Then the temple of the Lord was filled with a cloud ... for the glory of the Lord filled
the temple ofGod" (NIV).
This must have been an awesome sight. This did not happen often in the Bible,
but when it did, the people knew God was manifesting His presence in a very real and
visible way. The scripture tells us that the cloud of the glory of the Lord was so thick that
the priests could not minister.
I do not know about you, but I can imagine that if I were there, my heart would
have been filled with both wonder and fear.
God is always with us, the scriptures are quite clear about that. But God does not
always make His presence known in an indisputable, visible way. There are times when
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he does, however. God did this same thing in the book of Exodus. When God appeared
to Isaiah it was a similar experience. And here, when the people of Israel are dedicating
the temple to the Lord, God made himself known to them in a supernatural way that no
one could deny.
I have known a few times in my life when the presence ofGod was indisputable.
Oh, I have never seen a room fill with a cloud of God's glory, but I have been places
where the presence ofGod was very evident.
Once, I was helping to lead a retreat, and it seemed as if the presence of God just
fell upon the room. It was an amazing evening. 41 people gave their lives to Christ that
night. When I was growing up, in my home church, we had a "lay witness mission."
That Sunday moming the presence of God was incredibly evident as the altar and aisles
of that rather large church were filled with people giving their lives to Jesus Christ. The
church was powerfiiUy changed.
This past year, while I was in Kentucky I took our children to a Christian music
festival. They had an outdoor chapel for people to come and pray. And when you
walked into that chapel. Everyone agreed that you could just feel the presence ofGod.
But how does that happen? How do we experience God showing up in such an
evident way?
First, we must remember that this was a special circumstance. God does not
always show himself in such an evident way, and we must remember that he is still
present even when we do not feel him or see his presence.
Second, we must remember that God showed up in this way because the people
were tmly seeking to follow God. They were giving God their all. Did you notice in the
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scripture reading all the sacrifices they were making to the Lord? They had already
sacrificed a great deal, just to build the temple and now they were sacrificing more. It can
truly be said that the people were seeking God with their whole heart that day.
There is one last thing that they did that really made the difference. They allowed
God's presence in their lives � in the present. This is important for us all to hear.
We like to remember how God worked in our lives in the past. There is a sense of
nostalgia and a warm feeling that goes along with it. And we usually hope that God will
work again in our lives in he fiiture. It is the present that causes us problems.
When God makes himself known in our lives, there are almost always changes
that need to be made. Itmight be in how we worship God. Often when God makes
himself known. His people begin to worship him using different forms ofworship. That
makes people uncomfortable. Very often when God makes himself known we find that
we need to make changes in our own life and the way we are living. All too few people
can say they are seeking God with their whole heart. All too few can say that Jesus
Christ is tmly the Lord over every area of their life. Few can say their one desire is to
please him.
Ifwe want to properly dedicate this sanctuary to the glory ofGod, one of the most
important things we can do is to allow the presence of Jesus Christ in our lives in the
present. Today, is Jesus Christ the Lord of your life?
III. Recognize Our Responsibility In The Future
"If my people, who are called by my name, will humble themselves and pray and
seek my face and tum from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will
forgive their sin and will heal their land. (2 Chronicles 7: 14, NIV).
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What about the future? In 2 Chronicles 7, after the temple has been dedicated, God
speaks to Solomon about the future. The message is one ofwarning and of promise.
First, lets look at the words ofwarning. God tells Solomon that all the days will
not be as glorious as the day of dedication. God says there will be hard times when the
rains do not come and the insects devour the harvest.
Aren't you glad that God is a realist? God is saying, Solomon there are great days
in the life ofGod's people, but God's people are not immune to sin and the difficulties of
life. Remember Jesus said, "In this world you will have trouble. . ."
I believe one the greatest problems people have in following God is rooted it the
mistaken belief that everyday will be a glorious day. Because of that, when the normal or
mundane days come, people tend to seek something that will give them an emotional
high. When God said, "You shall have no other gods before me," I believe one of the
false gods he was thinking ofwas the false god of "good feelings."
Now do not get me wrong. I do not know any one who does not enjoy feeling
good. But you can't base your life on the pursuit of good feelings.
God says when those bad days come, "Ifmy people who are called my name, will
humble themselves, and seekmy face and pray, then will I hear from heaven, and will
forgive their sin and will heal their land."
We could say so much about this verse, but let's just summarize it by saying this. When
things are difficuh, people often forget God and seek their own way. But God said, when
those times come, draw close to him, and seek him with your whole heart. Ifwe do, God
will bring a great blessing.
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Then God gives Solomon a promise. God says, Solomon, if you and your people
are faithful in good days and bad, I vvill establish your kingdom. Then God continues
with another warning. But if you tum away, I will take away all you have.
The tmth ofGod's promise and warnings about the future can easily be seen in
the often quoted comparison between Jonathan Edwards andMax Jukes (Friedeman 214-
215).
Jonathan Edwards known as a devoutly committed Christian had, at the time of
this study, 1,394 descendants firom his union with his Christian wife Sarah. Of these
were 100 preachers, 100 lawyers, 80 public officials, 75 army and navy officers, 65
college professors , 60 authors ofprominence, 60 physicians 30 judges, 13 college
presidents, 3 U.S. Senators, 1 Vice President of the United States and numerous other
governors of states and ambassadors to foreign countries.
Max Jukes was an atheist and know for his imgodly living. From his union
sprang 540 known descendants. Their record is less impressive. 310 died as paupers, 150
were criminals 100, drunkards; 7 murderers; and more than half of the women were
prostitutes.
What is God saying? He is saying, we have a responsibility for the future. We
can't simply rest an the glories of the past. We can't get lazy in our walk with God
assuming that because he is blessing us today. His blessings will continue
unconditionally in the future. We have a responsibility to remain faithfiil to God in the
future. And ifwe do God will bless us in amighty way.
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Now I want you to hear me when I say this. It would be easy to say. We don't
have an important mission. We are just a small church in a small Mississippi town. But
we do have a mission. Let me remind you that Jesus came irom a small town.
The Abby ofGethsemane, in South Central Kentucky is not far from Abraham
Lincoln's birthplace. In the middle of the Abby grave yard there is a large grave stone.
On this stone is carved a long list of 48 names. At the top of the list are these words.
"The following are buried at Gethsemane without markers." The eighteenth name on that
list is that ofZachariah Riney. There is nothing different about his name except a small
parentheses beside it which says, "(Lincoln's first teacher)", and the date of his death
Febmary 15th, 1859. Here was a forgotten man, who must have gone to his unmarked
grave believing that he never accomplished anything significant in his life. In 1859
Abraham Lincoln was a national nobody, a nameless ex-congressman from Illinois.
Zachariah Riney was a faithful frontier school teacher who served his calling well, but I
suspect that he may have entered his grave believing his life was nothing special.
I do not know what God has in the fiiture for Magee Methodist. But ifwe are
faithfiil to His commands; ifwe remember what God has done for us in the past; ifwe
allow God's presence to mle in our lives in the present; ifwe are faithfiil to our
responsibility to God in the fiiture. Then I believe God tells us that he will establish the
name ofMagee Methodist Church for many years to come.
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APPENDIX G
The following is a sample of a sermon preached on the doctrine of the Holy Spirit.
See Table 1 for a listing of other sermon topics on this doctrine.
Power to Make a Difference
Power to Do the Right Thing
Exodus 2-3
Poor little Harvey, he was trying to do the right thing. His Mom had gone to the
store and he decided he would do the wash for his Mom. It was good idea, but he was
not really what you would call "well trained" in the finer art ofwashing clothes.
He put the clothes in the washing machine added the detergent and then he
remembered that his Mom often added bleach to the wash. That is where his problems
began.
When he picked up the bottle ofbleach, it was heavy and he dropped it on the
floor. He looked around for something to wipe up the bleach and his eyes spotted Mom's
nice navy blue dress. It worked very well to wipe up the beach. But then the dress was
dripping bleach all over the floor, so he did what made sense to him. He threw the dress
now dripping with bleach onto the carpet in the nearby family room. He then proceeded
to wipe up the rest of the bleach with whatever clothes were within reach.
When he went to get his Mom's dress out of the family room�to put it in the
wash, he noticed that the dark colored carpet now had a big white spot where the dress
had been.
Being a resourceful little boy he realized that he had some magic markers
just about the color of the carpet. So he began an attempt to restore the carpet to the
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original color. This was bad enough, but the problem got worse when his magic marker
would not fill in the whole white spot. So he moved to the next closest color. That color
too ran out so he applied a third color� at this point his goal was not to match- he just
wanted to cover up the white spot.
At this point he heard a noise in the laundry room and discovered that he had
obviously put way too much detergent and perhaps too many clothes in the washer. The
washer was overflowing and suds were spilling onto the floor.
So Harvey frantically began to mop up the bleach filled suds with whatever
available clothes he could find in the laundry room. At that moment, his Mom walked
into the house with a sack fiill of groceries. She stepped into the soapy water slipped
onto the floor and landed with a hard splat.
All Harvey could say was, "Mom I was trying to help � surprise."
Have you ever tried to do the right thing, and made a mess of things? I suppose
the world is full of stories in which people were trying to do right, but made things worse.
Sometimes it is something like Harvey did, other times it takes on a world-wide scale.
But we have all experienced the frustration of having the right idea � and the wrong
results.
Today, I want us to look at the story ofMoses.
Exodus 2:1 1 says, "One day when Moses had grown up, he went out to his people
and looked on their burdens; and he saw an Egyptian beating a Hebrew, one ofhis
people. After looking around to make sxire no one was watching, Moses killed the
Egyptian and buried him in the sand" (RSV and NLT).
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We remember what happened next. Someone did see, word got to Pharaoh and he
gave orders to have Moses arrested and killed. So Moses fled Egypt and ended up as a
shepherd in the desert.
Poor Moses. He was trying to do the right thing. He tried to help his people in
their great oppression. But he went about it the wrong way. He killed a man. He had to
flee, and he lost the privileged life he had led as a prince of Pharaoh.
On a much more grand scale, Moses did what many of us do. He tried to do the
right thing, but he made his attempt in his own power. He failed to rely on God, and he
made a total mess of his life.
Moses eventually settled in a land called Midian. There he began a family and
became a shepherd.
But God had his hand on Moses. You see Moses was man ofpassion, and God
had a plan for Moses.
We have been talking for the past two weeks about the difference it makes when
we make God the "President of our lives." We have seen that when we allow the Holy
Spirit to mle in our life ,God gives us the power to do what we could not otherwise have
done. Today, I want us to look at the process God goes through to show us the power of
the Holy Spirit. Moses provides us with a prime example ofhow we can attain power
from God to do the right thing.
Moses saw the bush that was burning, but not consumed. So, he tumed aside to
see it. It might seem like fuming aside to see this burning bush was a natural thing to do,
but I believe there is more to it than that.
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Almost any miracle can be rationalized away. You may remember that people
rationalized away the empty tomb of Jesus. Many people try to rationalize away the
burning bush, but not Moses. Moses was a man who believed in the wonder of life.
Moses was a man who believed God works in wonderful and mysterious ways. So he
tumed aside to see the bush.
Let me ask you a question. Do you believe God is a God ofmiracles? Too often
we give up. We say God can't or God won't. Many people refuse to see God working
imless it is in the exact way they want him to work. As a result, when they see amiracle
or a burning bush they don't even notice it.
God does miracles, large and small, everyday, but few of us notice. In fact, there
might be a burning bush in your life right now that you have not even bothered to see.
The first step we must take to have the power to do the right thing is to believe
that God is a God ofmiracles. We must first be willing to notice the burning bushes God
places in our lives.
When the Lord saw that Moses had come to observe the miracle of the burning
bush, God spoke to Moses from the bush, "Moses, Moses!"
Now we see the second step needed to have the power to do the right thing.
Moses responded. Moses said, "Here I am."
Why do I make such a big deal about this? Isn't responding a natural
thing to do? I am afraid that when God speaks, most of us nm rather than respond.
I am convinced with all my heart that God, speaks to everyone of us. One of the
primary ministries of the Holy Spirit is to convince us of the sin and wrong doing in our
lives, but all too often, when God speaks we run.
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We all remember the E.F. Hutton commercial. "My broker is E.F. Hutton and E.F.
Hutton says ..." and everyone stops and listens.
Sadly, this is not true with God. It is my firm conviction that God, himself is
speaking to several people in this room right now. God does that when people gather in
His name. Perhaps God is saying, "It is time to give your life to Jesus." Perhaps he is
saying, "It is time to forgive that person you have held a grudge against all these years."
Perhaps he is saying, "This church needs you � not just your money, this church needs
you and your time." Maybe there is a sin in your life. You know what it is and God is
speaking to you about it.
What will you do? Will you say, "Here I am!" Or will you run?
Next God tells Moses to take off His shoes. The reason, he was standing on Holy
ground. This sounds so simple, but it is so very difficult to do.
First of all, Moses had to acknowledge that there was such thing as the Holy. We
might say, "He is standing in front a bush that is talking to him, what else could he do?"
I'll tell you what he could have done. He could have said "No."
To acknowledge the Holy means we are willing to admit there is something
bigger and more important than ourselves. That is hard to do. By acknowledging the
Holy we say, "I am not the most important person in my life." That is hard to do. To
acknowledge the holy means we have to obey what the Holy One commands. That is
hard to do.
I am going to bring this real close to home now. We are talking about power to
do the right thing. We are talking about how the Holy Spirit can make a real difference
in our lives. But let's face it, when the Holy Spirit tells us to do the something we do not
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always do it. When we read our Bibles and see God's commands, we do not always
obey. When a sermon touches our heart, or circumstances point the way or that "little
voice" inside tells us what to do, we do not always do the right thing.
When you are at work and someone wrongs you, and the Holy Spirit tells you to
forgive them, do you forgive them and show love? If you don't, you are not
acknowledging the Holy.
When your wife needs help with the kids, and the Holy Spirit tells you to help
her, do you stop what you are doing and help her, or do you keep on watching the TV?
When your children or grandchildren want you to read them a bedtime story and
the Holy Spirit says, "go," do you stop what you are doing, or do you do your own thing?
When your church needs you to change light bulbs for elderly people, and the
Holy Spirit says, "You could help with that," do you help or do you just let it pass by?
The Lord may not be speaking to us out of a burning bush, but he is speaking to
each of us every single day. But most days we are too busy doing our own thing to listen.
And when we do hear, we often do not take the time to obey.
After Moses acknowledged that there is a Holy God, he took off his shoes.
Again, this soimds so simple, but there is more to it than it sounds.
In Sinai, where this story takes place, your shoes are vital equipment. The ground
is hard and rocky. You will not make it far without your shoes. When God tells Moses
to take off his shoes, God is in effect saying, "Moses if you want the power to do the
right thing, your earthly strength is not enough." God is saying, "Moses, if you are
willing to acknowledge your complete dependence on Almighty God, then I will give you
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the most important mission of your life. But Moses, if you hang on to so much as your
shoes, you are helpless."
It is not that we don't need our shoes. A man can only walk a few feet in that hot,
rough desert without shoes. It means we can't take a single step toward fulfilling our
life's real mission without acknowledging God, the Holy One.
Let's go back to the begirming of the story. Moses had tried to do the right thing
before. He stood up for what was right when he saw the Egyptian abuse the Hebrew
slave. Then, Moses had all the wealth and power of an Egyptian Prince, but he just made
a mess of things.
Only when Moses was willing to take off his shoes and become helpless, fi-om a
human viewpoint, was he able to help the Hebrew people.
In firont of Legion Field in Birmingham Alabama there is a statue ofPaul Bear
Bryant ~ one of the greatest football coaches ever. The inscription on that stame quotes
coach Bryant. It goes something like this. "If you believe in yourself, and work hard and
are dedicated and never give up, then you will be a wirmer." It is an inspiring quote.
That philosophy won a lot of football games. When I saw the quote I thought, "I want to
use that quote in my sermon." I love it.
But when I thought about it, I realized that those words are not enough. Ifwe
want the power to do the right thing, we have to acknowledge that God is a holy God. We
have to be willing to take off our shoes and say, "OK God, I'm yours, I'll follow you. It
is up to you to show the way."
God gave Moses the power to do the right thing and he gave Moses amission.
The interesting thing is this. It is the same basic mission Moses had tried to accomplish
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on his own 40 years earlier. Forty years earlier Moses had tired to do it his own way, and
he failed miserably.
Now Moses not only had the right mission, he also had God behind him.
Before Moses had everything going for him. Now he had nothing but God.
Before Moses was a Prince ofEgypt. Now Moses was a shepherd.
Before Moses had the strength of his youth. Now Moses was an old man.
Before Moses had it all. Now Moses had nothing ~ but God. And God was
enough!
Dr. Crawford Loritts had just dropped his children off at school in his brand new
car and was headed to work when a speeding car drove through an intersection, running a
stop sign and smashed into Dr. Loritts' car. There was a tremendous impact. It was one of
those situations where if the impact had been 6 inches different, Crawford would have
been seriously injured. But he was OK, just a small scratch.
Dr. Loritts got out of his car to check on the man who had run the stop sign and
smashed into him.
Dr. Loritts is an African-American man, and when he went to check on the other
driver, the man called him all sorts of demeaning names. Then the man said, "You
should not be in this part of tovm anyway you N ."
After the police finished their accident investigation. Dr. Loritts was getting
ready to get into his wife's car and go home. He said, "I felt a strong impression from the
Holy Spirit to go speak to the man who had hit me and then verbally abused me." His
first response to God was, "Not in this life." He said, "God that is impossible. That man
is so angry and ftiU of hate, and I am so angry and fiill of bittemess toward that man."
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But then Crawford said, "As strongly as God has ever spoken to me I knew I had to go to
that man."
Crawford Loritts knew that ifGod is a Holy God, then he had to do what God
said.
He walked over put his hands on the man's shoulder and said, "Are you all right?"
And the man burst into tears.
Later in traffic court. Crawford Loritts spoke to the man again. He established a
relationship with the man and was able to share the love, forgiveness and resurrection of
Jesus Christ with the man who had treated him so wrongly.
How about you? Has God given you something impossible to do. Has God asked
you to do something that you have tried to do in your own power, but it just did not work
out?
Why not follow the steps ofMoses? Rely on the Holy Spirit ofGod and find the
power to do the right thing?
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APPENDIX H
Identification Code for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale, Pre-test
First, let me thank you for your help. Hopefully, it will help me become a better preacher
and pastor.
This survey is a part of the research for my Doctor ofMinistry dissertation. I am
asking you to fill out the survey now and again later in the year. So that I can maintain
your privacy and match the survey you fill out today with the one you take later in the
year, I have devised a simple identification code to conceal your identity. Please fill this
page before you take the survey. If you would rather not use this code system, simply
vmte your name in the place indicated. All answers will be keep in confidence.
Thanks again.
Tommy
Identification Code
1. The first letter of your middle name.
(First name if you do not have a middle name)
2. The month you were bom.
(for example 1 = January; 2 = Febmary, etc.)
3. The last number of your phone number.
4. The first number ofyour Social Security Number.
Optional: If you prefer not to use the above code, please give your name in the space
below.
Please provide the following information
Sex: Male Female
Age: Only those 15 or older need to fill out the survey
15 to 18 18 to 20 21 to 34 35 to 55
55 to 65 over 65
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APPENDIX I
Spiritual Well-Being Scale
For each of the following statements circle the choice that best indicates the extent ofyour
agreement or disagreement as it describes your personal experience:
SA = Strongly Agree D = Disagree
MA = Moderately Agree MD = Moderately Disagree
A = Agree SD = Strongly Disagree
1 . I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer with God. SA MA A D MD SD
2. I don't know who I am, where I came fi-om,
or where I am going.
SA MA A D MD SD
3. I believe God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A D MD SD
4. I feel that life is a positive experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested m
my daily situations.
SA MA A D MD SD
6. I feel unsettled about my fiiture. SA MA A D MD SD
7. I have a personally meaningfiil relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
8. I feel very fulfilled and satisfied with life. SA MA A D MD SD
9. I don't get much personal strength and support
from my God.
SA MA A D MD SD
10. I feel a sense ofwell-being about the direction
my life is headed m.
SA MA A D MD SD
1 1. I believe that God is concemed about my problems. SA MA A D MD SD
12. I don't enjoy much about life. SA MA A D MD SD
13. I don't have a personally satisfying relationship with God SA MA A D MD SD
14. I feel good about my fiiture. SA MA A D MD SD
15. My relationship with God helps me not to feel lonely. SA MA A D MD SD
16. I feel that life is fiill of conflict and unhappiness SA MA A D MD SD
17. I feel most fulfilled when I'm in close communion with God. SA MA A D MD SD
18. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
19. My relationship with God contributes to my sense ofwell-being. SA MA A D MD SD
20. I believe there is some real purpose for my life. SA MA A D MD SD
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APPENDIX J
Identification Code for the Spiritual Well-Being Scale, Post-test
Thank you for your help. It will be very helpful to me. Hopefully, it will help me
to become a better preacher and pastor. This survey is a part of the research for my
Doctor ofMinistry dissertation.
Many of you filled out a portion of this survey last year. So that I can match the
survey you fill out today with the one you may have taken earlier in the year and enable
you to keep your answers private. I have devised a simple identification code to conceal
your identity.
UNLESS YOURNAME IS ON THE ATTACHED LIST of people who used
their name the last time you took the survey, PLEASE USE THE CODE SYSTEM.
I assure you that I will keep your answers in confidence.
Thanks again.
Tommy
Name (Only if your name is on the attached sheet): _
Identification Code
1 . The first letter of your middle name.
(First name ifyou do not have amiddle name)
2. The month you were bom.
(for example 1 = January; 2 = Febmary, etc.)
3. The last number of your phone number.
4. The first number of your Social Security Number.
Please provide the following information.
Sex: Male Female
Age: Only those 15 or older need to fill out the survey
15 to 18 18 to 20 21 to 34 35 to 55
55 to 65 over 65
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